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ABSTRACT

Choreographies of Disablement interrogates the historical relationship between
dance and disability to recognize and define ‘disablement’ as a choreographic concept
within contemporary dance practice. Working from choreographic analysis, interviews,
and theories of sovereignty and crip time I argue ‘disablement’ grows out of the historical
nexus in which Western concert dance, through the paradigm of ballet, was cultivated:
the seventeenth century French political sphere and the prestige of a sovereign
balletomane King. The performances of French kings in the burlesque ballet
choreographies of 1624-1627 serve as the historical center of this research because
disability has a political role to play at the dawn of concert dance in the West. This
insight provides the historical perspective from which I locate the development of
‘disablement’ in the seventeenth century and identify its emergence in twenty-first
century choreographies.
This dissertation uses the historical and political significance of the burlesque
ballets as a touchstone to then analyze three contemporary sites of choreography
produced between 2004 and 2016. Chapter 3 considers the repertory of German
choreographer Raimund Hoghe, a queer disabled artist. I focus attention on his piece
Sacre – The Rite of Spring (2004), which draws upon dance’s historical, canonical past.
Chapter 4 focuses on Disabled Theater (2012), devised by French choreographer Jérôme
Bel in collaboration with the Swiss-based company Theater Hora, a professional theater
company comprised of performers with developmental disabilities. The piece is
composed of theatrical tasks, including the presentation of self-choreographed dance
iii

solos. Chapter 5 centers on the collaborative performance work, A Fierce Kind of Love
(2016), comprised of Philadelphia-based disabled and nondisabled performers with
choreography by US dance artist Nichole Canuso. Taken together, my analysis of these
sites questions the state of disability within the discursive space of dance studies, and in
turn positions ‘disablement’ as a historically inflected site of choreographic thinking
materializing in contemporary practice.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

“… disability is seen as the very absence of futurity, or as the very least desirable future,
and thus deliberative rhetoric invokes disability to characterize everything that was
undesirable about the past, everything that the future must overcome.”
(Jay Dolmage 2014, 133)

I began this dissertation project with the incentive to interrogate the topic within
dance studies scholarship known as ‘dance and disability’. This area of research is
diverse in terms of subject matter and methodology, ranging from the influence of dance
on modes of communication for children with disabilities (Bond 1991), the experience of
disability in a higher education dance setting (Whatley 2007), and the impact disabled
dancers have on audiences in performance (Albright 1997). In surveying the scholarship
that can comprise ‘dance and disability’, my most initial basic query was around the
presence of the ‘and’ that suggested ‘dance’ and ‘disability’ were separate if somehow
related concepts.
As a dancer with fluctuating ability within a social milieu that privileges what
disability and feminist scholar Alison Kafer (2013) refers to as “able-bodiedness and
able-mindedness,” dance and disability, to me, felt inextricably linked. I spent hours in
front of a mirror growing up desperately working to acquire technique while moving in
unison with other young girls dressed in the same leotards and tights. In adolescence, I
was considered typical in terms of physical and cognitive development. My entry into
dance was a foregone conclusion once teachers noticed my long limbs, open hips, and
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arched feet suitable for classical ballet training. Yet, even with this supposed
predisposition to having a technical dancing body, the moments of ever feeling fully in
possession of ability were few and far between. When class ended, I returned home to eat
dinner with my parents, do homework, and play with my brother, Anthonie, ten years my
junior. He is autistic, developmentally disabled and has hypotonia, which causes low
muscle tone throughout his upper body. Maturing and learning adjacent to him and as a
dancer has informed my understanding of what is known in disability and critical theory
circles as ableism – a discriminatory practice that assumes able-bodiedness and ablemindedness as normative. In return, disability is often marginalized, constructed to be
without value and, as Jay Dolmage states in the epigraph above, without a future. For
Anthonie, our more youthful concept of dance informed by the classes and concert
performances available within the confines of suburban New Jersey felt not only
inaccessible, but unwilling to consider his body as a dancer.
Fifteen years, several cities, and higher degrees later I have acquired a more
nuanced approach to and understanding of dance, one to which Anthonie also has access.
Within my study of ‘dance’ the concept of choreography, how and why movement is
generated, organized, expended, and apprehended, has become paramount. After sharing
the knowledge to which I have been granted access, my brother and I developed a much
more accessible and collaborative relationship around the potential to compose and craft
movement with and for one another. In 2015 we embarked on a series of movement
explorations in public and private settings that attempted to consider disability in our
shared past and present. We worked from movement prompts that asked us to consider
our past experiences of disability as individuals, siblings, and caretakers. We used this
2

method to generate choreography as a way to further understand one another, as well as
the ableist world in which we live. For Anthonie, what felt inaccessible as a child was
now a way to contemplate what it means to be disabled as an adult.
For me, that experience and the renewed importance of dance in both our lives
prompted another question: where does disability exists within the history of Western
dance, a field that has shaped most of my educational and professional life. The histories
Anthonie and I continue to embody in the choreographies we created together may feel
unique to us, but are increasingly ubiquitous, with approximately 13% of the US adult
population identifying as having a disability.1 What, then, are the stakes of approaching
dance and disability historically, as entwined concepts? Why enter into such a
conversation in 2017? Can such an approach generate a discourse, and thus have a future
in dance studies? These are the overarching questions this dissertation sets out to answer.
As a dance scholar informed by a growing knowledge of disability, I find it
imperative to situate disability and the experiences of disabled bodies as vital components
of Western dance and cultural history. Thus, instead of moving towards this future that
casts disability as ‘undesirable’ I turn to the past that surprisingly desires it. This
dissertation rediscovers disability from the historical nexus in which Western concert
dance, through the paradigm of ballet, was cultivated: the seventeenth century French
political sphere and the prestige of a sovereign dancing body in the royal court, a
balletomane King. In the early modern period, dance was associated with power whose
political connotations were visualized as physical, but aesthetically, the question of the
grotesque, abject body also came into play in court ballet choreographies. In digging
through this politically situated dance history, I aim to understand how the role of the
3

sovereign in seventeenth century court ballet informs, disrupts, and/or rearticulates
contemporary choreographies in a twenty-first century context. By ‘Western concert
dance” I refer primarily to iterations of dance and dance history that follow the
development of ballet, modern, and contemporary dance practices in Europe and North
America.
In contrast to court ballet, the other three primary choreographic sites analyzed in
this dissertation were crafted and performed in the twenty-first century. Though my
rationale for choosing the pieces analyzed will be developed throughout this first
introductory chapter, I list the choreographers and pieces at this juncture for two reasons.
The first, so that the reader can be made aware of and consider the titles of the works in
question and the chapters they occupy in this dissertation. The second, to make the time
periods and geographies from which the pieces originate clear and poignant. Chapter 2
considers the court ballets of seventeenth century France, particularly the approach to
choreography and the grotesque demonstrated in the burlesque ballets of 1624-1627.
Chapter 3 focuses on Sacre – The Rite of Spring (2004) by German choreographer and
dancer Raimund Hoghe. Disabled Theater (2012) by French choreographer Jérôme Bel
and Theater Hora, a professional theater company for disabled individuals is the primary
site of analysis in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 centers on A Fierce Kind of Love (2016), a
collaborative, multi-modal work choreographed by Philadelphia-based artist Nichole
Canuso and commissioned by the Institute on Disabilities, Temple University.
I approach the subject of each chapter as a site of choreography to highlight the
importance of the choreographic in this dissertation. Working from dance scholars Jens
Giersdorf and Gay Morris (2016) and Andre Lepecki (2008) I use the elements of labor,
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organization, and documentation to craft an understanding of choreography that is
tracked throughout the dissertation. Giersdorf and Morris (2016) define choreography as
“purposeful stagings of structured, embodied movements that aim to communicate an
idea or create meaning for an actual, conceptual, or purposefully absent audience for
aesthetic and social reasons,” as well as “an organizational, decision-making, and
analytical system that is always social and political” (7). Lepecki (2008) states,
“choreography was invented in order to structure a system of command to which bodies
have to subject themselves… into the system’s wills and whims… an apparatus of
capture,” (3) and is now, in the milieu of ‘contemporary dance,’ “discover[ed] as the
polarizing performative and physical force that organizes the whole distribution of the
sensible and of the political” (4). This literature on choreography points to the
complexities around the dancer as a body writing, laboring, and organizing meaning
through a series of codes that can be translated or intentionally resist translation. The
trifecta of understanding choreography as a form of ordering, working, and writing the
body informs my approach to the sites in question and the impact they have on
contributing to the definition of choreography in dance scholarship.
Working with and from my primary sites of choreographic analysis, I
problematize the linguistic signifier ‘disability’ of ‘dance and disability’ attached to
current areas of dance practice, performance, and scholarship. The topic alone, ‘dance
and disability’, begs for linguistic analysis. Even outside of dance proper, the language
around disability provokes anxiety, most notably in individuals attempting to identify or
describe another person. What are the correct terms? When I discuss my research with
family members, friends, students, and colleagues, curiosity over saying the right thing
5

pervades the interaction. There are the hushed utterances of ‘handicapped’ to ask about
the dancers and choreographers that comprise my sites of study; the gentle interest in the
well-being of my brother with “special needs,” an often infantilizing part of disability
nomenclature; and the moment of pensive silence followed by the earnest query over
what word to actually just use. What does ‘disability’ after ‘and’ add or detract from the
primary ‘dance’?
Such a question shall continue to be considered throughout this dissertation, but
there are significant spaces within contemporary dance practice that provide examples of
how ‘disabled’ is deployed on the professional level. Companies such as AXIS Dance in
North America, and Candoco in the UK employ dancers who identify as disabled and
dancers who do not. Candoco uses the phrase “a mix of disabled and non-disabled
dancers”2 to describe the company and AXIS promotes the term “physically integrated
dance”3 as what the company practices and performs. Although both AXIS and Candoco
position themselves, respectively, as contemporary dance companies, there is the
compulsion to label the dancers employed as either disabled or nondisabled. Under the
aegis of ableism, such terms place expectations on the dancer that are often realized by
audience members. Dance scholar Sarah Whatley (2007) has described that such
expectations can range from “feeling sorry” for the ‘disabled dancers’ to being inspired
and astounded by their performance skills unforeseen by the presumptions that surround
disability within an ableist social structure.
This is not to say ‘disabled’ should be omitted. Rather, the persistence of such
labels points to the importance of terminology in research on ‘dance and disability’.
Thus, I approach the choreographic sites under investigation through the introduction of a
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working term, what I conceive of as ‘disablement’. To start, I work from the English
definition of ‘disablement’ understood as “the state of being disabled or the process of
becoming disabled.”4 As a process, I examine the choreographic function of
‘disablement’ in the sites this dissertation analyzes, elucidating the term more clearly
through the work of each chapter. The term ‘disablement’ and its corresponding
characterization, I contend, exercise a philological, choreographic, historical, and
temporal maneuver in the field of dance studies. In the context of my work this term finds
affiliation with the dictionary definition, but is more fruitfully cultivated in the research
and writing of the chapters that fill this dissertation.
To provide a framework for the chapters that comprise the dissertation, this
Introduction (Chapter 1) carves out the parameters of the research and the methods
employed. Functionally, what follows acts as a literature review that traverses two major
disciplines: dance studies scholarship, most significantly texts that focus on ‘dance and
disability,’ but also the larger state of the field of which disability is not a prime subject,
though exists as a pressing issue warranting attention; and disability studies in the
humanities, primarily from scholars that work within the fields of rhetoric and
composition, and comparative literature. Thus, the following review is highly
interdisciplinary and identifies key terms, concepts and methodological insights that lay
the groundwork and provide the rationale for the dissertation. To embrace such a crossdisciplinary approach, I situate the literature assessed thematically rather than by
disciplinary boundary, and organize this section through the articulation of four research
questions. In the process of building this dissertation a working methodology emerged
out of the research questions posed and the literature assessed in response. Structurally,
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each question functions to consider the interdisciplinary stakes of the dissertation and
then define the methods necessary to carry forth the research. The questions and
approaches articulated below serve as the spark from which this dissertation was initially
ignited.

What are the terms of disability and how do they correspond to the subjects,
performances, social conditions, and histories studied and written into scholarship?
In Keywords for Disability Studies, editors Adams, Reiss, and Serlin (2015)
account for disability as a term and idea that has “been part of the English language since
at least the 16th century,” though defined in various contexts and iterations to have
acquired a myriad of “definitional challenges” (6) in current scholarship. In surveying the
deployment of disability in colloquial and scholarly settings, Adams et al. (2015) state,
currently,
disability encompasses a broad range of bodily, cognitive, and sensory differences
and capacities. It is more fluid than most other forms of identity in that it can
potentially happen to anyone at any time, giving rise to the insiders’ acronym for
the nondisabled, TAB (for temporarily able-bodied)… disability can be
situational; it can also wax and wane within any particular body. (5-6)
Such fluidity is evident in the subtle shifts in subject matter within ‘dance and disability’
literature since the mid-1990s. Scholars Ann Cooper Albright (1997) and Owen Smith
(2005) have primarily focused on U.S. based Cleveland Ballet Dancing Wheels or the
UK based Candoco. These companies employ ‘disabled dancers,’ who use wheelchairs
and display ‘bodily differences,’ such as Candoco’s Peter Toole, a “virtuosic dancer,”
who “has no legs” and “relies on his arms to walk” (Albright 1997, 78) and nondisabled
dancers and choreographers – a term frequently used in disability and performance
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communities to describe individuals who are not disabled.5 More recently scholars have
acknowledged the importance of writing into scholarship performers with cognitive and
sensory differences not associated with larger companies under the umbrella of disability.
For example, performance studies scholar Petra Kuppers (2003), in addition to writing on
Candoco, devotes a chapter to her own collaboration with artists with “perceptual
challenges” (124); performance scholar Carrie Sandahl (2003) engages with the subject
of disability by writing about solo artists “with physical impairments” and “sensory or
mental impairments” (27) who identify as disabled in the contexts of homosexual and
queer performance communities; and dance scholar and philosopher Erin Manning
(2013) has carved out a space within dance studies to consider the aesthetic properties of
cognitive and sensory differences associated with autism.
Yet, expanding opportunities to identify with the term ‘disability’ also draw
attention to how and why disability is considered and defined. For ‘disability’ has moved
through the English language as a term attached to the assumption of ability through
displays of able-bodiedness and able-mindedness frequently associated with the ability to
dance. This is most explicitly articulated and felt in US national policy on labor and
government assistance, legislation that correlates disability with an inability to work,
welfare, and public income support, positioning cash compensation as the necessary
replacement for profit-earning labor (Bickenbach 2012, 11). Turning attention to the
history of the signifier disability in this context, Adams et al. (2015) state:
It [disability] began its ascent in the United States during the Civil War, when
“disability” measured one’s capacity to serve in the armed forces or one’s right to
compensation from injuries incurred in military service. As the welfare state
developed in the twentieth century, the term came to incorporate chronic illnesses
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and conditions of impairment that impeded one’s ability to work. (7 emphasis
added)
With the establishment of the welfare system in the mid-twentieth century and workers’
compensation and security for workers – policies that were also introduced in Europe
after both World Wars – disability is defined in contrast to ‘one’s ability to work.’
When disability does find coalition with the potential to perform work it is often
through policies that reinforce the able/disable binary. Most notably, as disability and law
scholar Jerome Bickenbach (2012) outlines, through ‘rehabilitation’, a program
foregrounded in the idea that “those yet to enter into the workforce could and should be
trained, or otherwise prepared to become gainfully employed” (33). “Disability policy,”
he states, was “directed at making the disabled individual – whose defect or infirmity
made him or her unable to do the job – employable, rather than making the job more
accessible” (34). In these policies, disability is given as prior to the ability to work or
perform a job. In addition, such training or successful forms of ‘rehabilitation’ was (and
still is) viewed as a way to accomplish “good citizenship” (Rose 2015, 189). In the
current Western world, most significantly in a United States still scrutinizing the welfare
state system, disability, though it “has also grown more ambiguous and unstable in its
meanings” (Adams et al., 2015, 7), remains a term whose definition derives from its
literally more valued opposite, ability.
Charting the conceptualization of ‘ability’ throughout Western history, disability
studies scholar Fiona Kumari Campbell (2015) states, “today ability and disability are
conjoined as a simple binary” (12). Yet, the term ‘ability,’ she continues, “shapes our
understanding of what it means to have a livable life” (12), a viewpoint associated with
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the discriminatory designation of ableism.6 In conversation with dance studies, ability is
not only the livable option, but able, as the assumed opposite of disabled, frames what is,
for all intents and purposes, dance-able. Dance framed as technique and training then
structures dancing as a form of hyper-ability. In her text Choreographing Difference: The
Body and Identity in Contemporary Dance (1997), Albright provides one of the first
analyses of ‘dance and disability’ dedicating an entire chapter to the topic, titled “Moving
Across Difference: Dance and Disability.” Her approach to the concept of ‘difference’ is
meant to “examine the social construction of a quintessentially able body in Western
dance” (xxiv). In the context of ‘disability’, she calls upon the parallel structure of
able/disabled often deployed in social policy as a conceit in Western physical and visual
culture that situates “professional dance” as “traditionally structured by an exclusionary
mindset” constructing a particular kind of dancer and constituting a certain understanding
of dance that sees ‘disabled’ dance as a subset of dance proper (57).
One does not have to look far to glimpse the ‘exclusionary mindset’ Albright
criticizes. A 2015 video news story published by Upworthy.com and widely circulated on
social media platforms shows how a mother, who after hearing about workshops offered
by New York City Ballet (NYCB) for children to work with professional ballet dancers,
debated whether or not her daughter Pearl, who has cerebral palsy, could participate in
such an experience without being the focus of stares or concern. Hesitant to attend the
class, assuming her daughter would be the only child with a disability in a studio of
nondisabled pupils, she wrote a letter to NYCB describing Pearl and stating, “It would
mean so much to my daughter and children like her to be able to take part in a NYCB
workshop and for one day feel like they too could become ballerinas” (Mordecai 2015).
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In response, NYCB set up four separate workshops for Pearl and other children with
various disabilities. The pupils worked with principal dancer Adrian Danching-Waring,
who in the video discussed feeling nervous, uncomfortable, and then surprised by the
children’s capabilities, admitting, “I strangely have had little contact in my life with the
disabled” (in Mordecai 2015).
The separation of the two classes in the example above, though targeted to
amateur dance students, is not a far cry from the persistent separation deployed by
professional companies such as AXIS Dance and Candoco. In the disciplinary fields of
dance studies and the humanities, as well as the vernacular space of dance education and
promotion, the tension between what constitutes ability and disability is most explicitly
present in the exercise of defining the terms with which dancers, educators, and scholars
work. In her discussion of companies that employ ‘disabled dancers,’ Albright (1997)
deploys the neologism dis/ability, visually disrupting the written term by adding a
character to the spelling. “The slash,” she states, “refuses the comfort of a stereotype” of
what a “disabled body is supposed to be” (58). Yet, though her reasoning for “the slash”
provokes a necessary consideration of the signifier disability (as well as the adjective
form disabled), the addition to the spelling is confined to the visual marking of the word
on the page. Rather than develop a term through a discussion of the dancers and pieces
that inform her chapter, the neologism dis/ability is discussed prior to the analysis of
movement. I attempt throughout this dissertation to reconsider this use of terminology by
looking at the way choreography lends itself to the redefinition of the terms.
However, it is crucial to first acknowledge the role disability studies has played in
the development of terminology as it relates to embodied experience. Although not
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deploying concepts such as choreography, a consideration of the terms of disability
through embodiment, though loosely defined, has found purchase in the work of
disability studies scholar Tobin Siebers (2013). Rather than define a term per se, he calls
for a “theory of complex embodiment… a spectrum of human variation conceived both
as variability between individuals and as variability within an individual’s lifecycle”
(290). Siebers’s theory locates meaning in the material lived experiences of those who
identify with the signifier disability at various points in their lives depending on
environment or physiological alterations. “Embodiment,” he states, “seen complexly
understands disability as an epistemology that rejects the temptation to value the body as
anything other than what it was and that embraces what the body has become and will
become relative to the demands on it” (2013, 291). Siebers’s recourse to embodiment is
not lost on this burgeoning dance scholar. Yet, by trying to subvert the privilege of ability
through the theory of complex embodiment, ‘ability’ as a consistent signifier so assumed
of bodies that it often goes unsaid, is not sufficiently dismantled.
Skirting the issue of terminology, Kuppers (2003) avoids an outright definition of
disability in her text. Instead she states, “performances by disabled artists – create
unexpected encounters, fleeting moments, puzzles and unanswerable questions – above
all… these meetings are characterized by a flow of energy, and a way of being alive that
negates fixity,” for, “fixes on the nature of disability can become unstable” (1). Though
the argument that words cannot contain or dream of stabilizing the individual upon whom
such a term is placed is compelling, words and definable terms are the tools with which
we as scholars are left. For in an analysis of the popular company Candoco, Kuppers
states, “the physicality of the disabled body, its ability to take space in the public sphere
13

remains at the forefront of aesthetic strategy” to intervene in undesirable assumptions
around disability in staged performances and daily interactions (68). In making such a
statement Kuppers consistently uses, but also leaves vague, the terms ‘disabled
performers’ and ‘disability’ as descriptors, and deploys the word ability to describe a
performer’s capacity. By not offering a definition, she does not consider how the
aesthetic strategy of the ‘disabled body’ can correspond to, impede on, or redefine the
historical shifts in such terms through performance or scholarship.
This dissertation takes seriously the linguistic ‘definitional challenges’ explicitly
acknowledged in disability studies and the humanities, and implicitly traversed in the
study of dance and disability, as reviewed above. By asking after the terms of disability, I
endeavor to integrate choreography more fully into this literature because choreography
has a particular purchase on the signifier. What the information gleaned from this
research question uncovers is a lack of collaboration between analyses of choreographies
and the terminology fostered in the writing of such scholarship.
In response to this methodological paucity within the literature across the fields of
dance studies and disability studies, I devise and employ a form of choreographic
analysis throughout the dissertation. Choreographic analysis, as dance scholar Sherril
Dodds (2014) explains, extends to reading the movement vocabularies at play in a given
dance work, as well as the “coded inscriptions” (42) of cultural, political, and economic
frameworks manipulating or being manipulated by the choreography performed.
Methodologically, I use such analysis to work from the choreographies that fill this
dissertation to position ‘disablement’ as a term that finds its genesis as a choreographic
concept. To describe the choreographies within the boundaries of text, I use vocabulary
14

from codified dance forms, including ballet and American modern dance; popular dance
forms, such as the rather ubiquitous terms moonwalk and jazz hands; anatomy; and
Rudolf van Laban’s concepts of effort and shape, such as fluidity or weightedness. I
employ this mode of description throughout the dissertation and work from the
choreographic material studied to articulate what ‘disablement’, as a working term, is and
can be in dance choreography and scholarship.

What is the aesthetic relationship between the historical figure of the grotesque and the
more contemporary figure of the ‘disabled body’?
As literary and disability scholar Janet Lyon documents, in the 1930 essay “Street
Haunting,” Virginia Woolf writes of a “dwarf,” a woman of below average height, and
describes her walk down the street as a “grotesque dance” (Woolf in Lyon 2012, 562).
Though Lyon does not linger on the effects of the term dance in the essay, comparisons
between disability and the grotesque, particularly in performance – even the everyday
context Woolf develops – have been documented and critiqued in literary and disability
studies.7 Feminist and disability studies scholar Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (1997)
argues many “physically disabled characters” in literature are equated with the grotesque
in conventions of representation and criticism, but such equation “invites both critics and
readers to view representations of disability through an aesthetic […] framework” (112).8
She situates the grotesque as an aesthetic category that has moved from the fifteenth
century onward through artistic mediums as a liminal figure, from the gargoyle or
mermaid to the disabled character in twentieth century literature, that “blurs accepted
categories” (112).
15

Garland-Thomson’s reference to the grotesque as a liminal figure corresponds to
more robust studies in art history that look to the functionality of the grotesque in the
tradition of Western fine art. Though not directly concerned with disability, art historian
Frances Connelly (2012) argues that though the “meaning of the grotesque changed
dramatically over time” (4), the grotesque “is best understood by what it does, not what it
is. It is an action, not a thing” (2). For example, “while most descriptions of the grotesque
situate it in direct opposition to the norm (disfigured, deformed, etc.),” Connelly (2012)
contends “it is more like a catalyst, opening the boundaries of two disparate entities, and
setting a reaction in motion” (8). For, “in its original sixteenth-century usage, the term
‘grotesque’ described fanciful works of extreme artifice and virtuosity” (2012, 2). For
Connelly (2012), the grotesque is positioned as a verb that moves through the entirety of
Western art, unhinged from any one aesthetic period. “Grotesques,” she states, “come
into being by rupturing cultural boundaries, compromising and contradicting what is
‘known’ or what is ‘proper’ or ‘normal’” (2). Even outside of dance or disability studies
proper, Connelly’s conceptualization of the grotesque in any era is dependent not only on
a series of cultural codes of normativity, but on audiences receptive to the organization
of, or perhaps dismantling of, such codes.
In literature on ‘dance and disability,’ discourse around the grotesque as an
aesthetic with deep historical relevance to contemporary understandings of the disabled
body has gained prominence. Kuppers (2003) explains how the philology of the
grotesque is useful to discussions around how disabled performers intervene in ableist
aesthetics of Western performance. “The word grotesque stems from the Latin of Rome’s
grottos – hidden places, caves, places where the aesthetic eye can rest from order,
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symmetry, and can lose itself in the folds and baroque display of detail and
ornamentation” (45). Both Kuppers (2003) and Albright (1997) retrieve an understanding
of the grotesque from Mikhail Bakhtin’s explication of the carnival, an event “where
social ties are inverted and the body becomes the stage for disruptive practices.”9 This is
a context in which many art historians have formulated the figure of “the carnivalesque
body” that subverts the idealized figure of the classical human form (Connelly 2012, 84).
However, Albright formulates the grotesque around more contemporary appearances of
disabled dancers through the work of scholars that have read Bakhtin’s writings on
carnival through the lens of feminist theory, specifically the work of literary scholar Mary
Russo.
Albright (1997) argues Russo, “in her discussion of carnival, spectacle, and
Bakhtinian theory… identifies these two bodily tropes… the classical body and the
grotesque body” (63). “The grotesque body,” Russo writes, “is the open, protruding,
extended, secreting body, the body of becoming, process and change. The grotesque body
is opposed to the classical body, which is monumental, static, closed and sleek…” (Russo
in Albright 1997, 63). Albright positions the terms ‘classical’ and ‘grotesque’ as “cultural
constructs that deeply influence our attitudes towards bodies” rather than as specific
descriptions of particular persons or bodily traits (63). She argues the tension between
these two bodies is most readily portrayed in concert dance forms with disabled and
nondisabled dancers, such as the pieces produced by Candoco and Cleveland Ballet
Dancing Wheels (CBDW). “Dance,” she states, “is rife with the cultural anxiety that the
grotesque body will erupt (unexpectedly) through the image of the classical body” (74).
For Albright, this construction of the ‘classical’ body is bound up in the sylph-like
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aesthetic of the “white, female, thin, long-limbed, flexible, able-bodied,” ballet dancer of
the nineteenth century Romantic ballet period (57). The visibility of disability on the
stage or written in the concert program, she argues, “crack[s] the porcelain image of the
female dancer as sylph,” and forces “the viewer to confront the cultural opposite of the
classical body – the grotesque body…” (63). While these anxieties are not unfounded,
since much of disability has focused on the unspoken anxiety that surrounds the
temporary nature of able-bodiedness, Albright deploys a classical/grotesque dichotomy to
situate the dancing body as emblematic of the Romantic era ballerina. She positions the
grotesque as the aesthetic opposite to the sylph theoretically rather than historically. The
grotesque in seventeenth century ballet choreography, from which the sylph emerged,
goes undocumented.
In her analyses of works from the late twentieth century, Albright (1997) uses the
figure of the sylph-like ‘classical’ dancing body to suggest contemporary concert dance
choreography covers over the ‘grotesque’ disabled body. One example she provides is a
pas de deux from the repertory of CBDW informed by classical ballet and American
modern dance. It is performed by CBDW founder and artistic director Mary VerdiFletcher, who has spina bifida and uses a wheelchair, and the piece’s choreographer
Sabatino Verlezza, who is nondisabled and was trained by American modern dancer May
O’Donnell. Verdi-Fletcher is cast as the female lead and is posed in the piece’s opening
tableau as an identifiable disabled dancer in the role most readily occupied by a principal
‘long-limbed’ ballerina.10 Albright argues this pose and the choreography that follows
“paradoxically acknowledges and then covers over the difference that dis/ability makes”
(65). Instead of working with Verdi-Fletcher, Verlezza lifts her out of the wheel chair and
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above his head. This choreographed gesture, Albright argues, does little to deconstruct
the ballerina’s role or contest the “sexist and ablist [sic] implications” of the ‘classical’
body in concert dance choreography (70). Albright’s contention with such choreographic
execution is that it privileges a ‘classical’ body that can achieve positions and lines the
disabled dancers, according to the choreography, cannot independently execute.
At the end of her analysis, Albright (1997) argues the choreographies created in
the 1990s by CBDW, as well as the increasingly popular work of Candoco, ultimately
“recreate the representational frames of traditional proscenium performances,
emphasizing the elements of virtuosity and technical expertise” associated with
performing ballet vocabulary, “to reaffirm a classical body in spite of its limitations”
(64). These choreographic examples “have not… fully deconstructed the privileging of
ability within dance” (84). “That more radical cultural work,” she continues, “is currently
taking place within the Contact Improvisation community” (84). To make this point more
clearly, Albright turns from examples of how and why disabled dancers are incorporated
into concert dance choreography to a discussion of the inherent inclusion of the disabled
body in the practice of Contact Improvisation (CI).
Albright identifies the foundation of CI in the postmodern aesthetic of the Judson
Church and in Steve Paxton’s performance at Oberlin College in 1972 – an event
considered to have “sparked” the form (89). She signals a moment in the late 1980s that
saw a “shift of interest to exploring the physical exchange between people with very
different kinds of abilities” (86). Albright argues this shift “has taken CI full cycle back
to its earliest democratic roots” (86) of the Judson-era 1960s and early 1970s. The
practice of CI by participants of all abilities in the 1990s, she states, “redefines the body
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in dance, opening up the possibility that we can look at the dancing body as a body in
process, a body becoming” (76). Such a ‘becoming’ creates a space “in which the
seemingly stable categories of able and disabled become dislodged” (86). In contrast to
the choreographic examples that see disabled dancers only come to reaffirm a classical
‘sylph-like’ body, the practice of CI between disabled and nondisabled dancers in the
1990s, “work[s] to break down the very distinctions between the classical and grotesque
body, radically restructuring the traditional frames of dance representation in order to
offer another way of seeing dancing bodies” (64). The distinction Albright makes
between a history of concert dance choreography and CI in the 1990s, specifically in the
context of the classical/grotesque binary, situates the potential for future disabled dancers
squarely in improvisatory spaces.
Arguably, Albright’s chapter on disability provides the critical foundation for
questioning the position of the disabled body in contemporary dance practice, especially
within Western concert dance spaces. However, her deference to CI over choreography
from the historical perspective of the classical vs. the grotesque in Western dance forms
leaves the subject of choreography open for further interrogation in ‘dance and disability’
research. What does a history of choreography and approaches to choreographing
dancing bodies yield in a discussion of dance and disability? This hanging question is
further necessitated by the expanded understandings and critiques of improvisation and
the choreographic techniques at play within that practice in twenty-first century dance
scholarship. For example, dance scholar Danielle Goldman (2010) professes that
improvisation is not uninformed by ‘classical’ or other technical frameworks, and “to
ignore the constraints that improvisers inevitably encounter is not only to deny the real
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conditions that shape daily life; it is also to deny improvisation’s most significant power
as a full-bodied critical engagement with the world” (5). Goldman’s inquiry into the
values placed on the practice of improvisation and its position within the history of
Western dance bolsters a scholarly return to choreographic approaches and methods that
have and continue to emerge out of Western dance history and traditions associated with
the ‘classical’ body.
Of course, Albright (1997) does engages dance’s historical past in her recourse to
a binary structure of the classical / grotesque. Her reference to the ‘classical’ body as a
sylph-like Romantic ballerina is rooted in Théophile Gautier’s 1838 description of
ballerina Marie Taglioni in which he compares her to “those fairies of Scotland” (56).
This history of the ‘classical’ body is recognizable in the lineage of Western concert
dance. However, reference to the image of the ‘sylph’ does not fully interrogate the
choreographic methods of the Romantic ballet or consider the aesthetic functions of ballet
choreography prior to the nineteenth century. Thus, an inquiry into the complexities of
the grotesque as an aesthetic associated with disability and the development of
choreography within the paradigms of what is currently considered ‘classical ballet’
remains uncharted in twenty-first century scholarship. In conversation with the above
literature and building off Albright’s engagement with disability and Western concert
dance, my dissertation accounts for an earlier point of origin – the development of ballet
in the French court of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. I interrogate the
‘classical’ body as not the Romantic ballerina, but as the sovereign body, the bodies of
the monarchs who developed and performed in court and burlesque ballets, which had
been regarded within the aesthetic framework of the grotesque (see Franko 1993). In
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situating my research around the sovereign body, sovereignty emerges as a key historical
and theoretical apparatus called upon throughout this dissertation.
As a historical springboard, I work from historian Ernst Kantorowicz’s (1957)
concept of the “king’s two bodies,” in which he analyzed the seventeenth century
monarch as having a Body politic, the eternal site of political power, and a Body natural
susceptible to mortality. Kantorowicz (1957) cites a sixteenth century legal document that
proclaims the “Body politic, cannot be invalidated or frustrated by any Disability in his
natural Body” (7 emphasis added). As dance scholar Mark Franko (2000) has
documented, the sovereign, though he used dance to perform his political power, danced
with his body natural as a necessary vessel. Hence, the essence of ableism as power could
only be transmitted by an inherently disabled entity: the contingent body natural of the
king in the theoretical terms of the theory of sovereignty. Thus, by locating disability in
the seventeenth century body of the dancing sovereign rather than only in opposition to
the still-lingering Romantic sylph image, this dissertation permits for an evaluation of
dance’s historical past that does not actively cover over the disabled body and the
aesthetic domain of the grotesque, but in fact depends upon it.
By working through the aesthetic lineage of the grotesque, what becomes
necessary is a deeper historical intervention into the topic of ‘dance and disability’ that
situates the sovereign’s role in court ballet as the primary source of choreographic
inquiry. Building from Franko’s body of work, I further demonstrate the dependent
relationship between sovereignty and the development of Western dance by making
visible the role of disability within that history. Methodologically, I trace a lineage of
approaches to sovereignty that follows the scholarship of Carl Schmitt (1922), Georges
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Bataille (1949), Giorgio Agamben (1998; 2005), and Paolo Virno (2004). The study of
sovereignty as a mode of political rule and a topic of contemporary political theory is
explicated in Chapter 2 and then further developed throughout the dissertation.

Where does the identification of disability exist in dance performance: is it seeing a
body move differently, or detailing what disability feels like and how that translates to a
choreographic structure?
Albright (1997) questions “if ability is necessarily always a visible category”
(xxv). Such a query evokes the tension around spectatorship and embodied experience
that crucially trickles in and out of scholarship not only in dance studies, but also
disability studies. For disability, as recent scholarship around the definition of the term
makes clear, is also not always a visible category and extends to experiences of ‘bodily
cognitive, and sensory differences.’11 However, the phenomenon of staring, looking at
someone because of disability, whether indicative because of a visible bodily difference
or a series of individual behaviors, has been theorized by Garland-Thomson (2009) as a
way for people “to stabilize the ordinary world again through finding a coherent
explanation for the inexplicable sight” (84). When situated in a more traditional
performance medium, such as in visual art or theater, staring, writes Garland-Thomson
(2006), can be manipulated “into identification instead of differentiation” (189). This
manipulation flips and thus rearticulates the object of the stare – the person being looked
at because of bodily, sensory, or cognitive difference – between performer or art object
and audience.
In the context of dance performance, whether the dancers are identified as
disabled or nondisabled, Albright (2011) theorizes a similar experience as “the double
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moment… in which the dancer negotiates between seeing and being seen” (13). Albright
(1997) posits this as unique to dance because “of the presence of live bodies, those of the
performers as well as those of the viewers,” in which “performing bodies are both objects
of the representation and subjects of their own experience” (13). She asks, “can we
actually learn to see the dancer’s bodily experience?” (13). As an explanation for how we
can potentially see dance, she suggests engaging in the activity of “witnessing”:
To witness something implies a responsiveness, the response/ability of the viewer
toward the performer. It is radically different from what we might call the
‘consuming’ gaze that says ‘here, you entertain me… I’m going to sit back and
watch.’ This traditional gaze doesn’t want to get involved, doesn’t want to give
anything back… This act of witnessing… raises the stakes of audience
engagement, sometimes making the audience member uncomfortable, sometimes
provoking highly charged responses to the work. (xxii)
This witnessing encourages an engagement that goes beyond seeing and makes relevant
how both audience and performer feel in relation to one another as “movement images,
physical bodies, and cultural identities” (xxii-xxiii). More recently, Susan Leigh Foster’s
(2011) work on the body of literature around “kinesthetic empathy”12 has also questioned
the purely visual role of the spectator and moved more in depth toward a discussion of
what a dancer or audience member is feeling by asking, “what do we feel when we watch
dancing?” (1). She posits the affective experience that manifests between “dancer and
viewer… theorizes the potential of one body’s kinesthetic organization to infer the
experience of another” (175). Though the validity of such a form of empathy is difficult
to prove, the contention that dance performance transmits knowledge between bodies
affectively is a compelling concept that advances audience reception as not exclusively
located in the visual.
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In the context of disability and dance performance, these accounts of dance as an
embodied and empathetic, as well as visual experience offer ways of embracing the
tension that exists within Garland-Thomson’s explanation of staring. For, as Adams et al.
(2015) posit, “disability itself always begins and ends with the subjective impressions of
the individual who experiences the world through her body” (9). Is the subject, then, of
‘dance and disability’ elucidated from the perspective of a nondisabled audience, a
disabled dancer, or a more complex collaboration? Manning (2013) provides an avenue
from which to begin formulating a response. In her recent scholarship, Manning
combines the critical theory of Deleuze and Guattari with the creative experiences of
members of the William Forsythe Company and adults on the autism spectrum, or autists,
who engage professionally with poetics and activist pursuits associated with the
neurodiversity movement.13 In so doing she advocates for an introspective approach to
dance making and the experience of moving and being in the world. Using her
ethnographic work with autist participants, such as Amanda Baggs, Manning conceives
of the autist as an “assemblage… a sensing body in movement, a body-world that is
always tending, attending to the world…” (2). Such attenuation is documented in Baggs’s
YouTube video In My Language, in which Manning describes her “co-composing with
her environment… slowly and carefully, touching, smelling, sounding the environment”
(9) as she moves through her home.14
This experience, as Baggs writes in the text that accompanies the video, is not
symbolic. Rather, it is meant to display her tactile form of communication with and felt
experience of the world. It is a way of attuning to one’s body and the bodies of others,
whether human or ecological (Manning 2013, 19). The audience is asked to see how
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Baggs feels as an autistic individual. The contemporary sites I analyze in this dissertation
are devised in similar ways. For example, Jérôme Bel and Theater Hora’s Disabled
Theater (2012) is organized around the performers’ lived experiences: their identity, their
disability, and their way of dancing (which are further manifested in individual solos).
All of this commences after each performer, one-by-one, enters the stage to look at, and
by extension be looked at by, the audience. The tension between seeing and feeling as a
dialectic that manifests in the relationship between audience and performer organizes the
structure of the piece. Similarly, A Fierce Kind of Love (2016) works from oral histories
of disability to convey such lived experiences in choreography.
Thus, the performers’ experiences of the piece are as vital a source of information
as the piece itself. The question posed around the kinesthetic and/or visual materiality of
disability is one that prompts methods for making, performing, watching, and writing
about disability. I account for this in my own viewership and description of the
contemporary works in question as an emerging scholar privileged to think and write
about other dancers. My desire to engage with this issue is not to determine if dance is
seen or felt, or if disability is seen or felt, but rather to investigate how the visual and
embodied relationships between audience and performer affect choreographic structure
and effectivity when the experience of disability is presented as a work’s thematic
conceit. In questioning the visual and kinesthetic properties of disability, I am confronted
with the methodological challenge to interact with the individuals involved in the
contemporary works this dissertation considers. Because the choreographic sites that
occupy Chapters 2-4 were produced prior to the start of this research, substantial
interaction with the choreographers and performers was not possible. However, as those
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chapters will demonstrate, the seventeenth century burlesque ballets, Hoghe’s Sacre –
The Rite of Spring (2004), and Jérôme Bel and Theater Hora’s Disabled Theater provide
insights into what choreographic disablement is and can be. They provide a framework
applicable to the analysis of A Fierce Kind of Love, a piece developed and performed in
the city and timeframe that corresponded to the writing of this dissertation: Philadelphia,
PA in March and April of 2016. In addition to conducting choreographic analysis of this
last choreographic site in performance, I also had the opportunity to observe rehearsals
and engage with members of the cast and creative team.
Over the course of a year (June 2016 to August 2017) I interviewed seven
individuals involved with A Fierce Kind of Love: choreographer Nichole Canuso, director
David Bradley, playwright Suli Holum, producer Lisa Sonneborn, and performers Erin
McNulty, Charlie DelMarcelle, and Brian Anthony Wilson. Each interview lasted
between one and two hours. The discussion centered on how the performers and creative
team became involved in the work, their thoughts and experiences of disability, and the
role choreography played in the development process. All interviews around the creative
experience were conducted after IRB approval was granted.15 I was invited by the
producer of the production, Sonneborn, to observe rehearsals at Christ Church
Neighborhood House in Philadelphia, PA in March 2016. As a method for rehearsal
observation, I worked primarily from dance anthropologist Deidre Sklar’s (1991)
example of using “qualitative movement analysis” to describe, theorize, and understand
the interactions observed. I relied on Sklar’s scholarship to inform my practice of
observation in a rehearsal setting that allowed me to glimpse the production process
before interviewing those involved. In total, I observed three rehearsals and took notes of
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my observations. These notes focused in on the sections of the piece I saw rehearsed and
the directions or comments given to the performers by Canuso and Bradley.16 I was
granted permission by the cast and creative team of A Fierce Kind of Love to contact
them for an interview after the show closed out its two-week run.
In preparation for the interviews I worked from dance scholar Karen Bond’s
interpretation of phenomenologist and education scholar Max van Manen’s (1990; 2014)
method of gathering “lived experience descriptions” as the basis for interpretive inquiry
(Bond and Stinson 2000/1; Bond 2017). Phenomenological interviews, as articulated by
van Manen and demonstrated by Bond, informs my strategy of highlighting bodily,
sensory, and affective meanings in interview questions in order to privilege participants’
own experiences in my analysis of A Fierce Kind of Love. I audio recorded all interviews
and then transcribed them. These interviews had a semi-structured format that expanded
in conversation with the interviewee (see Appendix A). Although this dissertation is not
phenomenologically driven overall, I rely on phenomenological method to encourage
detailed description and reflection in a loosely structured interview setting. As will be
discussed in Chapter 5, what emerged out of this interview process was an insightful
account of how A Fierce Kind of Love developed as experienced by those who created
and performed the piece.

How is the association between disability and slowness as pejorative utilized,
articulated, or re-articulated in dance performance, particularly within the parameters
of choreography?
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“Disability terminology” throughout history, including social policy, medicine,
and schoolyard slang has “emphasized backwardness, atavism, and interruption: people
with disabilities were said to be ‘slow,’ ‘retarded,’ or in a state of ‘arrested
development’” (Adams et al. 2015, 6). The association between human ability and speed
has always been paramount to an understanding of disability as a “temporal lag” (Adams
et al 2015, 6). Such an equivocation has cultivated a privileging of speed in measuring
intelligence and competency for centuries. As Shannon Walters (2014) explains in her
study of disability and rhetoric, a singular “quick, sound body” has often been seen to
represent “a quick, responsive mind able to grasp rhetorical opportunities” (154). The
trope of being ‘slow’ has cultivated a critical discourse around the relationship between
disability and time in disability studies. In dance studies, however, interest in the
association between disability and time is, as of now, less theoretically driven.
For example, in an essay about his company Candoco, co-founder Adam
Benjamin (2010) divulges he and other company members would use the phrase,
“disabled time… to explain why it took so long to get a half dozen people in wheelchairs,
a couple of blind and other assorted dancers into a workshop” (111). His conception of
‘disabled time’ refers to the slowness associated with disability that is attributable to the
dancers’ movements, as well as the material conditions of city architecture that literally
slow one down, such as searching for an alternate entrance or changing costumes in “a
theatre with no ramps” (111). Owning these conditions and his company’s resilience,
Benjamin states, “we inhabited a world that went at a slower pace; no less valid, no less
attuned” (111). However, he does not employ the equation of disability with slowness as
anything more than a metaphor to advocate for more inclusion in dance. Though
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Benjamin (2010) discusses the struggles Candoco faced to get “up to speed” (111) with
the UK professional dance community and gain credibility by matching the
choreographic styles of nondisabled contemporary dance companies, he does not
consider how, if at all, ‘disabled time’ shaped or influenced the works produced.
Similarly, Albright (1997) evokes the tension around disability and speed, but
does not incorporate it into her analyses of dance works produced by companies
comprised of disabled and nondisabled dancers. She states, “in a culture that works so
anxiously to control the body’s functions, desires, and physical boundaries, the disabled
body is immediately positioned as deviant, simply because it is a little messier, or
because it takes a little longer and travels a little more circuitously to get to its
destination” (60 emphasis added). Her recourse to the ‘disabled body’ as taking more
time functions as evidence for arguing why disability is often regarded as “frightening” in
Western societies so focused on health, fitness and beauty (60). Though Albright is intent
to redress such a view of disability, she leaves in abeyance this reference to time and the
ability to move quickly or slowly. Albright’s and Benjamin’s brief dalliances with the
parallel structure that situates nondisabled as quick or normatively paced and disabled as
slow, is intriguing. Yet, their respective lack of engagement with this conceit in relation
to their larger writings on choreography in dance, which in its most basic and vague
definition is described as “any patterned, rhythmic movement in space and time”
(Copeland and Cohen 1983, 1) leaves an opening for further investigation.
On the other hand, disability scholars working in the areas of comparative
literature and rhetoric and composition have been keen on mining the connection between
temporality and ability as not simply a trope or pejorative linguistic punch, but as an
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aesthetic most readily found in literary modernism. Explaining the focus on modernism
as a site of interest, Joseph Valente (2013) states that though disability was always
characterized in literature through “the figure of the ‘idiot,’ ‘imbecile,’ ‘natural,’ or
‘feebleminded’… modernism was the first literary movement” to situate disability as “a
legitimate alternative perspective on and experience of the everyday” rather than “an
object of derision or pity” (379). Though Valente and fellow literary and disability
scholar Lyon (2012) share an investment in modernism, the survey of their scholarship
serves as an example for how to locate time, or more accurately an understanding of time
as either quick or slow and thus nondisabled or disabled, as a theme and aesthetic
convention. As my work investigates a conversation between the seventeenth and twentyfirst centuries, I look to the conditions and conventions Lyon and Valente uncover to
make their arguments as evidence for the questions and methods I ask and devise around
choreography.
One such modernist condition was the passing of the Mental Deficiency Act
(MDA) of 1913, a national policy that promoted the “targeted sequestration of mental
defectives” categorized as “imbeciles” and “idiots” in asylums (Lyon 2012, 553). Such
‘mental defectives,’ were hypothesized to be “genetic throwbacks, avatars of earlier, less
evolved races” (Valente 2013, 387). As Valente (2013) further documents, in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, “it was widely accepted that the mentally
retarded were frozen at a rudimentary stage of growth… each individual being assumed
to repeat or ‘recapitulate’ the history of the race” (387). The figure of ‘the idiot,’ he cites,
“was thought to be arrested at different stages of its development along a path common to
it and the lower animals,” (387-8).17 This way of thinking was bred of and also fed
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directly into the eugenics movement and forced sterilization, which sought to preserve a
more evolved race, and eradicate the “mentally retarded… devolutionary social menace”
(386). This viewpoint was horrifically developed and realized during the rise of fascism
in 1930s Germany. In addition to the extermination of over six million Jewish citizens,
disabled bodies were considered unworthy of life and killed under the Nazi Euthanasia
Project. This historical moment is recalled in the contemporary choreographies that
occupy this dissertation, most notably in the work of Raimund Hoghe (Chapter 3) and in
the piece A Fierce Kind of Love (Chapter 5). Understanding how literary scholars work
from this legislative history as it developed in the United States to analyze text aids in
developing my own methodological approach.
For example, Lyon (2012) works from the MDA to situate author Charlotte
Mew’s 1916 poem On the Asylum Road as not so much a redressing of, but a “meditation
on modern conditions of mental otherness” (555). In the poem, “a colloquial first-person
plural we… unselfconsciously narrates an encounter with inmates [mental defectives] on
an asylum road” (555). Lyon cites the stanza, “Dance not with us; their pulses beat / To
fainter music; nor do we to them / Make their life sweet” and suggests there is a
“palimpsestic temporality embodied in the asylum road” (556-7). Though Lyon does not
utilize theories from dance to consider the different beats on which the “we” and the
“inmates” dance, she does draw attention to the “suddenly irregular rhythms in these
ebbing lines” (556), suggesting that it is not only the content, but the craftsmanship of the
stanza that plays with the supposed difference in speed demonstrated by the mentally
proficient and deficient.
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The absence of an interrogation into Mew’s use of the word dance is frustrating,
but Lyon’s investment in the linkages between the articulation of temporality and ability
in social policy, everyday interactions, and the aesthetic qualities of the poem’s
construction provides a theoretical model with which to think about the relationship
between disability, choreography, history, and temporality. For, in addition to a structural
reading of the poem, Lyon (2012) suggests the divide depicted on the road outside of the
asylum “literally and symbolically marks the line between the mobile civil sovereignty of
the town folk on the one side, and the shadowy civil death of the mental institution on the
other” (556). The civil death and thus lack of sovereign power inhabited by the ‘mental
defectives’ is augmented by the removal of such individuals because of the MDA of
1913. However, other than referencing leaders in theories on sovereignty, such as Giorgio
Agamben (1998; 2005) and Hannah Arendt (1958), Lyon does not explain how and why
civil sovereignty is positively framed as mobile rather than stuck in ‘civil death,’ or if the
differences in ‘embodied temporalities’ contribute to such a bifurcation.
In asking after the temporalities attached to disability terminology, the political
stakes of this dissertation emerge more fully. The mobility of sovereignty in relation to
depictions of disability and ability as variations of speed warrants further investigation.
This dissertation takes on this investigation and works to expand upon the link between
disability and theories of sovereignty by situating temporality as a key concept at play in
each chapter. To do so I engage with the ideas espoused in crip theory, a theoretical
apparatus that revises the historical political relation between disability and temporal
values of speed and slowness. As crip theory is a relatively emergent interdisciplinary
concept, it requires some contextualization.
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The term crip and the accompanying body of knowledge known as crip theory
developed at the intersection of queer theory and disability studies, most notably through
the work of performance studies scholar Carrie Sandahl (2003) and queer theorist Robert
McRuer (2006). A major tenet of crip theory is the notion that much of Western culture is
organized around “compulsory able-bodiedness,” which privileges the desire for
heteronormative nondisabled identity to the exclusion of queer and crip populations
(McRuer 2006). Thus, the use of ‘crip’ comes out of, yet also exists in tandem with,
Judith Butler’s (1993) deployment and critique of the term queer as “a site of collective
contestation, the point of departure for a set of historical reflections and future
imaginings… never fully owned, but always and only redeployed, twisted, queered from
a prior usage and in the direction of urgent and expanding political purpose” (173).
Working directly from Butler’s description, Sandahl (2003) argues, “cripple [later crip],
like queer, is fluid and ever-changing, claimed by those whom it did not originally
define” (27). Like queering, “cripping, spins mainstream representations or practices to
reveal able-bodied assumptions and exclusionary effects” (37). Working from the idea
that to crip is to ‘spin’ or ‘twist’ – to move and reorder – this dissertation considers the
interdisciplinary possibilities of crip theory in choreographic analysis.
In addition, crip theory builds upon conceptualizations of time in queer theory,
particularly the critique of heteronormative or straight time developed by Jack
Halberstam (2005; 2007) and later Jose Munoz (2009). Straight time is the concept that
“The only futurity promised is that of reproductive majoritarian heterosexuality, the
spectacle of the state refurbishing its ranks through overt and subsidized acts of
reproduction” (Munoz 2009, 22). In terms of biological reproduction and the tenuous
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status of same-sex marriage queer lives do not abide by the ‘traditional’ linear
progression of straight time. Crip theory works from this idea to advocate for a
conceptualization of time that employs a similar rejection of hetero-temporality, but does
so through the purview of disability. Contributing to this discourse, disability scholars
David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder (2015) state:
Crip identifies the ways in which such bodies represent alternative forms of
being-in-the-world when navigating environments that privilege able-bodied
participants as fully capacitated agential participants within democratic
institutions. (3)
Such alternatives are conceptualized through a manipulation of, or more deliberate
recognition of differences in lived temporalities. These alternative forms can be read as
examples of crip time that “require[s] reimagining our notions of what can and should
happen in time, or recognizing how expectations of ‘how long things take’ are based on
very particular minds and bodies” (Kafer 2013, 27). In addition to opposing the linearity
of normative production, crip time also theorizes the importance of duration and slowness
within the lived experience of disability. By focusing on durationality – ‘how long things
take’ – crip time initiates a way of locating a slower temporality in choreography and
performance.
Thus, the concepts of crip time and cripping are part of the theoretical apparatus
of crip theory deployed in each chapter of the dissertation. In Chapter 2, I locate the
importance of temporality in the seventeenth century burlesque ballets discussed. I then
extend and expand upon the relevance of crip time in the choreographic sites that occupy
the remaining chapters, Sacre – The Rite of Spring (Chapter 3), Disabled Theater
(Chapter 4) and A Fierce Kind of Love (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 2
BACK TO THE FUTURE: SOVEREIGNTY AND THE SPECTER OF
DISABILITY IN THE FOUNDING PAST OF WESTERN THEATER DANCE

“What tempts is the illusion of freedom – in the exploration of what is forbidden; the
illusion of independence – in the secession from the community of the pious; the illusion
of infinity – in the empty abyss of evil.”
(Walter Benjamin 1998, 230)
“The history of the body does not have an unambiguous political genealogy… the plain
fact is that it is impossible to write about the body without also writing about power.”
(Dorinda Outram 1989, 25)

A Preface
It is 2015 and I am sitting in a coffee shop near my university, finishing up an
essay for a course in the disability studies department on the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities.18 I am interested in how the treaty envisions the multiplicity of
the disabled body and how such a vision re-choreographs the status of disabled
populations. A man approaches me and starts a conversation, asking me why I have
chosen to pursue a PhD and what it is exactly that I study. After the rigmarole of
explaining that yes, one can earn a doctorate in dance, and that yes, it requires writing a
dissertation, I deliver the phrase I rely on to describe my topic that sounds the most
interesting and relatable, though, as I outlined in the Introduction, is complex within the
boundaries of research and practice: “I study dance and disability from a historical and
theoretical perspective by looking at the history of ballet in relation to the political
pressure placed on the disabled body in contemporary Western society.” Instead of
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nodding and then leaving, like so many have done in the past, the man says, “well…
disability and dance is impossible… you cannot do it if you are disabled… and dance is
art, not politics.” I pause… body stiffened and words halted… I want to somehow
regurgitate the research and analysis intended for a full chapter of my dissertation, but I
do not know how to start. I just exhale and give a half-hearted smile.
In what follows I put forth the rationale for the larger historical and theoretical
aims of this dissertation. This chapter demonstrates the labor behind the half-hearted
smile and gives weight to the standard explanation of my research with a more confident
tone and squared shoulders: “I study dance and disability from a historical and
theoretical perspective by looking at the history of ballet in relation to the political
pressure placed on the disabled body in contemporary Western society.” In fact, I add an
amendment that clarifies the opacity of the term ‘political pressure’ through the evocation
of political sovereignty and its storied development in Western political and scholarly
discourse. The labor of this chapter is to contextualize the “why?” of such an explanation.
Primarily, why a study on dance and disability is interested in the political concept of
sovereignty, an interest that in turn requires a journey back to the history and
development of ballet in France and the political ramifications such dancing inscribed on
the body. This Euro-American history of ballet is situated with the body of the sovereign,
most famously King Louis XIV (1638-1715), but also his predecessor King Louis XIII
(1601-1643).
Although the tutus and lines of the now globalized figure of the ballerina seem to
stand at a great distance from the courts of French kings, this history is quite literally
embedded in the practice and performance of ballet and its derivative forms within the
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‘grand narrative’ of dance in its continued colonial travels from seventeenth century
Europe. For example, Louis XIV’s most iconic pose for royal portraits was standing in
fourth position: legs long, parted and turned out from the hips, which remain square as
the rotation comes from the femurs’ placement with the socket, with knee caps facing out
over the second toe. When such a placement of the body is not only codified into a
position but constructed to signify the King’s power over his body and the bodies that
make up a nation, the necessary relationship between dance and politics becomes evident.
Mark Franko (1993; 1998; 2000) has contributed extensive research on this particular
moment in the history of dance and will thus feature heavily as a scholarly interlocutor.
Though this investigation is concerned with the Euro-American development of ballet, it
is worth acknowledging that the subjects of ‘dance’ and ‘politics’ are not confined to that
specific genealogy and its geographic locations. The relationship between the dancing
body and the political conditions of a specific cultural moment both past and present has
become a basis for dance studies scholarship on a global scale.19 Yet, what is often
missing from this literature is why the figure of the disabled body is crucial to the
academic and historical scope of dance and politics. The political import of the disabled
body is absent from both subsets of dance studies literature: ‘dance and politics’ and
‘dance and disability’.
I locate this doubly erased set of relations through questioning the position, both
literally and figuratively, of the sovereign and the value placed on sovereignty as an
embodied concept of physical and cognitive ability within the storied origins of ballet.
Although the contemporary sites of choreography examined in this dissertation are
neither presented by classical ballet companies nor directly address the dancing king,
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they each engage with a history of ballet in Europe and America and its conception of
aesthetic expectations in concert spaces. Although the term ‘sovereignty’ has developed
over time, its shift from a religious principle to a juridical and political concept and from
there to one of a civil self leaves the residue of a definition that continues to resonate with
the dancing and disabled body. Housed within French jurist Jean Bodin’s widely read and
translated (in its time of publication) 1576 text, sovereignty, is articulated as “the
complete possession of governing authority” found in “a single holder” (Grimm 2015,
21). This complete possession is made manifest by the seventeenth century through the
sovereign’s ability to be absolute. By absolute, I draw upon the notion of absolutism
associated with a monarchical philosophy of total power simultaneous with state
formation in the seventeenth century. For, in the seventeenth century, the absolute
emerged as a concept in relation to the birth of the modern nation state.20
On the history of the absolute monarch, French philosopher Louis Marin (1988)
works from portraits of Louis XIII and Louis XIV to articulate the abilities afforded to
the sovereign, or rather absolute, body. Marin argues absolutism is “incarnated in a body”
(13), the body of the king, a unified sovereign body with impenetrable borders,
emblematic of both the monarch and the land over which he rules. His formulation of the
absolute comes out of that reversibility of the king and the state. Working from the
statement ‘the state is me’, Marin poses sovereignty as a narcissistic enclosure of selfreflection: “‘the state is me’ – thus does the absolute monarch pose himself: the monarch,
or power in its singularity; and the absolute, or power in its universality” (1988, 10). In
positioning sovereignty, as absolute, Marin introduces the sovereign body as closed,
autonomous, self-possessed and self-sufficient, and thus inherently as able in all ways
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possible. What, then, does it mean to be sovereign and what makes a body capable of
such absolute self-possession? How do disability and power, as the capability of absolute
self-possession to rule others, become coterminous in a history of Western dance?
To tackle these questions, I have developed this chapter in two sections. The first
section surveys understandings of sovereignty from the Middle Ages to the present. I
embark on a journey through a chronology of sovereignty and its shifts from religion,
state, and self in modern Western history and its transition into biopolitics through global
political theory. The scholarship under review sees the rise of political sovereignty as an
embodied site of power (as articulated in Bodin 1576; Hobbes 1651; Schmitt 1922;
Kantorowicz 1957; Elshtain 2008). This leads to a paradoxical approach to sovereignty
under the auspices of what Giorgio Agamben argues is “the exception” (Agamben 1998,
2005; Reeve 2009). I argue these specific strands of sovereignty engage with disability
directly and indirectly through questioning how the sovereign body moves in and through
time, not simply chronologically, but in a temporal register. Throughout the seventeenth,
twentieth, and twenty-first centuries, the dynamics and values of swift versus slow
demonstrations of self-possession as embodied experiences of response and reception are
held in compelling opposition. Sovereignty is most often located in a body that moves in
and of time at a decidedly correct speed and requiring a particular economy of effort.21
As documented in the Introduction, pejoratives historically associated with disability and
attempts to reclaim disabled identity often take on words associated with temporality. In
moving through the texts signaled above, the embodied temporalities of sovereignty and
disability enable a theoretical oscillation between a history of political theory and the
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choreographic field. To theorize the historical interactions of dance and disability is to
think in and through temporalities.
Thus, the second section argues for disability as a concept inherent to twentieth
century political theory that intervenes in the history of sovereignty developed in the
scholarship surveyed in section one. To do so, I return to the royal courts of the French
monarchy and the choreographic interventions made within the development of what
became an official, national technique. Louis XIII encouraged and danced various roles
in the court ballets throughout his rule between 1610 and 1642; Louis XIV established
the royal academy of dance in France in 1661. I draw on Ernst Kantorowicz’s (1957)
concept of the “king’s two bodies” in which the function of ‘disability’ is defined in
relation to the effects of time and in opposition to the control associated with sovereignty.
I put this in conversation with Franko’s (2000) analysis of King Louis XIV as a doublebodied dancing sovereign to explore a theorization of Western dance, as it manifested in
a dancing body of ballet, that sees the act of dancing as potentially disrupting rather than
re-inscribing the sovereign body. I posit such a disruption is and was choreographed in
the earlier burlesque ballets of 1624-1627.
I.
To acknowledge the relationship between sovereignty, dance, and disability, is to
return to the medieval nexus of all three as concepts from which political sovereignty
emerged as distinct from its earlier religious meaning. Prior to its relationship with the
modern nation state, sovereignty was associated with theology and then, more poignantly,
with theocratic regimes of power. Jeane Bethke Elshtain (2008) argues sovereignty was
first cultivated by premodern theologians, such as Augustine (354-430), and that they
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positioned God, in Western developments of Christianity, as sovereign. Initially,
theological sovereignty was organized around God’s love and God as sovereign was a
“moral concept of sovereignty not attached to a notion of territory but assigned as one of
God’s powers” (2008, 2). However, within the medieval articulation of God as sovereign,
the equity and ethereality of such love evolved, becoming more monistic, absolute, and
tied to earthly territory. Omnipotent, God’s sovereignty was realized (and feared) not in
his reason, but his power of will (Elshtain 2008). God made the world and could unmake
it at any time. This monistic approach to theology enforced a more absolutist
understanding of sovereignty that seeped into developments of political sovereignty
through the monarchy, with dance as its chief emblem, and then into developments of
self-sovereignty through the eighteenth-century cultivation of popular sovereignty in the
West. In this shift, we can observe the transition of absolute control from the King to the
individual self.
Though political and religious sovereignty are not the same, Elshtain (2008)
illustrates how the association between sovereignty, power, and God’s will came to
influence debates over and actualizations of sovereignty in the modern nation state
through divinity, monarchy, democracy, and revolution from the Middle Ages to the
twenty-first century. She cites “the late medieval world,” as “the world that gave us
political sovereignty” from debates around God’s unbound will that, over time,
transferred to the potential limits of power embodied by the monarch, leader, and
eventually the individual sovereign self (2008, 23). The focus she places on the will of
the sovereign over the centuries long usage of the term is important. This absolute
willfulness of the King, significantly the later dancing kings Louis XIII and Louis XVI,
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becomes suspect when he demonstrates such supreme power through movement. Such
dancing performs a supposed control over the body that has come to stand in opposition
to historical approaches to the disabled body in Western culture, which were seen as
“defectives” and “those without the wherewithal to be ‘sovereign’” (2008, 207). It is not
simply occupying the seat of authority that is power – it is the potential to act, to be
absolute in self-possession and self-control. It is here where the tenets of ableism, what
Campbell (2015) defines as “the enforcement of a divide between a ‘perfected’ or
developed humanity and the aberrant, unthinkable, underdeveloped, and therefore not
really human” (14), emerge. This is crucial to uncovering the historical relationship
between disability, political sovereignty, and dance as theorized through forms of
embodiment and choreography. Let us consider the emergence of ableism in political
sovereignty more deeply by surveying the texts that have come to define this history of
absolute self-possession in the shifts from the monarchy to contemporary democratic
forms of power.
The Body Politic
The thirteenth century juridical deployment of sovereignty in France saw the
transition from God as sovereign through “love and reason to God as command”
(Elshtain 2008, 37). The first textual account of sovereignty in a purposefully political
context is attributed to Bodin in his treatise Six Books of the Commonwealth (1576).
Bodin’s concept of sovereignty was vast, developed in response to the religious wars that
occupied France for much of the sixteenth century (Grimm 2015, 18). As a jurist, Bodin’s
definition centered on the holder of said sovereignty and his ability to “end war but also
to create and implement a new, peaceful order” (Grimm 2015, 20). The sovereign “makes
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law for the subject, abrogates law already made, and amends obsolete law” (Bodin in
Grimm 2015, 20). The will of the sovereign was of the utmost importance. Bodin’s text
abstracted sovereignty from “discrete, concrete powers” and transferred it to “the
complete possession of governing authority” found in “a single holder” (Grimm 2015,
21). Legal scholar Grimm (2015) concedes there is no question in Bodin’s text, and the
discourse that surrounds it, that such possession belonged to the king. He states, Bodin
“believed sovereignty to be best situated… in the hands of the monarch (Grimm 2015,
26). This understanding was incredibly popular and “by the first third of the seventeenth
century, more than twenty editions had been issued in French, and around ten in Latin”
(Grimm 2015, 23-4). Thus, literate audiences were invested in the political sovereignty
that Bodin promulgated and the King embodied – sovereignty is in his ‘hands.’ As a
single holder, sovereignty is physicalized by the King in relation to the territory over
which he rules.
Such a reference to the sovereign’s ‘hands’ is not an offhand (pun intended)
comment, but rather an important development in not only political sovereignty, but the
body and bodies, or citizens, in relation to politics. The relationship between a territory or
nation and the human body can be traced back to Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan, which
was conceived and circulated in the mid-seventeenth century (1651).22 In this influential
text, Hobbes conceives of the modern nation state as a ‘body politic’ in which “a
multitude of men are made One Person,” through a “representer,” a “Soveraign” to whom
“the whole power of prescribing the Rules is annexed” (220; 234). For Hobbes, the body
politic centers on the movement of the One, or more specifically the movement of the
many into the One, for, as C.B. Macpherson states of this concept in the Introduction to
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Leviathan, “everything, including human sensation is caused by motion” (1985, 18). The
sovereign nation is a body represented by the body of the sovereign. The successful
mechanics of political sovereignty are illustrated by a moving body, of which the king is
the beneficiary, as well as the head, which both holds power, wields a body, and
embodies the agency of the state.
This multitudinous embodiment is important for understanding the transition of
theological to political sovereignty within the development of monarchies. For the
theological is not yet completely abandoned when inquiry shifts to the body of the king in
the form of political sovereignty. As Elshtain (2008) reminds us, the king as sovereign
was understood as analogous to God. In The King’s Two Bodies (1957), Ernst
Kantorowicz argues the concept of “the King” as a Christ-like figure post the Middle
Ages emerged from the transfer of theological beliefs to state politics. Prior to Bodin and
Hobbes, medieval concepts of power, as Elshtain (2008) writes, were constructed to have
two purposes: “The one, the spiritual, gestured toward the eschaton, that which was
eternal. The other, the secular or temporal, was time-bound, a part of history that would
come to an end” (12). Part human and part infallible deity, the king as a two-bodied
figure became the dominant corporeal theory behind political and monarchical
sovereignty.
The two bodies Kantorowicz (1957) proposes are the “body politic” and the
“body natural.” The ghost of Hobbes’s concept of the body politic lurks throughout
Kantorowicz’s text. Yet, rather than conceiving the body politic as a model for the nation
state, Kantorowicz is invested in the King’s body, which is comprised of both the body
politic and body natural. In his dogmatic conception of the sovereign body, the body
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natural and body politic are joined in one “superbody” to which no other body is equal
(1957, 12). In corporeal and symbolic terms, the body politic is eternal and the body
natural is subject to mortality (1957, 13-14). In its classical iteration, these two bodies
exist as one another, but also exclusively of one another.
Although his theory is inflected with theology and mysticism, Kantorowicz’s
interest in the King as a figure composed of a mortal body bound to the temporality of
nature, and a body politic that is the eternal site of absolute power is attributed to
Elizabethan legal scholar Edmund Plowden’s Commentaries or Reports. Originally
published in French in 1571 and translated into English in 1816,23 Plowden’s (1816) text
acknowledges the different rights afforded to the British monarchy in their dual states of
Body politic and Body natural via a documented land dispute (213-244a). As
Kantorowicz (1957) later explains of this issue, “Edward VI, the Queen’s predecessor,
had made, while not yet of age, a lease of certain lands” (7). Though not yet officially
king, the crown lawyers decreed this transaction, regardless of age, “had to be recognized
as the King’s act” because the “Body politic, which contains his royal Estate and
Dignity” is always conjoined to the Body natural (Plowden in Kantorowicz 1957, 9).
From this legal dispute, a robust commentary on the mysticism around the body natural
and the body politic was born.24 Like Marin’s (1988) articulation of the absolute, the
conjoining of the Body natural and Body politic alludes to such an enclosed, selfsufficient absolutist model.
The theory behind The King’s Two Bodies is extensive, as it is disseminated in
both Plowden and Kantorowicz’s texts (as well as the scholarly investments placed in
these works over the last three decades). In this chapter I am interested in how Plowden
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articulates the Body politic as a series of traits that foreclose the circumstances of the
Body natural – a collection of ideas Kantorowicz then employs to conceptualize the
conditions of sovereignty. For Plowden’s legal explanation alerts us to the earliest
connections between sovereignty and disability as a condition of human experience. To
convey this interest, I quote Plowden at length:
His Body natural (if it be considered in itself) is a Body mortal, subject to all
Infirmities that come by Nature or Accident, to the Imbecility of Infancy or old
Age, and to the like Defects that happen to the natural Bodies of other People. But
his Body politic is a Body that cannot be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and
Government, and constituted for the Direction of the People, and the Management
of the public weal, and this Body is utterly void of Infancy, and old Age, and
other natural Defects and Imbecilities, which the Body natural is subject to, and
for this Cause, what the King does in his Body politic, cannot be invalidated or
frustrated by any Disability in his natural Body. (in Kantorowicz 1957, 7
emphasis added).
According to Plowden, the Body natural is susceptible to the ravages of mortality, which
is a frustrating process of becoming disabled. In fact, the very condition of mortality is
disabling, in a slow movement towards death. The Body politic, and thus the body that
comes to represent power, is and can never be disabled. Whereas the Body natural ages
and slows, the Body politic, as a site of exacting authority, remains at the peak of vitality
and never slows in the wielding of such power. Therefore, the move to foreclose
disability is endemic to the history of political sovereignty.
But, more striking is the symbolic status of the Body politic, which must be
immortal, inasmuch unyielding to mortal time. The resistance of the Body politic to time
and thus to disability is a crucial part of the development of political sovereignty in the
West. It sets up a standard for power as action that is beyond the recourse of the human
body: to be within and without temporality. The relationship between the body and
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temporality as a site of power is not only embedded in the footnotes of Kantorowicz’s
text. The political theorists that have initiated, interpreted, and reflected on the
developments of Western sovereignty covertly suggest a correlation between disability
and time stemming from the emergence of political sovereignty as timeless. Much of this
emanates from the potential actions of the King as sovereign, for, to reiterate
Kantorowicz’s use of Plowden, “what the King does in his Body politic cannot be
invalidated or frustrated by any Disability in his natural Body” (1957, 7). What possible
abilities does the resistance to time, as duration, afford?
Time and The Exception
In Elshtain’s (2008) discussion of the shift from theological to political
sovereignty, she asserts one of the major debates between theologians and jurists (many
of whom were both) in the thirteenth century and beyond was the ‘who’ and ‘how’ of
such acts of authority. Or, more colloquially from a twenty-first century perspective, who
makes the law and how is it enforced?25 Such a question has come to occupy much of
political theory’s scholarship on the development of state sovereignty into the present.26
The conundrum that confronts us with respect to the holder of political sovereignty is,
once again, the limits or lack thereof placed upon the exaction of power, in the force of
the command. “Sovereign powers,” Elshtain states, “because they make the laws, can
suspend them and create new laws” (26 emphasis added). In the history of political
theory such an ability is known as ‘the exception’, a concept most famously linked to
controversial twentieth century German political theorist Carl Schmitt.
Schmitt’s Political Theology, first published in 1922, provides a definition of
sovereignty in its potent and oft-cited first line: “sovereign is he who decides on the
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exception” (1922, 5). His emphasis on the ‘he who decides’ follows the ‘willfulness’ of
the King and the concept of the body politic by putting the sovereign in a body: the
person who makes decisions. Yet, it is the ‘what’ he decides, ‘the exception’, that makes
sovereignty possible. For Schmitt, the exception is occasioned by the state of emergency:
an economic or political disruption that requires authoritative command through the
suspension of the juridical order. The conditions of a state of emergency are numerous.
Tangible examples throughout history abound.27 Schmitt attributes the exception to
Bodin’s account of sovereignty from 1576, which positioned the holder of sovereignty as
the one who ‘makes law for the subject, abrogates law already made, and amends
obsolete law’.28 Schmitt argues Bodin presages the exception by questioning the role of
the sovereign when the state is in turmoil – does he convene with the people or does he
just decide?29
For Schmitt, deciding on the exception is the ultimate authority and embodiment
of sovereignty, singularly without discussion or council. He also frames the decision as
the most joyous political endgame. For the sovereign to be able to decide he must
incapacitate any regulating authority from being politically available to those affected by
the law – the people that constitute society (Schmitt 1922, 11-15). He incapacitates law in
order to preserve it. The founding decision is the state of exception itself. Schmitt
attributes this desire for the decision to his disdain for late nineteenth and early twentieth
century constitutional liberalism, which he critiques as being caught up in an “everlasting
discussion…” (1922, 63). Influenced by Hobbes’s notion of sovereignty as a motion
towards the ‘One,’ Schmitt’s explanation of the exception as sovereignty itself ultimately
culminates in twentieth century dictatorship. Politically, Schmitt was unapologetically a
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Nazi jurist.30 Lambasting the democratic nature of discussion, Schmitt positions the
dictator as discussion’s opposite (1922, 63), and urges a “reduction of the state to the
moment of the decision, to a pure decision not based on reason and discussion and not
justifying itself, that is to an absolute decision created out of nothingness” (66). The
nothingness out of which the decision emerges is nothingness because it is nothing more
than life itself. It is the sovereign person suspending law and making the law. The human
body comes to act as the law: “In the exception the power of real life breaks through the
crust of a mechanism [law] that has become torpid by repetition (1922, 15). Rather than
law as written document, Schmitt merges life, the human body, with law. The
significance of Schmitt’s exception and his critique of liberalism as ‘an ever-lasting
discussion’ in 1922 are not lost on contemporary scholars eager to articulate the locations
of such totalitarianism in the twentieth and now twenty-first centuries.
The most relevant example of the swift, deciding dictator is Adolf Hitler, who,
upon election in 1933, suspended the Weimar Constitution in Germany. Such a
suspension and then enforcement of new laws allowed for the encampment of Jewish,
homosexual, and disabled populations who were stripped of civil rights in order to
preserve the Aryan state. Although Schmitt is interested in juridical writings and political
philosophy between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, his definition of sovereignty
alludes to the political turmoil in his native Germany at the time of publication. With
Schmitt’s closeness to this political paradigm, resistance to the rehabilitation of his text in
left-wing circles is understandable. However, the schism he establishes around the
decision, fast or slow, is of importance. Schmitt’s version of the absolute rejoins
corporeality and temporality, which the Body politic, in Kantorowicz’s (1957)
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description, had foreclosed. Seeing the historical relation between fascism and
sovereignty in the seventeenth century helps underscore how the supersession of divine
right by popular sovereignty continues to animate the sovereign body in relation to that of
a dancing Body.
For, there is an allusion to speed that is often unspoken in Schmitt’s critique of
discussion. In positioning the reduction of the state to a series of decisive moments as
opposed to the ‘everlasting discussion’ of democracy Schmitt, I contend, is organizing a
definition of sovereignty that is dependent on a schism between two temporalities: fast
and slow. Sovereign decision takes place in a flashing, confident, contained,
accomplished moment; discussion can reach no such instant result. With Schmitt,
temporality becomes not only the gauge against which the sovereign body is measured in
its effectiveness, but also the way in which sovereignty itself is enacted in its most
extreme form. Temporality, in the values placed on speed over slowness, returns to
sovereignty in a visceral way.
Schmitt’ adulation for the exception and its focus on life is relevant to the context
in which it was published, 1922.31 His critique of constitutional liberalism accounts for
the continued shifts in the development of political sovereignty from monarchical
regimes to the adoption of popular sovereignty by constitution-based nations, the most
salient examples of which are the French Revolution and the American Revolution. The
former saw the violent uprising of the bourgeois class literally cut off the King’s head,
and the latter established a constitution that put checks and balances on all positions of
political power after seceding from and warring with the British Empire. Both events
placed importance on the decisions, plural, of the people, and initiated an understanding
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of sovereignty that “remained permanently in ‘the people’, and the people’s
representatives were charged with the preservation of the ‘rights of man’ (Glanville 2014,
61).32 Historian Dorinda Outram (1989) argues this is most tangibly realized in the
regulation of and newly discovered possibilities for the human body within and beyond
revolution. Writing on the history of the French Revolution, Outram states the destruction
of the “historical French monarchy” transferred the “power of the monarch” to “the
power of the sovereign people, as expressed in the general will. Each individual made
manifest in his body the sovereignty which had been reserved before for the body of the
king alone” (159). In the manner that the nation was once closed and operated by the
King, ‘the people’ became individual sovereign selves. Though re-evaluated in the
failures and triumphs of post-Revolution, the ‘self-sovereign’ became a paradigm of
popular sovereignty in the West.
Similarly, writing on what he terms ‘the endgames of sovereignty’, Eric Santner
(2011) draws on Kantorowicz (1957) and argues such a shift from monarchical
sovereignty to popular sovereignty saw “the metamorphosis of the King’s Two Bodies
into the People’s Two Bodies” (8). The eighteenth century democratic uprisings in the
US and France reoriented the holder(s) of sovereignty to ‘the people’. Santner’s (2011)
argument is concerned with the somatic quality of the flesh, the body, in this transition
from the body of the monarch to the flesh of “the People… the new bearer of the
principle of sovereignty” (34). Popular sovereignty, Santner contends, “supplants the
merely mortal body of the king into the bodies and lives of the citizens of modern nationstates” (10). In this shift from monarchical to popular sovereignty, awareness of the
individual body became paramount. This interest in stratified individual self-possession
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was of course animated in choreography, most notably in the ballet d’action, an approach
to dance performance made prominent by choreographer Jean-Georges Noverre, from the
late eighteenth century, roughly 1760-1793.33
As dance scholar Christina Thurner (2012) argues, within this emergent ballet
paradigm, the arbiters of dance also shifted from the courts to “the burgeoning
bourgeoisie” (20), the ‘havers’ of said discussions in Schmitt’s critique. The tenets of
popular sovereignty found embodiment in an approach to ballet movement that was
invested in understanding the newly discovered individual self. As Thurner points out,
“Man was no longer seen as part of a rigid social order, but as a sensitive individual with
unique feelings. A human needed to be defined not by belonging to a larger whole but by
embodying the newly acclaimed values of subjectivity” (2012, 21). This subjectivity was
embodied in the ballet d’action and its approach to choreography that was an intentional
reformation of the atrophied ballet associated with the royal court. As Thurner continues,
if the [French] courtly arts… served to reinforce the distribution of power within
the absolutist system, then the aspiring bourgeoisie sought to define itself through
individualized behavior and through new words such as ‘interiority,’ ‘humanity,’
and ‘sympathy,’ qualities that were given expression in the ballet d’action. (2012,
22)
The history of ballet, specifically the approaches to choreography – how and why the
bodies moved onstage, is deeply embedded in the developments of sovereignty. Even in
the transition from monarchical to popular forms, choreography remained invested in
working with sovereignty, conveying its tenets in the moving bodies on stage. The
outward projection of the individual’s interior self in the ballet d’action was emblematic
of the popular sovereignty exhibited in constitutional liberalism.
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Though not concerned with dance in a formal sense, sovereignty was theorized
and realized from the seventeenth century onwards with a clear focus on the body and its
potential movements, a notion evidenced by merely glancing at this history of ballet. The
most visceral shift in the individual that emerged through popular sovereignty is how
power operated out of the swift hand of Schmitt’s ideal sovereign monarch/dictator.
Rather than the singular immediate decision, the constitutional liberalism of popular
sovereignty valued the discussion of individuals. That is not to say the forms of
government Schmitt critiqued were without decision - they just took longer to arrive at it.
Rather, the swift exacting control Schmitt favors in his 1922 text was dispersed amongst
the people through its representatives. Outram (1989) argues the transfer of sovereignty
from the King to the people after the French Revolution, “in fact unleashed changes in
the public presentation and public significance of the bodies of individuals which were
crucial in the formation of public space in the nineteenth century” (2). The capacity for
absolute control over one’s body, as an individual, spawned debate over notions of
citizenship, equality, and rights. While these debates later mobilized the women’s
suffrage movement in the latter half of the nineteenth century and the fight for civil rights
in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, they also emboldened the notion of selfcontrol as a larger nationalist project. Indeed, the public space created by that reformation
of the body as an individual, Outram (1989) states, “was ripe for a takeover of power
along the lines of the totalitarian movements in the twentieth century” (2). Such a
takeover, of course, is the form of dictatorship Schmitt both desired and predicted, a
return to the swift hand of totalitarianism over the discussion of individuals. Let us keep
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this in mind as we consider the impact of Schmitt’s text on scholars writing on the
developments of sovereignty in the repercussions of European fascism.

Biopolitics and Contemporary Workings of Schmitt’s ‘Exception’
The transition from monarchical sovereignty into democratic forms of power
through popular sovereignty within twentieth century democracies occupies a welltrodden space in the corpus of critical theory. As Schmitt is hyper aware of the
relationship between the rise of fascism and seventeenth century absolutism, critical
theory from the late 1970s onwards is interested in the effects of popular sovereignty on
the individuals it was meant to uplift, using fascism as a generative touchstone. This
scholarship is filled with inquiries into the role of the self within paradigms of popular
sovereignty into and beyond the twenty-first century: How do the beliefs in individual
self-possession and self-control, within the popular sovereignty model, effect
contemporary approaches to the body post World War II? The possible answers to such a
question are found in analyses of popular sovereignty that question the position and
longevity of sovereignty itself and the links that exist in the transition between
monarchical and popular forms.
The most popular thinker on this issue is Michel Foucault. In the closing chapter
of The History of Sexuality Volume One (1978), aptly titled “Right of Death and Power
over Life,” Foucault contended that from the pervasiveness of monarchical sovereignty
prior to and culminating in the French Revolution,34 an ethos of power over life
manifested itself in the evolving democratic body politic. Rather than focusing on the will
of the sovereign (i.e. the King), this era
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focused on the species body, the body imbued with the mechanics of life and
serving as the basis of the biological processes: propagation, births and mortality,
the level of health, life expectancy and longevity, with all the conditions that can
cause these to vary. Their supervision was effected through an entire series of
interventions and regulatory controls: a bio-politics35 of the population. The
disciplines of the body… (139)
Foucault contests the continuation of sovereignty by introducing the concept and
associated term biopolitics, where life and politics merge. He positions this merger at the
waning end of ‘sovereignty’, which, he argues, traded in the will of the sovereign for
norms rooted in and thus controlling the biological processes of the body. Like Schmitt,
Foucault’s argument also centers on the power of decision. He opens the chapter by
stating, “For a long time; one of the characteristic privileges of sovereign power was the
right to decide life and death” (1978, 135). The sovereign, he explains, could have a
subject killed or command those in service to die for him in battle. The advent of
constitutional forms of power, though causing such classical sovereign rule to dissipate,
“…made an essentially normalizing power acceptable” (1978, 144). The capacity to
establish normalizing power, or what Foucault called ‘norms’, emanated from the
institutions emboldened by the advent of constitutional liberalism, primarily the forces
associated with capitalism.
For Foucault, power resides in the establishment of such ‘norms’ placed on the
body at birth and in the continued regulation of variations on those norms throughout life,
such as sexuality, race, gender, and health. His articulation of how homosexuality was
made deviant through the normalization of heterosexuality, a subject that occupies the
majority of The History of Sexuality is an example of how norms are established by
controlling supposed difference. For Foucault, power and control, in the absence of
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sovereign rule, was instead administered through the development and acceptance of
norms. The individual of popular sovereignty becomes the biopolitical subject who does
not create laws, but substantiates and ascribes to the proliferation of norms. Such
regulation of the life of the population is an outcome of the individual self-possession
fostered by popular sovereignty. Whereas Schmitt’s call for a reinstatement of monarchal
sovereignty through dictatorship positioned law as life, Foucault’s explanation of
biopolitics illustrates the sinister nature of popular sovereignty, in which laws become
persistently regulated norms. As theorists Campbell and Sitze (2013) argue, Foucault’s
conception of biopolitics sees power exercised through norms:
sovereignty wanes and with it the law as the primary means by which sovereign
power is exercised. Often the suggestion in these pages [“Right of Death and
Power over Life”] is that in a post-sovereign milieu, populations are less
subjected to sovereign power than they are governed through norms. (10)
Yet, through these norms, Campbell and Sitze assert, Foucault’s ‘post sovereign human’
was more alive and aware of her life than ever before.36 Life became more precious and
more regulated.
Ultimately, what Foucault makes salient for our purposes is the reevaluation of
life within the presumed shift from political sovereignty to popular sovereignty after the
French Revolution, what he sees as the shift into biopolitics. Foucault’s positing of
biopolitics appeared shortly before his death in 1984 and thus, did not make a substantial
impact until years later through re-readings by critical theorists. For, the connections
between his theorization of the body’s regulation under a biopolitical regime is
reanimated in analyses of the body in popular sovereignty, such as those by Outram
(1989) and Santner (2011) already discussed above. Yet, the most prominent is the
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analysis performed by Agamben, who argues in Homo Sacer (1998), the emergence of
“life” and “politics” as a coterminous agenda is not so much a death of sovereignty, but
rather its continuation: “the production of a biopolitical body is the original activity of
sovereign power” (6).
Agamben (1998) argues Foucault’s definition of biopolitics did not commence at
the end of Western sovereignty. Instead, this form of control was and is simply a
continuation of sovereignty, even in contemporary democratic states. Biopolitics, he
argues, is not merely a practice of regulation, but a more complex extension of
sovereignty that engages with the liminality between state and self. In making this
argument, Agamben first examines the core of Foucault’s essay, the relationship of power
to life and death, by returning to the terms of law in Ancient Greek literature. Agamben
(1998) argues life was and continues to be understood in two strands, zoe – biological life
or, as Walter Benjamin (1921) proposes “bare life” – and bios – qualified political life.
Zoe/bare life is a human organism, biologically alive for all intents and purposes. Bios is
a life that is recognized politically, through its identification as a citizen or person.
Zoe/bare life can be considered in the same paradigm as Kantorowicz’s body
natural, the mortal body susceptible to the erosions of time, such as disability. Bios and
zoe are parallel to Kantorowicz’s Body politic and Body natural. Both coterminous
concepts proffer the necessity of the abject, a body that is considered of lesser value,
within theorizations of political power.37 For Kantorowicz, disability as the declining
feature of mortality stands in for such abjection with little commentary other than that it
can be foreclosed by the Body politic. The Body natural and the Body politic only exist
for and within one another as the king. Agamben does not explicitly follow the thread of
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disability that I locate in Kantorowicz. However, his articulation of zoe and bios develops
out of a critique of Kantorowicz’s lack of commentary on the Body natural’s mortality.
Agamben argues that “while [Kantorowicz] essentially frames a study of the absolute
character of political power, The King’s Two Bodies is instead exclusively concerned
with the other, more innocuous feature that… defines sovereignty, the perpetual nature of
sovereignty… which never dies” (92-3). Agamben’s formulation, however, follows the
less innocuous feature and introduces a visceral anxiety over the abjection that is bare
life, non-politically recognized mortality.
Within zoe and bios, Agamben (1998) introduces the Ancient Greek figure homo
sacer as “the originary figure of life… of exclusion through which the political
dimension was first constituted” (83). Translated in English as ‘sacred man’ homo sacer
is the barest of bare life for he is constituted through what Agamben (1998) calls a
“double exclusion” (82). He is a man that is not a qualified political life, but crucial for
others to obtain such status:
What defines the status of homo sacer is… both the particular character of the
double exclusion into which he is taken and the violence to which he finds
himself exposed. This violence – the unsanctionable killing that, in his case,
anyone can commit – is classifiable neither as sacrifice nor as homicide, neither as
the execution of a condemnation to death nor as sacrilege. (82)
Defined in ancient law as “a human victim who may be killed but not sacrificed” (1998,
83) Agamben argues homo sacer exists in symmetry with the sovereign, who decides on
life or death, who can kill with impunity (84). The sovereign, Agamben states, “is the one
with respect to whom all men are potentially homines sacri [sacred men], and homo sacer
is the one with respect to whom all men act as sovereigns” (84). In their reversibility,
homo sacer and the sovereign represent a dynamic of power outside the law: the state of
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exception. Sovereignty is not two bodies, but rather “a complex topological figure in
which… the state of nature and law, outside and inside, pass through one another” (37).
For Agamben, the relationship between homo sacer and the sovereign is actually
the paradigm of sovereignty that persists throughout the narrative of power and
government in Western history. As Campbell and Sitze (2013) explain,
for Agamben, biopolitics is less a plotting of life and politics than a clue to the
secret, inner link between modern democracy and its constitutive double: the
totalitarian state. In Agamben’s rendering, the story of biopolitics is actually a
continuing story about sovereignty, of bare life produced by the state of
exception. (25)
Agamben locates homo sacer in Ancient Greek literature, but argues the figure of the
‘sacred man’ is recalled in Western politics from monarchies to democracies. In this
continued story, understanding how and why the classical age of dance and choreography
is present in contemporary forms of Western performance becomes more urgent. That
urgency is alleviated by following Agamben’s argument and critical dialogue with
Kantorowicz to its conclusion.
In positing homo sacer and its symmetrical significance to classical and modern
understandings of sovereignty, Agamben then tackles Schmitt’s (1922) definition of the
sovereign: ‘he who decides on the exception’. Agamben (1998) contends Schmitt’s
sovereignty is a paradox because “the sovereign is, at the same time, outside and inside
the juridical order” (15). The sovereign occupies the same reversibility and liminal
juridical space as homo sacer – they each just fall on opposite sides of the exception,
which for Agamben extends beyond the suspension and creation of law. Agamben
positions this relation to critique, or more fittingly cast an ominous cloud over, Schmitt’s
advocacy for the exception as the merging of law and life in the act of the decision: “the
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exception is the originary structure in which law refers to life and includes it in itself by
suspending it” (1998, 28). As the originary structure Agamben re-examines Schmitt’s
definition of sovereignty as exception by considering the figure of homo sacer in the
aftermath of fascism and the rise of Nazi policies.
Agamben argues the paradigm of this re-examined exception in the twentieth
century is the concentration camp. The ‘Jew’ was homo sacer, determined to be a “life
unworthy of being lived” and removed to a separate spatio-temporal location of the camp
and then killed through a sovereign suspension of the juridical norm (Agamben 1998,
136-88). In addition to the Jewish population, individuals outside of accepted norms were
also considered unworthy, primarily disabled adults and children, of which 300,000 were
eliminated.38As Elshtain (2008) reminds us, “Nazi politics towards Jews, Gypsies, and
the mentally handicapped [intellectually disabled] were designed to methodically
eliminate pathogens that threaten the realization of a perfect bio-order” (220).39 The
descriptions of what constituted an “unworthy” life are of interest, most significantly the
Euthanasia Project for the Incurably Ill (1998, 140). Citing Karl Binding’s evaluation of
an “institute for the mentally impaired,” Agamben (1998) states the unworthy were
criticized for requiring “enormous care for existence” at the expense of doctors’ and
caretakers’ time, when the project to euthanize could be accomplished in “24 hours”
(138-141). The swift killing, even in droves of the impaired was preferable to a lifetime
of care.40
The allusion to a quick removal of bodies in the permanent deferral of long term
care in Agamben’s example of the Euthanasia Project is a small part of an extensive
analysis on how homo sacer became a construct of the concentration camp. However, it
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cannot be taken for granted, especially when considering the consistent relationship
between disability and notions of time, particularly that of speed and slowness. During
the height of the eugenics movement in the United States the institutionalization and
sterilization of disabled bodies deemed “slow” and “backward” constitutes a similar
reduction to and destruction of bare life with impunity.41 Additionally, the impact of time
not only in relation to the capabilities of the disabled body, but also modes of care and
dependence has become a crucial element of disability in the contemporary moment.
For example, working directly from Agamben’s text, disability scholar Donna
Reeve (2009) posits the “impaired body”, the body labeled as disabled, is the twenty-first
century homo sacer. The disabled body as the body that can be killed with impunity is
problematically realized in the ubiquity of prenatal diagnosis for disabilities, such as
Down Syndrome, and subsequent abortion. For Reeve (2009), the issue with this practice
is the vagueness of abortion law in her native UK, in which termination “is authorized up
to and even during birth” for a “severely handicapped” fetus (207). ‘Severely’, Reeve
states, lacks a concrete legal definition and thus leaves the choice to terminate based on
potential disabled status up to the discretion of the parents. The diagnosis and resulting
“sovereign decision” (207) function as the exception; the fetus “by the very interpellation
of being labelled as disabled, becomes abjectified” (208). Though Reeve’s argument
straddles a conservative line around what constitutes life and access to abortion, the
politics of which are beyond the scope of this dissertation, her choice to situate prenatal
diagnosis within the paradigm of the exception is important because it gestures to the
rejection of lifetime care exhibited in Binding’s Euthanasia Project discussed above, as
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well as anxieties over necessary dependence. Hence, we see that present issues today
around disability are not far removed from the extermination camps.
Within disability studies, the topics of dependence, or interdependence, as
opposed to independence are crucial to understanding how disabled populations can and
do thrive in the societies that position them as potential homines sacri (see Kittay 2002;
2011; Kafer 2013). Rather than attain individual independence, disability scholar Kittay
(2002; 2011) advocates for a society of functional dependence on the grounds that
independence privileges the able-body and ability is only temporary. Such forms of
dependence –siblings, parents, children, spouses, friends, and community members –
exist on the fringes of normative timelines of reproduction and maturity. Time, in terms
of typical signs of maturation, may move slower, occupy a form of stasis, or recede with
the visceral realities of disability and dependent relationships. The tenets of sovereignty–
self-possession, self-control, and enclosed – re-emerge here as wanting value in the
context of a political milieu that instead privileges the temporalities of disability.
In Reeve’s (2009) example, the decision to terminate life reinforces standards of
time that are linear and primarily heteronormative with a greater potential for future
absolute ‘independence’: leave the parental home, marry, and reproduce (see McRuer
2006). Adjacent to this is the concept known as crip time, a vital theory relative to
disability studies that functions to assert the life experiences of disability that do not
follow the script of (hetero) normative linear progression. As discussed in the
Introduction, ‘crip’ is a decidedly political approach to living and being disabled that, as
disability scholars Mitchell and Snyder (2015) explain, “identifies the ways in which
such bodies represent alternative forms of being-in-the-world when navigating
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environments that privilege able-bodied participants as fully capacitated agential
participants within democratic institutions” (3). Such alternative forms of being in the
world have the potential to “create capabilities that exceed, and/or go unrecognized
within, the normative scripts of biopolitics” (2015, 3). As Agamben makes clear, the
injection of the term ‘biopolitics’ does little to change the longevity of the persistent
narrative that is sovereignty: monarchical, popular, or otherwise. Thus, the desire for the
excesses of crip time to attain recognition is in tension with the resilience of sovereignty.
Crip time contests the lineage of sovereignty from classical forms that rested in the hands
of the king to the self-possession of popular sovereignty, which as Elsthain (2008)
argues, can lead to “utter control over the bodies of not only ourselves but others who are
not yet, or have ceased to become, self-sovereign in ways that we increasingly equate to
‘human’” (204). For Elshtain, in the development of political sovereignty “the language
of conquest, control over, complete self-ownership – tests of self-sovereignty – prevails”
(204).
The Continuations of Sovereignty
With Agamben’s Homo Sacer, the case for a continued interest in sovereignty is
convincingly argued. The realization of sovereignty’s presence sparks a return to the
classical relationship between disability and time. This relationship was already made
evident in Kantorowicz’s (1957) discussion of the sixteenth and seventeenth century
kings and his articulation of the Body natural’s deficits versus the transcendent powers of
the Body politic. Kantorowicz’s cursory formulation of the Body natural as frustrating for
its subjection to time and thus to disability is once again put front and center. Agamben
(1998) calls upon and extends the duality of Kantorowicz’s concept of the King’s two
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bodies to formulate the symmetry between homo sacer and the sovereign. The
contradiction within sacer is already a key component of the Body natural/Body politic
duality, the immortal and mortal. For Agamben, the unyielding reign of the sovereign’s
Body politic and its relation to the decaying Body natural constitute the sacred (1998,
100-103). For, in the actual death of the sovereign, sovereignty lives on in the Body
politic, the place of power and governing authority that persists in decisions, from largescale constitution-based legislation to the decisions of individual citizens. The potential to
be sovereign or homo sacer always lingers, though carries more potency when the label
of disability is at play.
What Agamben’s critical dialogue with Kantorowicz engenders, I contend, is a
way to consider the continued relevance of sovereignty from absolutism to contemporary
democracies through the symmetry of the sovereign and homo sacer, and thus the
relationship between the Body politic and the Body natural – the mortal physical body
that is essentially disabled. What is often not considered in this formulation, from the
highly theoretical to the visceral examples of lived experience, is the utilization of
temporality. Time: the speed at which the body moves and ages or the amount of time a
body requires to arrive at a decision is a thread woven into the fabric of sovereignty. The
body subject to as well as in need of time is linked to disability and left in persistent peril
throughout the ableist developments of sovereignty. How then does the disabled body
resist? Is this resistance choreographic in nature?
Dance studies provides an opportunity to reconsider the line of thought in political
theory from the Middle Ages to Kantorowicz, Agamben and onward through theories of
the choreographic that prioritize how the body moves and exists in space and time. With
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the information gleaned in this section, I use the remainder of this chapter to take up
Agamben’s lead and return to Kantorowicz’s concept of the two bodies. I locate how
dance, specifically choreography, offers a different reading of ‘the sovereign’ body that
establishes a historically grounded methodology from which to theorize the political
importance of contemporary examples of dance and disability. From this space, we can
locate the infiltration of crip time in choreography, a time that does not yield the
reversibility of homo sacer and the sovereign, but instead cultivates the tenets of what I
will continue to argue is disablement – a choreographic concept of highly political
significance.
II.
Dancing as Sovereign Failure
The first section of this chapter worked over the use, regulation of, and disposal of
the body in relation to the development of sovereignty. As shown above, the historical
relationship between sovereignty and disability as antithetical is rife with examples. My
objective in this second section is to understand that relationship and make clear that
dance, specifically the approach to choreography developed in seventeenth century court
ballet, is the interlocutor necessary to recalibrate the supposed disunion between
sovereignty and disability.
The mystical power Kantorowicz associates with the King’s Two Bodies is further
elucidated when examined in the context of dance studies, most significantly scholarship
on the performances of the French seventeenth century. Mark Franko has written
extensively on this period, primarily under the rubric of baroque dance, and the dances of
the King in the ballets of the seventeenth century (see Franko 1993,1998, 2000, 2003). In
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“Figural Inversions of Louis XIV’s Dancing Body” Franko (2000) explores two portraits
of Louis XIV “as dancer” (35). The first in his youth in costume as the Sun in Le ballet
royal de la nuit (1653); the second, painted by Hyacinthe Rigaud from circa 1705, as an
aging King whose anachronistically youthful legs project nostalgia for his dancing past.
Franko argues these portraits are performative of the King’s body in both natural and
political states to present and re-present sovereign power. For Louis XIV’s legs remain
unchanged in both portraits, posed and painted in a ballet fourth position. In the later
portrait by Rigaud, Franko (2000) observes, Louis XIV’s dancerly legs recall his material
body in motion, which continued to generate symbolic power and capital in the baroque
political economy (47). However, the focus placed on the king’s legs in the painting
provides an opportunity to consider the function of dance within the monarchical body
politic/body natural paradigm.
Recalling Kantorowicz’s assessment of the two-body theory as one of unity,
Franko (2000) demonstrates how the presentation of Louis XIV as a dancing symbol in
these portraits inverts the traits attributed to the Body politic and Body natural: “…a
relationship between body politic and body natural only occurs inasmuch as it fails. In
royal ballet both body politic and body natural were danced figures” (37). This failure, of
which Franko writes, is productive of dance’s historical link to the presentation of power
as both immediately physical and symbolic. The technical dance capacity held within
Louis XIV’s body natural, as the eternal ability and readiness of his legs demonstrate,
becomes symbolic of the abilities afforded to the position of the King and his
aestheticizing of power in/as danced performance. In the technical pose of fourth
position, the body politic, which in Kantorowicz’s assessment is rhetorically considered
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to be mystical or outside of time, becomes material and temporal – the physical body
moving as dancing symbol of eternal power – and the body natural becomes mystical, for
Louis XIV is still this dancer despite physical ability and age. The performative
temporality of the King’s body presents itself as symbol. Franko uses the term “figural
inversion” to reconcile the two images of the King and their embedded relationship to
historical dance, specifically the choreographies within the aesthetic period categorized
as baroque. In so doing, the term ‘figural inversion’ is both a description and a form of
movement crucial to the historical relationship between dance and power, for “this
movement of figural inversion is what Louis XIV performed in and by his dancing, and
the relationship of his dancing to political power can be traced within the movement”
(2000, 48). I contend that within that movement there is also the space to consider the
moved traces of disability that impacted and continue to impact the dance/political power
relationship.
When considered in the context of Louis XIV’s dancing, Plowden’s articulation
of disability as antithetical to, even “repugnant” to the Body politic is resisted in the
seventeenth century dancing of the sovereign. In movement, the supposedly stable and
unified Body natural and Body politic are made singularly legible and illegible at every
turn – connotations of Plowden’s “defects and imbecilities” shimmer in every
presentation of the infallible, untouchable King. If the Body natural is the material
structure that can learn and perform the royal ballet technique, a skill that evolves and
then devolves with age despite the metaphysical Body politic, then the threat of losing
that skill, the symbolic power, is always operative in the danced figural inversion of the
sovereign body. What Franko makes salient in his argument is the materiality of the
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dancing body. Dancing requires a mortal body, a body subject to time. In that materiality
is the opportunity to see the potential for failure in the veneer of sovereignty, as well as to
grasp the materiality of that failure in the historical dancing body. This is not to suggest
‘disability and dance’ are synonymous with failure. Rather, dancing makes disability
visible in the materiality of the body and the risks it takes on its live presentation, and
thus, fails to foreclose disability from political power.
Franko’s analysis of the two portraits of Louis XIV makes evident the integral
relationship between dancing, political power, and disability. Yet, examples of the
dancing sovereign extend beyond these portraits. As Franko (2000; 1993) reveals, Louis
XIV performed secondary and comedic roles in addition to the all-encompassing
spectacular sun god, and his predecessor Louis XIII engaged in a mix of roles within
court dances that created opportunities for the development and contemplation of dance
choreography. To consider the materiality of the dancing body as a way to glimpse
disability in a position of power, I turn to specific examples of bodies choreographed in
relation to the King’s Body politic within court ballet between 1624 and 1627.
Choreographic Disablement – Temporal Burlesque
Within the development of royal ballet in the seventeenth century, as Franko
(1993) documents, court ballet also consisted of burlesque choreographies that cast the
sovereign body as abject and grotesque – what sovereignty supposedly forecloses. As
outlined in the Introduction, the grotesque has a storied aesthetic relationship with the
disabled body in the history of Western art creation and consumption. Within the context
of the burlesque, art historian Frances Connelly (2012), provides an approach to the
grotesque that move towards a theorization of choreography. She suggests the grotesque
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is a verb that moves through the entirety of Western art, irrespective of period.
“Grotesques,” she states, “come into being by rupturing cultural boundaries,
compromising and contradicting what is ‘known’ or what is ‘proper’ or ‘normal’” (2).
Although outside of dance or disability studies proper, Connelly’s conceptualization of
the grotesque in any era is dependent not only on a series of cultural codes of
normativity, but on audiences’ receptivity to the organization of or perhaps dismantling
of such codes.
Franko (1993) situates the burlesque ballets in a similar conception of the
grotesque. For example, a radical relationship between the body and the costumes
dancers wore was characteristic of the burlesque ballets. With the use of costuming, “the
body became a composite spectacle in its own right” (103). With these visible costume
creations, the burlesque ballets prompted the aesthetic domain and aims of the grotesque,
such as what Connelly (2012) calls ‘rupturing,’ or, more attuned to choreographic aims of
the moving body, what Franko (1993) refers to as “distortion” (80).“Whereas some
burlesque works appear gratuitously grotesque, others, through a conscious reflection on
the formal qualities of the genre, aim at a purposive ideological distortion of court
ballet’s traditional aims: glorification of the sovereign” (1993, 78). The burlesque ballets
Franko details, in their relationship to the prevailing concept of the sovereign as adjacent
to the grotesque, were not gratuitous slapstick but conceptual critique.
Such critique, Franko (1993) explains, is enacted through the use of sartorially
choreographing the frustrations of the Body natural and its durational deformations:
By deforming the body’s natural outlines within constructed shapes, allegorical
costumes dictated, in large measure, the way the body moved. The notion of
compositeness once applied to the structure of ballets was now applied to the
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body itself. Moreover, if dancers still appeared in groups in burlesque works – as
most illustrations do attest – they are nevertheless often depicted as moving
individually… The dancing body was thus differentiated from the mass and
encouraged to move in energetic and original ways. (80)
This subversive costuming contributes to the choreographed movement and the execution
of such choreography. Such distortion returns to the dancing body, and those in the
audience that receive it, to the Body natural by questioning the parameters of the natural
and its conceptual framework. The theatricality of the Body natural engenders a reflective
rethinking of the danced bodily ideal. The bodily distortion of the dancing figure spurs an
intellectual conundrum. In addition, very few images of disabled bodies exist in this
history of dance, especially in the archives of Western ballet. However, it is worth noting
that depictions of bodies using assistive devices, such as crutches and prosthetics, exist in
the archives of the burlesque (see fig. 1). Such devices, whether necessary for the
performer or worn as costume, influenced the movement generated and positioned the
mortality of the body as a concept considered in burlesque choreography.

Figure 1. Seventeenth-century French
costume sketches from the Theater
Collection, National Museum (The National
Museum of Fine Arts), Stockholm, Sweden.
The sketches are not attributed to a particular
ballet. (Courtesy of Mark Franko).
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Burlesque ballets also saw the sovereign satirize his power, or perhaps engaged in
a satiric representation he may not have entirely controlled, through cross-dressing, and
thus “inaugurate[ed] an ambivalent commentary on the wielding of power itself” (Franko
1993, 104). Such performances cleaved the king for brief moments from the absolutism
of the Body politic and thus exposed him in his Body natural, which as Kantorowicz
reminds us, is susceptible to the perils of ‘disability.’ The king’s participation in such
satirical works was not pure caprice, but, as Franko (1993) posits, was part of the
burlesque’s emergence as intellectual, “self-reflective… self-critical performance” (78).
Choreographies, such as Les Fées des forests de Saint Germain (1625) “exhibited a
tendency” in the burlesque ballet “to generate its own commentary on what it is about…
by internalizing references to dance history” (1993, 78). This functioned as part of a
politics of noble resistance to absolutism through the distortion of bodily shape. What is
so compelling about this resistance is that the acts of bodily distortion unfolded over
time, instituting a receptive temporality that hinged on slowness. The burlesque was not
received in an instant; it developed through a slower temporality.
Rather, as Franko (1993) describes, burlesque ballet often left an “unfinished,
open-ended feeling” (82) for the spectator. This partially because burlesque
choreographies were made up of scenes that shunned narrative. They, for lack of a better
phrase, took time from the audience. Rather than symbolic, these dances were, in their
non-narrative composition, allegorical, “eschew[ing] a linear in favor of a spatial
deciphering of the visual image” (104). “Each body” in these ballets, he continues, “is
juxtaposed with the forward movement of performance as a conundrum to be
contemplated in depth. Irony encouraged the spectator to linger on the dancing figure’s
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presence, to extract some ultimate meaning from it and it alone” (104). Rather than an
Aristotelian cause/effect narration, the duration required of receptive contemplation is
inherent to the burlesque’s use of allegory in choreography in the absence of narrative
dramaturgy.
The allegorical, in theory and practice, is key to locating the temporal proceedings
of burlesque distortion. Franko’s analysis of the burlesque makes evident a striking
parallel between Kantorowicz’s Body politic and Body natural and philosopher Walter
Benjamin’s (1998) assessment of the seventeenth century aesthetic as that of allegory in
works of art.42 For Benjamin, allegory is found in fragments, in transitory moments that
cleave the visual, such as the body onstage, from immediate meaning. Such
fragmentation is distinct from what he terms the symbol, which is instead “self-contained,
concentrated” and embodies “a momentary totality” (165) in which meaning is captured
and apprehended immediately. What Benjamin’s description of the differences between
symbol and allegory details is the ways in which artworks are crafted and then received
in time. The symbol is experienced in “the mystical instant in which the symbol assumes
the meaning into its hidden… wooded interior” (165). The experience is instantaneous
and contained because the symbol takes the form of the organic, what Benjamin calls “a
mountain and plant-like quality in the make-up of the symbol” (165). As Franko (2017)
clarifies, the symbol is instant in its organic quality because it “can be observed in the
natural world of forms” (98) that appear without distortion. Most commonly in artworks,
“the symbol condenses into a sparkling present of the beautiful human form” (98).
Allegory, on the other hand, in its fragmentation, does not condense into a whole
form, but is experienced as “progression in a series of moments” (Benjamin 1998, 165).
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In addition, Benjamin states that allegory is signaled by “the irregular rhythm of the
constant pause, the sudden change of direction…” (197). Such irregular rhythm prompts
a change in temporal reception. For Franko (2017), “the time-based quality of perception
and thought emerges” (96) in this irregularity, this constant pause. Unlike the symbol, he
continues, “allegory demands contemplation because its interpretation is necessarily time
consuming” (97), an intellectual investment necessitated by the visual formations,
patterns, and distortions enacted in burlesque choreography. Franko (1998) argues the
approach to choreography was a paradigm shift that gave way to “an art of physiognomy
and time in which the king himself performed. The lack of pattern in burlesque-style
works necessarily introduced time as a new dimension in which dance ideas evolved”
(69). The burlesque then offers a choreography interested in the temporality associated
with the reluctant mortality of the Body natural, as well as the slowness of which Schmitt
opined. It does not attempt to embody the swift, instant hand of the sovereign in its
exaction of movement or its receptive objectives for those in the audience. This aspect of
allegory, extended to burlesque choreography, creates a moment of political reimagination of the Body natural.
In disrupting and taking time, the sovereign is momentarily enmeshed within a
choreographic disablement. Yet, this is just a momentary pause, for the presence of the
king as an abject body in the burlesque ballets, though “ideologically subversive and,
therefore, politically destabilizing,” eventually comes to reaffirm “the dominant
ideology” of absolute power (Franko 1993, 106). However, there is much to be gleaned
from the burlesque approach to choreography. The choreographic form of the burlesque,
in its deployment of the grotesque and visible allegory, remains a site for the expression
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of “resistance” and “dissent” (Franko 1993, 106-7) in the continued study and rearticulation of the dance form. Thus, the burlesque offers a place from which to theorize
the embodiment of sovereignty, and establish an entry point for cultivating what a
temporal aesthetic of disablement encompasses. If the burlesque choreography reveals
the king in his Body natural, the body susceptible to disability, then disability is framed
as the slow body that takes time in comparison to the sovereign’s swift, quick, able hand.
It is also, therefore, a body that takes time to read; a body that does not permit instant
legibility, but rather demands interpretation, and hence extended contemplation.
By locating spaces in which historical dance converses with the presumed ableism
of sovereignty, I contend disablement emerges as an aesthetic and theoretical intervention
that is manifested in a decidedly temporal register. For, as Benjamin (1998) states,
“Where man is drawn towards the symbol, allegory emerges from the depths of being to
interpret the intention, and to triumph over it” (1998, 183). To emerge and be interpreted
is not a singular, instantaneous act. As a practice of resistance, the burlesque’s grotesque
distortion of both body and time, in its open-ended and unfinished intellectual conceits, is
not covered over or made to disappear, but rather entwined with the history of Western
dance performance. Burlesque choreographies, I contend, engaged more vividly with the
Body natural as subject to and a subject of time, not in physical speed or slowness, but
through the temporality of reception in performance. There is a choreographed
temporality in the burlesque that is indicative of what I will articulate is disablement in
the contemporary choreographies discussed throughout this dissertation: Raimund
Hoghe’s Sacre – Rite of Spring (2004), Jérôme Bel and Theater Hora’s Disabled Theater
(2012), and A Fierce Kind of Love (2016), which serve as my case studies.
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If Agamben is correct, and I think he is, that sovereignty is a continuing story that
often culminates in unceremonious death for the disabled body, then choreography and
the act of dancing are sites of intervention in it. Dance’s potential for the subtle
subversion of the sovereign political regime opens a space for the disabled body to
demonstrate value, worth, and capacity unbounded from a lineage of normative
enforcements of power. To make this argument I extend Franko’s (1993; 1998; 2000)
analyses of court ballet. I contend the burlesque exists outside of, yet also submerged in,
the stately ideal of ballet and the ‘superbody’ of the sovereign, which despite the
mortality of the King’s Body natural, persists into the twenty-first century in dance
aesthetics. Political sovereignty and popular sovereignty are continued areas of relevance
in contemporary dance.
In my contemplative form of moving forward I keep the burlesque ballet as a
touchstone, a historical place to which my questions around the function of disablement
in contemporary choreographies can be directed. As Franko describes, “Burlesque
dancers twist about the axes of their own bodies rather than join in mapping a collective
social space” (1993, 65). Such twisting is evident in my own movement throughout the
theoretical direction this dissertation maneuvers in and eventually carves out through the
choreographies analyzed in Chapters 3-5. I position this chapter before analysis of those
contemporary sites to suggest sovereignty and the developments of Western concert
dance have been rooted in the necessary dialectic between able and disabled that so often
promulgates an able-body and able-mind as ideal, agentive, powerful, and legible. I
situate disablement as operative of a slower temporality of embodiment that puts the
stability of sovereignty, ballet, and the inevitably of disability as a performed risk in
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question – a maneuver that allows for disablement, under the aegis of the burlesque and
the grotesque, to become a key player in analyses of the contemporary choreographies to
follow.
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CHAPTER 3
RAIMUND HOGHE AND CANONICAL DISABLEMENT:
RITUAL, SACRIFICE, AND CRIP LABOR

This chapter explores a contemporary manifestation of disablement and its slower
temporality through the repertoire of German choreographer Raimund Hoghe, a queer
artist with a severe spine curvature. After surveying his career trajectory, I focus on his
2004 piece Sacre – The Rite of Spring, which works from and with a host of references to
Western dance’s historical past. In analyzing this piece and the history of dance it cites
and manipulates, I ultimately put Hoghe’s choreography in conversation with Georges
Bataille’s writings on sacrifice (1985; 1991; 1993) to consider the remnants of absolute
sovereignty in the Western need for wholeness and utility under patriarchal capitalism.
Introducing Hoghe
Born in Wuppertal, Germany in 1949, Hoghe first gained prominence in the
1970s not through dancing, but through writing “portraits of outsiders and celebrities” for
the weekly newspaper Die Zeit (“English”).43 In 1979 he wrote such a portrait about
dancer and choreographer Pina Bausch titled “Meinwärts – A Twig, A Wall” that
spawned an artistic partnership.44 In 1980 he went on to officially become the first and
only dramaturg Bausch ever employed. As an artistic collaborator, Hoghe witnessed
Bausch’s creative process for a decade before conceiving and presenting his own work in
1994, a solo titled Meinwärts, which does not translate cohesively from German to
English other than the phrase ‘Mewards’. Though Bausch’s works are often filled with
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more dancers, sets, and colors than Hoghe has included in his choreographies, there is a
thematic kinship evident that seems to stem from her interest in human behavior and its
unique irregularity. As Hoghe (2013) states of Bausch’s works: “the seemingly personal
and yet universal gestures, not placed in a (theatre) story become the story itself, and
reflect the traces of a lived and unlived life” (73). The impulse behind her works from the
late 1970s into the 1980s, which Hoghe captured in essays and books,45 is reflected in his
bookend careers as a writer and then choreographer. In one such piece of writing, Hoghe
states, “Pina Bausch’s theatre admits doubt and insecurities, and includes corners and
edges that you can bump against to rip open old wounds and release repressed feelings”
(2013, 66). Hoghe’s desire to craft portraits of famous ‘outsiders’ in his writings ‘bumps’
against similar situations of insecurity and repression. Most importantly, his analysis of
Bausch reflects on the labor demonstrated in his own choreography.
In contrast to Bausch, who appeared in only two of her choreographies throughout
her storied career,46 Hoghe’s transition from dramaturg to choreographer with an interest
in ‘personal and yet universal gestures’ put his body center stage. For example, in
Meinwärts (1994) Hoghe performed naked with his back to the audience while clutching
a high bar that descended from the ceiling. He hung from the bar, released, and then
stood back up to again clutch the bar in a sequence that repeated itself until his body
succumbed to exhaustion and fell to the ground. Such repetition can be seen as a
throwback to Bausch’s choreographies wherein repetitious acts exhaust the body, such as
the manically repetitive forced embrace of two dancers in Café Müller (1978).47
However, whereas Bausch’s theatrical events often “ask questions” while “answers
remain open” (Hoghe 2013, 66), Hoghe’s first choreography was less ambiguous in its
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personal and political queries. As the piece continues, Hoghe removes any guesswork
concerning the significance of his depleted body. Standing behind a small podium he
reads histories of individuals persecuted by the Nazis in the 1930s, as well as postcards
sent from a friend who died of AIDS in the 1980s. The durational depletion of Hoghe’s
visibly disabled body symbolically depicts the swift extermination of Jewish, gay, and
disabled bodies by the Nazis, as discussed in Chapter 2 – a political gesture made potent
in the piece. Biographically the events evoked are significant, for Hoghe is a gay disabled
man born and raised in post-war Germany.
Even more explicitly autobiographical, in the spoken portion of Meinwärts,
Hoghe repeats the diagnosis he was given as a child:
People say he is too small for his age. Too delicate, too weak. And there is
something else, barely noticeable: a slight curvature of the spine, a scarcely
visible arching that makes them afraid. It becomes more and more pronounced,
and there’s no way of stopping it. (Hoghe quoted in Johnson 2005, 37 author’s
emphasis)
As Dominic Johnson (2005) states, “In collision with the stark fact of Hoghe’s physical
presence, he presents the brutal persistence with which bodies remind us of histories that
we are culturally conditioned to repress” (2). It is through Hoghe’s body, Johnson
suggests, its naked form hanging from a high bar until depleted, that a history of
difference is rendered palpable. Although the emphasis Johnson (2005) places on
Hoghe’s body is relevant to the historical treatment of the absent bodies referenced in
Meinwärts, the desire to see Hoghe’s body onstage in any of his choreographies as a
symbol of difference tends to obscure his continued labor as a queer disabled
choreographer. It is to this choreographic labor that I should like to attend in this chapter.
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Consider that in the modest amount of dance criticism and scholarship on Hoghe
from the late twentieth to the early twenty-first century, there exists a disproportionately
robust commentary on his body – his diminutive stature and curved spine, or as Hoghe
calls it, ‘a hunchback’. Scholars and art critics deploy various terms to describe Hoghe
and his body, often using Meinwärts as an evidentiary touchstone.48 These range from a
dancer with “severe curvature of the spine” (Connolly 2013, 12) to “a deformed body”
(Siegmund 2006, 2). Such descriptions of his physical otherness often praise Hoghe for
reconfiguring or restructuring “what we mean by dance and what kind of bodies can
dance” (Midgelow 2007, 123). However, it is worth noting that while Hoghe has
continued to develop his choreographic statements in the years since Meinwärts, the
emphasis on his body as redefining ‘dancing,’ and ‘what it means to be a dancer’ has
plateaued in reviews of and reports on his ongoing production between 1994 and the
present. While Hoghe challenges ‘what it means to be a dancer,’ that is not the only
challenge his works manifest.
After Meinwärts, Hoghe produced two more solos, Chambre séparée (1997) and
Another Dream (2000) as the remaining pieces of a trilogy on the twentieth century. He
also created Lettere amorose (1999), which incorporated bodies other than his own
onstage and was not intended for inclusion in the trilogy. With the exception of amorose,
the triptych of solos “trac[e] personal and cultural memories from the 1930s to the
1960s,” (Connolly 2013, 22) and those memories in relation to the contemporaneity of
each piece’s performance. These range from Hoghe’s childhood, the negotiation of his
queerness and disability with his mother and those around him, to the Holocaust, the US
Civil Rights Movement, and the AIDS crisis. As a capstone to this trilogy Hoghe
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conceived and performed a lecture performance from 2000 to 2001, titled Throwing the
Body into the Fight, a reference to filmmaker and poet Pier Pasolini’s artistic
proclamation: “I want to express myself by throwing my body into the fight.”49 The title
of the piece has become emblematic of Hoghe’s self-positioning as a choreographer – it
even serves as the title to a 2013 book that presents a portrait of his career.50 In the
biographical section of his professional website, Hoghe reflects on the significance of
Pasolini’s words:
These words inspired me to go on stage. Other inspirations are the reality around
me, the time in which I live, my memories of history, people, images, feelings and
the power and beauty of music and the confrontation with one's own body which,
in my case, does not correspond with conventional ideals of beauty. To see bodies
on stage that do not comply with the norm is important - not only with regard to
history but also with regard to present developments, which are leading humans to
the status of design objects… (“English”)
Hoghe makes clear that while his body is not conventional, at least within the standards
of late 1990s (and arguably present-day conventions) contemporary dance, it exists,
materially, as the ‘thing’ onstage. The ‘fight’, however, is not enacted by the mere
presence of his body onstage or his title of choreographer: rather, it is crucial to
understand how and why he moves in conversation with the theatrical and choreographic
modes he deploys. Yet, this has garnered scant attention from commentators.
In his choreographies following Fight, one finds a significant thematic mutation.
One notes, first of all, that Hoghe here starts to incorporate more bodies, moving from
solos to duets and larger group works in Sarah, Vincent et moi and Young People, Old
Voices, both produced in 2002. More significantly, in 2004, Hoghe exercises a
dramaturgical shift that performs a deeper more explicit engagement not just with
personal and cultural histories, but with danced histories of classical and modern ballet.
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In this way, his engagement with history and the dialogue between his art and dance
aesthetics emerge more clearly. What he displays on stage is not merely his own body in
relation to existing norms, but choreographic formations of substantial prestige that are
reengineered in surprising ways.
In 2004 Hoghe produced and performed in Sacre – The Rite of Spring (2004),
thus evoking the seminal emergence of ballet modernism in the scandal that accompanied
Vaslav Nijinsky’s 1913 Le Sacre du Printemps with score by Igor Stravinsky. Following
that work came Swan Lake, 4 Acts (2005) which made obvious nods to Swan Lake,
composed by Tchaikovsky in 1876 and most famously choreographed by Marius Petipa
and Lev Ivanov in 1895 for the Imperial Ballet in St. Petersburg.51 Bolero Variations was
performed in 2007 working with Ravel’s famous score and the 1928 ballet of the same
name, originally choreographed by Bronislava Nijinska, which premiered at the Paris
Opera. The following year Le Apres-midi (2008) alluded to Le Apres-midi d’un faune,
choreographed by Nijinsky in 1912 for the Ballet Russes with a score by Claude
Debussy. More recently, Hoghe created La Valse (2016), engaging with a Ravel score
originally commissioned by Diaghilev for the Ballet Russes, but not staged until
Balanchine created his own ballet of the same title for New York City Ballet in 1951.
Thus, there is a compelling period of Hoghe’s career that engages critically with
canonical ballets, the choreographic material and accompanying scores, conceived in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, from Nijinsky, Balanchine, Petipa, and
Nijinska. Hence, his work engages with the historical network of ideas on sovereignty
and disability discussed earlier, in Chapter 2. What does it mean to move from
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autobiographical and culturally situated solos to a dance canon and the discourse that
surrounds that danced history?
There is an impetus to go directly and only to Hoghe’s body to understand what
his works created since 2004 are about. To reductively say, ‘look, a disabled body is
dancing in the remnants of these classical ballets! How powerfully progressive!’.
However, the works occupying this period are rather fittingly not solos. The other
dancers Hoghe employs work from different types of physical training, not all of which
are Western dance specific.52 None, however, identify as disabled in the way that
Hoghe’s body has come to be identified. Thus, there is much more at play in Hoghe’s
dance historical works than substituting disabled dancers in works commonly performed
by ‘able-bodied’ dancers. What is needed is rather to theorize how Hoghe’s body in
relation to his choreographic labor reorients narratives around dancing and a dancing
body through situating his own physicality and surrounding narrative in relation to the
other bodies onstage and within the canon of classical ballet. What I am suggesting is a
methodology, a way of analyzing choreography that is historically informed and not
limited by identity politics in dance.
I claim the deeply personal political conceit of Meinwärts and its relation to the
embodied perils of fascism are actually amplified in Hoghe’s later works, which are
ostensibly not about Hoghe but about dance. Although each of these works warrant
individual analysis, this chapter focuses on Sacre – The Rite of Spring (2004), a duet
between Hoghe and Lorenzo De Brabandere.53 The piece makes several gestures to a
kind of danced past that has material impact on the position of queer disabled, or more
fittingly, crip bodies in the twenty-first century. In addition, Bausch is also credited with
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using this score and its historical significance in her 1975 piece Das Frühlingsopfer (The
Rite of Spring), which has since been viewed as a choreography of “victimhood” (Jays
2008). Produced prior to Bausch and Hoghe’s official creative relationship, the remnants
of this work stand as choreographic traces Hoghe both retreats from and defers to in his
2004 production. Hoghe’s version, I contend, strays from such a thematic conceit of
victimhood and debilitation by referencing his connection to Bausch throughout the
choreography as points of generative comparison.
In what follows I focus extended analysis on Hoghe’s Sacre (2004) and the
original’s significance within the Western dance canon, accounting for its first
appearance in 1913 and its many returns throughout dance history.54 I use Hoghe’s
choreography as an object of analysis, as well as site from which to engage with the
historical elements he offers audiences throughout the duration of the work. In moving
through the piece, I follow Hoghe’s lead and give considerable attention to the historical
significance of the 1913 collaboration between Stravinsky and Nijinsky and the critical
reaction that followed, including the score’s links to the rise of fascism. In addition, I
position the explosive nature of Bausch’s 1975 production as a point of comparison to
Hoghe’s choreographic choices. Hoghe’s version of Sacre, I contend, expands on the
concept of disablement proffered in Chapter 2 by manipulating what I will demonstrate
are choreographic tropes of stillness and slowness against the themes of ritual and
sacrifice in a twenty-first century crip context.
Sacre / A Beginning
The black stage is barren in its blackness. Just marley floor and curtain. A bit of
light pools in a wide circle center stage. Lorenzeo De Brabandere lies horizontally
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outside of this light, practically offstage, intentionally off a luminously distilled center.
He is face down, arms at his side and bent at the elbows, fingers pointing towards his
head. His legs are straight. His chest is the most visible portion of his body because his tshirt is a bright white and his navy pants blend into the dark stage floor. Raimund Hoghe
is lying vertically behind him to create an L-shape with their bodies, attached at the
ankles. He too is on his stomach with arms bent at the elbows and fingers pointing
toward his head. He is dressed entirely in black and hard to see apart from the flesh of
his hands.
The voice of Igor Stravinsky is heard in the theater. We hear him from a recorded
interview: “They played Le Sacre du printemps here. It was the biggest scandal of the last
fifty years, you know?”
Yes, I respond in my head. I do know. I am a Western born and trained dancer
and scholar, so Le Sacre du Printemps and its accompanying scandal is known to me as a
high point of dance history. I know the here to which Stravinsky refers is Théâtre des
Champs-Élysées and not the theater in Brussels where Hoghe and De Brabandere lie on
the stage, their backs moving as their lungs inflate and deflate with every breath.55 I perk
up when I hear Stravinsky’s voice mention Vaslav Nijinsky and his choreography: “The
curtain went up and when they saw what Nijinsky did, his choreography, it started to be
tremendous you know, the noise.”
As legend has it, spectators audibly disapproved of Nijinsky’s choreography
during the performance, creating the ‘noise’ to which Stravinsky refers. According to
reviews and anecdotes audiences criticized the movement for being simple, suggesting
the dancers onstage were “not dancing” (in Jarvinen 2013, 71). In the recording,
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Stravinsky recounts how amidst the din of the angry crowd Nijinsky stood on a chair and
coached the corps de ballet, shouting “5, 6, 7, 8, 9… 11!” The rhythms of the score were
accused of being without precedent “in written traditions” of Western music (Taruskin
1996, 962), though Stravinsky suggests in the recording the music could not even be
heard above the din of the audience. As numerous scholars of music and dance have
illustrated, the immediate pushback to the piece speaks to its subversion of previous
norms, contributing to the development of modernism and neoclassicism in the fields of
music and dance.56 It is not insignificant then that Hoghe’s Sacre begins with a recording
of Stravinsky reflecting on his score, how it was received by audiences, and Nijinsky’s
dedication to the choreography. Rather than simply use the music and allude to a
potential historical link to Le Sacre du Printemps, Hoghe puts the nexus of the composer,
the choreographer, and the Paris audience from 1913 at the forefront of the contemporary
audience’s minds. The bodies of Hoghe and De Brabandere are literally out of focus to
the side of stage, half lit while the voice-over of Stravinsky looms. The opening tableau
evokes two components of Le Sacre (1913) and its history that provide a way of
experiencing Hoghe’s Sacre (2004). They are: Nijinsky’s choreography (and the
audience’s reaction to it) and Stravinsky’s score.
Nijinsky / Hoghe
For decades, dance scholars, historians, and those affiliated with Nijinsky have
documented his contribution to dance history.57 For context, that history notably includes
the following points: Nijinsky famously was a dancer and then choreographer who rose
to prominence in 1909 as a member of the Ballet Russes, founded by Sergei Diaghilev.58
Nijinsky was a bona fide star, revered for his technical skill as a dancer, such as his
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famous leaps in Michel Fokine’s La Spectre de la Rose (1911). As a dancer in Fokine’s
choreographies, Nijinsky was admired for his dancing feats, expressive miming
capabilities, and virtuosity rooted in the aesthetic of academic ballet vocabulary.59
Offstage, Nijinsky had a sexual relationship with Diaghilev that some historians suggest
was reciprocal and open (see Acocella 1999), while others depict it as more complex and
clandestine (Burt 2007; Kopelson 1997). Ultimately, Nijinsky’s sexual orientation was a
source of intriguing ambiguity due to his relationships with both men and women,
punctuated by the personas he developed onstage, most of which were what could now be
referred to as gender fluid.60 In September 1913 he hastily married Romola de Pulszky,
the wealthy daughter of a famous Hungarian actress, while on tour with the Ballet Russes
in South America. Upon his return to France, Diaghilev fired him from the company,
though he returned the following season and danced with the Ballet Russes until 1917.61
His career was truncated by the beginning of World War I and the effects of what has
been inferred to be mental illness by scholars interested in his career for the past century.
This led to his institutionalization in 1919.62
In her account of his career, Hanna Jarvinen (2014) discusses how discourse
around Nijinsky positions him as a “dancing genius,” a legacy that has reached mythic
heights. As she states, “countless stories have been told about Nijinsky” (2), only some
flavored with truth, but almost all filled with reverence for his technical skill and
longstanding mythology as a genius. It is this reverence for Nijinsky’s genius as a dancer
as opposed to choreographer that Jarvinen explores in her text. That tension, between
Nijinsky’s roles as masterful dancer and upstart choreographer, provides further notes on
the scandal referenced in the Stravinsky recording. The dancing Nijinsky was known for
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was completely subverted in his choreography, in what Jarvinen argues was “a systematic
attack on those aesthetic values that had created [his] reputation as a dancer” (6).
According to witness accounts of the 1913 premiere Nijinsky literally inverted ballet
technique with turned in feet and weighted, percussive steps, breaking with the ethereal,
high-flying pieces choreographed by Fokine.63 Nijinsky’s choreography was so famously
derided by 1913 ballet audiences, he felt accused of a “crime against grace.”64 To admit
such a feeling suggests the choreography was different from the roles he made famous
through a way of dancing ballet that audiences and dance makers had agreed was
graceful.65
However, the actual choreography composed and set by Nijinsky for Le Sacre
was never fully documented, and was only performed seven times following the
premiere. Traces of these initial performances exist in various mediums, most notably a
letter by Bronislava Nijinska describing material set on her by her brother, Nijinsky;
Stravinsky’s published notes made with a 4-hand piano version of the score; and the
belated rehearsal notes of dancer and assistant to Nijinsky, Marie Rambert (Jordan 2007,
422). In addition, there exist “five pastels and seventy pencil sketches of moments
through the course of the ballet by the artist Valentine Gross… interviews, memoirs and
the reviews of critics writing in Paris and London” (Jordan 2007, 422). However, no
official choreographic record exists of what Lynn Garafola (2014) terms “the lost ballet”
(25). Though dance historians have mined this research, most famously Millicent Hodson
who reconstructed Nijinsky’s choreography in a full production with the Joffrey ballet in
1987, exactly what the choreography looked like and how the bodies moved onstage are
absented from historical recovery.
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What can confidently be relied upon is speculation as to why the reaction from
audiences was negative and the subsequent disappearance of the choreography. Most
importantly, Nijinsky’s ‘crime against grace’ suggests Le Sacre was a moment in which
expectations of what dance was, ontologically, were challenged, twisted around the axis
of what was thought acceptable. As Jarvinen (2013) argues,
Since many of the innovations in Nijinsky’s choreographies were simply
dismantling established conventions and thus gradually expanding the
possibilities of staged movement, perhaps the most important legacy of his works
lie in the manner they questioned the rules that were seen as ontological qualities
of dance. This question of what, in fact, is dancing, offers countless possibilities
of re-imagining dance by re-examining, critically, that which we have been told is
true, universal and self-evident on and off stage. (100)
For Jarvinen, the momentary destabilization of ‘dancing’ within his choreography is what
should be considered in his legacy as a genius. Instead, his relevance amongst dance
consumers, Jarvinen (2014) states, persists for “three major reasons. First, [his] purported
mastery of movement unrivalled by his contemporaries; second, his enigmatic life outside
the stage; and third, the abrupt end to his career” (3). Although Nijinsky’s popularity as
the most famous and virtuosic ‘queer’ male dancer of the twentieth century whose career
was considered ended by a disabling mental illness, may seem well suited for a study on
Hoghe, such reasons are far too cursory. Forging a connection between Nijinsky and
Hoghe on the basis of their queerness and relationship to disability simply continues to
dismiss their respective creative, choreographic labor. Most overtly, because Le Sacre is
a work Nijinsky is famous for choreographing rather than dancing, but even more
importantly the work looms large in later discussions of Nijinsky’s mental illness in
relation to his choreographic output. To put it bluntly, it has been considered the work of
a madman.
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Thus, the link made to Nijinsky through Hoghe is the disruptive potential of
choreography made so potent in the memory of Le Sacre’s scandalous premiere. Hoghe
does not engage with Nijinsky’s choreography per se, but rather the performative lineage
of choreography, the notion that choreography does things. For, Hoghe has been lauded
and critiqued for choreography that provokes through its exact lack of action, what, for
those with set expectations of dancing, could similarly be accused of ‘not dancing.’ In the
critical corpus that surrounds Hoghe, often within a few words, there is a consensus that
Hoghe’s “pieces are slow and paced” (Johnson 2005, 1), and his repertoire has been
described, whether accurately or not, as “a dramatic employment of stillness” (Connolly
2008, 62). Arguably, the opening gambit of Sacre is in line with the ‘still’ or ‘slow’
descriptions of Hoghe’s repertoire.
Before going any further, because contemporary writings on Hoghe use both
‘stillness’ and ‘slow’ as descriptors, I need to acknowledge the development of those
terms by dance and performance studies scholar Andre Lepecki (2000, 2006). Lepecki’s
scholarship focuses on uses of stillness in contemporary dance to question the ontological
status of dance as movement, or rather, being in motion. Lepecki’s case studies consist of
choreographies by artists working in the late 1990s and early 2000s in Europe and North
America who have a certain attitude about stillness in making dance that no longer fulfills
dances will to move. These choreographies are examples of the “still-act,” a performative
interruption that dismantles “dance’s identity as being-in-flow” (2006, 1 author’s
emphasis).66 Thus, for Lepecki, stillness is not the absence of movement, but rather “a
corporeally based interruption of modes of imposing flow” (2006, 15). Stillness, he states
“is full of microscopic moves” (2000, 344). The expectation or assumption that dance is
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always visibly and rapidly moving, never pausing and ostensibly never still, is resisted in
the choreographies that serve as his case studies, works he says literally “exhaust” such
qualities of dance.67
Lepecki classifies this approach to dance and choreography, the microscopic
moves within stillness, as an opportunity to question the ontological qualities of dancing
and to advocate for choreography’s “slower ontology” (2006, 15). What he means is that
dance no longer needs to demonstrate movement’s motility to qualify it as dance.
However, the thrust of his argument lies in the movements of stillness in choreographies
that appear slow, and thus resist the idea that dance is rapid motion. Lepecki only
gestures to slowness in his writings, referring to stillness as “the deployment of different
ways of slowing down movement and time,” (2006, 15). It is stillness, rather than
slowness that is more fully developed in relation to the concept and effects of a slower
ontology. Why then is Lepecki’s slower ontology relevant to how slowness and stillness
are discussed in contemporary writing on Hoghe?
First, in a twist of irony, as Hoghe turns to Le Sacre as the first in his series of
overtly dance historical pieces, so too does Lepecki turn to Le Sacre and Nijinsky’s
choreography in one of his first writings on stillness. Lepecki (2000) argues the 1913
premiere of Le Sacre was the ontological break from which contemporary forms of
stillness can be apprehended. However, it is also true that in 1913, Nijinsky cannot be
involved in the same politics that motivate the choreographers under Lepecki’s review.
Second, though Hoghe uses Le Sacre, he is absent from Lepecki’s contemporary
examples, even though the choreographers that occupy Lepecki’s text – Xavier LeRoy,
William PopeL, Vera Montero, and the earlier work of Jérôme Bel – can be considered
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Hoghe’s artistic contemporaries. Hoghe’s omission from the text is not because of any
bias. Rather, it is because Hoghe’s choreography is not emblematic of Lepecki’s slower
ontology. Hoghe instead gives an opportunity to consider the function of what I contend
is a slower temporality in dance. Lepecki is interested in what he calls the “microscopy of
movement” (2000), the microscopic elements of movement that read as a refusal to
move. What I am interested in within the notion of a slower temporality is the boundaries
around duration, a different concept of relationality through time. Rather than
microscopic moves, which seem to have been unlikely components of the 1913 Le Sacre
due to the punishingly rapid rhythm of the score, Hoghe’s recourse to this history and the
use of the score in a contemporary context, conveys a relationship to time that becomes
paramount in the choreography. It is not the quality of dancing or choreography that is
questioned in Hoghe’s Sacre, but the how and why the choreography manipulates ideas
of time as normative duration.
In locating a slower temporality, I acknowledge how the association between
human ability and speed has been paramount to an understanding of disability as a
“temporal lag” (Adams et al 2015, 6). Such an equivocation has cultivated a privileging
of speed in measuring intelligence and competency for centuries, but is rarely considered
in dance scholarship (see Introduction). Arguably, disability and the disabled body are
not explicit elements of Lepecki’s argument for stillness. Therefore, in applications of his
theory to disabled dancers and disabled choreographers working professionally, such as
Hoghe, being still or moving slow is often conflated with the mere presence of a disabled
body onstage, prior to experiencing the choreographic endeavor. Instead, Hoghe’s
choreographies, how and when they unfold, convey the beginnings of what a slower
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temporality in dance and choreography can be. In moving forward, I endeavor to work
with the idea of slowness that does not neglect this history, nor the reclamation of such
references to temporality credited to ‘crip time,’ as outlined in Chapter 2. For in addition
to the legacy of Nijinsky’s choreography, Hoghe references Stravinsky’s score, a
rhythmically difficult musical narrative that unlike Nijinsky’s ‘original’ choreography,
was written down, recorded, and hence preserved.
Stravinsky / Hoghe
The chords of Le Sacre are heard under Stravinsky’s words. “Le Sacre du
printemps is a classical thing everybody knows, everybody loves it probably now,
everybody’s enthusiastic about it.” The lights dim and Hoghe and De Brabandere’s
bodies fade further from view. Black out.
The legacy of Le Sacre is amplified by the fact that the opening reference is made
by Stravinsky’s voice as recorded in 1965.68 The score, though at first rebellious,
“remained,” as Stravinsky scholar Peter van den Toorn (1987) states, “a permanent
fixture” in western music (2). As music historian Richard Taruskin (1996) notes, “… it is
[Stravinsky’s] score, minus choreography and décor, that has become an indispensable
pillar of the tradition it at first appeared to subvert” (950). Indeed, my first encounter with
the score was due to the childhood circumstance of watching Fantasia, an animated
Disney movie that first premiered in 1940.69 Thus, familiarity with the score as a
landmark of music history amongst audiences, even in 2004, the time of Hoghe’s
premiere performance of Sacre, was and is not uncommon.
For many dancers and choreographers, Le Sacre has become a fixture of dance
history. Jordan (2007) proclaims, “There can be no doubt: Le Sacre du Printemps is the
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dance score of the twentieth century, if not indeed, of all time – we need only consider
the huge number of settings (411). The first of such settings was choreographed by
Leonard Massine in Paris in 1920, one year after Nijinsky’s institutionalization (Berg
1988). Currently, there exist at least 200 choreographic productions that employ
Stravinsky’s score, including Hoghe’s, across five continents, almost all of which
incorporate Le Sacre du Printemps into the title.70 Maurice Bejart (1959) and Paul Taylor
(1980) to name only a few, have all produced major works featuring the score, in addition
to the 1987 reconstruction produced by Hodson. While Nijinsky, or rather the labor of his
choreography, is without a doubt invoked at the outset of Sacre, the tangible source
material from which Hoghe works throughout the piece is the score and the associated
narrative crafted for the 1913 production.
The score is divided into two acts: Act One, The Adoration of the Earth
(L’Adoration de la Terre), and Act Two, The Sacrifice (Le Sacrifice). Within those acts
are shorter episodes, descriptively titled. Act One consists of:
Introduction
The Augurs of Spring [and] Dance of the Young Girls
Ritual of Abduction
Spring Rounds
Ritual of the Rival Tribes
Procession of the Sage
The Sage
Dance of the Earth71
Narratively, this first section of the score details a relationship to the earth and the
complementary cultivation of vital rituals for the ‘tribes’ denoted in the subtitle of the
fifth episode. Act One establishes the connection between the score and a version of
prehistoric Russia and its inhabitants in which continued existence was dependent on
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‘pagan rituals,’ a scenario sketched by Nicholas Roerich, a painter and archeologist who
designed the décor and costumes for the 1913 production. In collaboration with
Stravinsky, Roerich also grounded the entire work in a “prehistoric time and place”
through the subtitle, Pictures of Pagan Russia (Hodson 1996, vii). In the score, the
purpose of the many rituals performed is to eventually identify the young woman to be
sacrificed for the fertility of spring, the continuation of the seasons. Act Two, then,
focuses squarely on “The Sacrifice” and develops as follows:
Introduction
Mystic Circles of the Young Girls
Glorification of the Chosen One
Evocation of the Ancestors
Ritual Action of the Ancestors
Sacrificial Dance
The finale leads to the sacrificial death of a young woman, referred to in the score and
other archival materials from the rehearsal process, such as sketches and notes, as The
Chosen One.72
The many choreographers who have used the score with the objective not to
reconstruct the work of Nijinsky, but rather to reinterpret the score and work with the
piece’s legacy, often refer back to this narrative. The role of “The Chosen One” exists in
many productions that use the score, such as those produced by Massine (1920) and
Wigman (1957), which cast a single female in the role of sacrificial lamb, The Chosen
One.73 Though the narrative is abstracted and interpreted in various ways, the theme of
sacrifice, particularly female sacrifice is what sticks and gets recalibrated in the
choreographed genealogy of Le Sacre. It is the inevitable sacrifice that gets arranged and
rearranged in relation to the sociocultural context of the choreographer’s concept. In her
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analysis of several of these productions, Jordan (2007) notes “Most choreographers have
maintained the original ‘tragic’ scenario of the sacrifice of a Chosen One” (472). Hoghe’s
Sacre does not attempt to reanimate the narrative conceit of ‘pagan Russia’, nor
recognize the work of Roerich in relation to set design or costuming. Rather, the conceit
associated with the score – Ritual and Sacrifice – is what the music, as historical referent
and contemporary working tool, provides. The importance of ritual as the signal of
impending sacrifice is cited by Hoghe, choreographically, as soon as the recording ends
and Act One of the score emanates from the speakers.
One Act of Ritual(s)
The stage brightens, bathing Hoghe and De Brabandere in light as the familiar
opening chords of Stravinsky’s score play. The length of De Brabandere’s torso becomes
apparent as the amber light drapes over his body. The curve of Hoghe’s back becomes
visible. The stage is still black and sparse with a small tree barely detectable in the
upstage left corner and a rectangular basin of water in the right. After lifting their lower
legs together through the connection of their entwined ankles three times they both rise to
standing – De Brabandere first, with Hoghe following. De Brabandere is dressed in a
grey t-shirt, navy track pants, and worn-in running shoes, a costume reminiscent of the
outfits worn by the most appealing young dancers I encountered in downtown New York
movement spaces throughout the 2000s, a relaxed somewhat slept in look I could never
pull off and not for lack of effort. Hoghe is in all black: a button down (completely
buttoned up), long-sleeved shirt with dress pants and shiny shoes.
In an interview about his choreographic process and Sacre (2004), Hoghe echoes
Stravinsky’s comments about the longevity of the score, but considers the work within
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the larger Western dance canon, stating, “But now everyone loves Sacre. But it was
something different in the beginning. I want to remember this beginning, to listen again
to [this] piece[s] of music…. It is part of the collective memory” (Hoghe and Marranca
2010, 26). After the opening tableau, Hoghe offers several returns to a beginning: the
beginning of the piece, the beginning of the score, the beginning of Le Sacre as it is
remembered by those at the premiere, and the beginning of a ritual.74
As De Brabandere rises from the floor he walks upstage and then towards Stage
Right; Hoghe follows the same pattern. Upstage right, they lower to the ground and
repeat the ‘opening’ position and sequence with the legs. Their bodies, however, shift in
orientation, suggesting the first pose oscillated in the same direction as the trail (upstage,
then stage right) established in the bipedal transition moments earlier. After they raise
and lower their legs, De Brabandere once again rises to his feet first with Hoghe
following. Instead of travelling they remain in the same area of the stage, standing with
their right palms connected. They stand side by side, Hoghe facing upstage and De
Brabandere downstage, and lean their respective weight into their joined palms. De
Brabandere then shifts to the right as they reconnect using their left palms and perform
the same leaning motion. They then move stage left and repeat this phrase with a shifted
orientation – Hoghe facing stage right and De Brabandere stage left.
Choreographically, these first few movements follow the pattern of a clock on top
of a square space, moving to specific corners of the stage and occupying different
facings. Thus, there is an inherent ritual to this sequence in its use of repetition and
spatial significance. Hoghe and De Brabandere, in moving from place to place on stage,
carve out the parameters of the space, a theatrical square, and possible corporeal relations
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to it through the different facings. The initial configuration is remembered and modified
to literally provide different perspectives for the dancers and audience. The bones of
Hoghe’s hand are only visible in one facing; De Brabandere’s calves in the other. It takes
the length of the sequence for their entire bodies to be made fully visible. As the quiet
blossoming bassoons of the “Introduction” play into the percussive downbeats and horns
of “The Augurs of Spring” there is the ‘return’ to the score’s narrative importance of
ritual through spatial patterns and bodily movement. After this sequence, it is as though
Hoghe and De Brabandere have finally begun the piece after many prefaces. The
moments of repose have spatial significance, through a purposeful use of slight repetition.
In a lecture given in conjunction with the premiere of Sacre in January 2004,
Gerald Siegmund ruminated on the ritualistic element of Hoghe’s choreographic
repertoire. Per the recent performance of Sacre, Siegmund primarily discussed elements
from Hoghe works that intervene in the years between his initial autobiographical
triptych of solos (1994-2000) and the dance history pieces, primarily Letter Amorose
(1999) and Sarah, Vincent, et moi (2002). Siegmund states, “Hoghe performs geometrical
patterns on the floor… All this draws on ritual practices, but has, as I would like to argue,
nothing to do with rituals in the strict sense of the term” (2004, n.p.). Whereas ceremonial
rituals and the ritual of sport or entertainment that pervade popular culture are invested in
establishing presence – the god, the idol –Hoghe, Siegmund argues, uses his body
moving in strict patterns to invoke the memory of something forgotten: “Hoghe stages
absence” (2004, n.p.). Siegmund suggests there is an evocation of the ritual within
Hoghe’s earliest choreography to ultimately cause disruption:
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Hoghe disrupts the idea of fulfillment in the real presence of the thing
remembered. Rather, he inhabits the absence that is the stage in order to put his
finger on mourning and loss... He takes on the role of the artist as a scapegoat, as
"un bouc emissaire", yet an unusual scapegoat who refuses to be sacrificed. (n.p.)
Yet, what happens when the work in question asks an informed dance audience to
consider and expect a sacrifice? Within the context of the larger constructed canonical
significance of Hoghe’s Sacre, the opening references to Stravinsky, Nijinsky, and
choreographic ritual set up impending sacrifice. The narrative conclusion seems likely to
be fulfilled, not absented.
Thus, it becomes important to turn to sacrifice as a theme and narrative construct
in the continued remembrance of Le Sacre within the dance canon. For narrative itself
signifies forward motion and Hoghe’s citations of Le Sacre’s history and musical
narrative are not haphazard. After speaking with Hoghe about the piece, Jordan (2007)
states, “[he] chose the Stravinsky score because it both underlines the element of ritual
and carries a history. He explains that his Sacre is partly about remembering, and it
contains images from other Sacres…” (493). In the following sections of this chapter I
continue the analysis of Hoghe’s Sacre and the references he makes choreographically to
the history of Stravinsky’s score and its use throughout the corpus of Western dance. In
contrast to Siegmund’s conclusion, I endeavor to show Hoghe does not refuse sacrifice.
Rather, he reframes it.
Sacrifice and Second Acts
Halfway through the piece there is a singular moment of silence. De Brabandere
stands center stage and descends to the ground by dropping his weight through his seat,
sit-bones grazing the stage before rocking onto his back like a seesaw with legs raised
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above his head. In the recovery of that action his legs find the ground and remain
straight with toes pointed to the ceiling. He raises his arms above his chest, finger tips
touching in a pseudo-prayer position. They suddenly separate and his arms fall to the
stage with an audible thud. He is Christ and crucifix, arms outstretched with palms to the
ceiling.
Simultaneously Hoghe occupies upstage center, his body blending in to the black
skrim. His arms are crossed in front of his navel with left elbow nestled in right palm and
left hand untethered, fingertips outstretched with thumb severely separated from index
finger. As De Brabandere descends towards and occupies the ground, Hoghe
continuously lowers and raises his left forearm, waving his hand in front of his chest like
a pendulum keeping time in the cacophonous silence. As he does this, he walks directly
downstage in affective discord with the metric of his forearm shifting between one step
and a wave and then two steps and a wave until he reaches the top of De Brabandere’s
head. With his right palm still tethered to left elbow Hoghe extends his left arm forward
and down. When his fingertips reach towards De Brabandere, Hoghe drops both arms to
his side and lowers himself down onto his knees. He descends to the ground until his
front body is flush with the stage. His arms do not extend out. Instead he bends his arms
at the elbows, fingertips touching De Brabandere’s shoulders. Hoghe and De
Brabandere reaffirm their opening posture’s investment in the ground and with each
other, remaining connected and prone. The second act of Stravinsky’s score is heard
through the speakers.
The Second Act of the score is shorter than Act One, with two fewer musical
sections. In comparison to the movement that occurs before this break in the music,
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Hoghe and De Brabandere appear more aware of and invested in the individual sections.
After the initial tableau at the beginning of Act One, the focus seems to be on completing
the ritual of moving through the different facings at the various points of the stage. This
sequence literally takes up time, seeping from one section of the music to another. Once
the Introduction to Act Two begins, the movement becomes more connected to specific
sections, with Hoghe and De Brabandere pausing and shifting their bodies mid-step in
response to the change. The awareness of what is to come feels palpable. My own
hesitance in watching stems from knowledge of the musical narrative and the impending
sacrifice. Yet, the music also aids in my apprehension as the score increasingly shifts
between soft woodwinds and percussive downbeats at greater intervals. On this affective
quality of the music, Jordan (2007) offers more context:
Stravinsky saw the onset of the Sacrificial Dance as a significant moment of shift
in his score. He once used the image of a ‘driving rod’ setting the rhythmic
machine of Sacre in motion, but considered the Chosen One’s dance as
‘excentrique’ and ‘outside the piece’: it is what happens when the machine stops
working and death takes over from life. (468)
There is an affective drive towards death with each shift in the music. As the chords of
“Ritual Action of the Ancestors” come to a close and the transition into “The Sacrificial
Dance” draws nearer, Hoghe turns away from De Brabandere and walks upstage center,
reversing the path carved in the moments of silence before Act Two. Hoghe picks up a
red rectangle resembling a very large paper napkin that has been completely unfolded.
Hoghe and dance scholars interested in his work (Connolly 2013; Burt 2007; Jordan
2007) confirm the red paper is a direct reference to Bausch’s Das Frühlingsopfer (1975),
her version of Le Sacre. A blood red cloth, as opposed to paper, is heavily featured
throughout Bausch’s work to great symbolic significance, though Hoghe chooses for it to
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appear at the end of his piece.75 To consider the enormity of this reference and its impact
on Hoghe’s impending finale, a brief examination of Bausch’s version of sacrifice is
necessary.
Scholarship and commentary on Pina Bausch is considerable, with two of the
available books dedicated to her work written by Hoghe.76 Even after her sudden death in
2009, Bausch’s popularity remains high amongst scholars and dance consumers.
Bausch’s version of Le Sacre, in particular, still tours internationally with her company,
Tanztheater Wuppertal.77 The piece, even forty years after its premiere in 1975, occupies
a significant space in dance literature, especially interdisciplinary research on feminist
theory.78 Per Hoghe’s reference, the section set to “The Sacrificial Dance,” a solo danced
by a woman wearing red, is the primary focus of my analysis, though an outline of the
entire piece is necessary for context. Bausch’s choreography was filmed in its entirety in
1978, with Malou Airaudo performing the solo. Though she did not originate the role, her
performance sees the widest circulation in twenty-first century dance studies through
video sharing platforms, such as YouTube and Vimeo.79 My analysis of the solo is
grounded in that performance and in keeping with my descriptions of the choreographies
by Hoghe and Nijinsky, I also use the French abbreviation Le Sacre to refer to Bausch’s
piece.
The Chosen One
Premiering in 1975, Bausch’s Le Sacre was produced over a decade prior to the
Hodson 1987 reconstruction, so an attempt to recreate the work of Nijinsky was not
considered a point of interest in her choreographic method. Rather, Bausch’s version is
known for capturing the palpable contemporaneity of women’s liberation through the
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themes associated with Stravinsky’s score. Performance studies scholar Joshua Abrams
(2008) describes the piece as “throwing a 1970s feminist ‘fuck you’ to Nijinsky’s
original” (90). As opposed to Hoghe’s choreography, Bausch’s Le Sacre sees a cast of
23, split purposefully into two main groups, men and women, with one dancer evoking
the role of “The Chosen One” and performing a solo at the end. The distinction between
the two groups, men and women, occupies a significant space in dance scholarship for
presenting a choreography that places “perhaps for the first time, the clear critical focus
on the position of women as social victims” (Jordan 2007, 448-9). Lynn Garafola (2014)
argues that in Bausch’s version “the rival tribes of Stravinsky’s scenario are men and
women” (29).
The critical reception of Bausch’s choreographic intent is furthered by her
reliance on the cultural significance of the score. Like so many of the choreographers that
have worked with Stravinsky’s score, Bausch relied heavily on the narrative structure,
even including a program note that stated, “Here one sees the original libretto as if
viewed from afar” (Bausch in Jordan 2007, 448). According to testimony from her
dancers, Bausch prepared for the piece by analyzing the score subtitles, such as
“Glorification of the Chosen One” and “Sacrificial Dance.”80 The original program note
did not name specific characters within the piece; rather it provided a general overview
that skews the ballet heavily toward the theme of sacrifice:
… the angst of the sacrificial victim in the face of death, the power that radiates
from the executor of the group will (the oldest or the wise one or the chief); the
relentlessness of the group that is damned to sacrifice in order to live; finally
breaking out of the forces of nature within us and around us (the spring); and not
least the purpose that the living give to the sacrifice and that the sacrificial victim
gives to those who survive.81
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In addition to sacrifice, the distinguishing of the victim is crucial to Bausch’s production
and is made manifest through costuming and the pacing of the movement, or rather, how
and why the red cloth is used, worn, and manipulated throughout the piece.
A gauzy fabric cloth in a color that Jordan (2007) calls “a blood red” (448), is
featured throughout Bausch’s Le Sacre. It starts on the floor: one dancer, alone onstage,
lies face down on top of it as it is only slighter longer and wider than her frame. This
opening position is evoked in Hoghe’s version. Whereas he and De Brabandere lie face
down almost out of view, Bausch’s dancer is center stage and strongly lit in a spotlight.
She undulates her upper body against the cloth beneath her as the other female dancers
enter by darting across the stage. The red of the cloth on the floor is striking in
comparison to the similarly gauzy but muted tan slip dresses worn by the women. This
contrast is made apparent when the dancers first enter, drawing their arms up their bodies
and pulling the slips with them to reveal their flesh and underwear. Later, when the group
of men enter, bare-chested and wearing black pants, the red cloth becomes even more of
a focal point. It is meant to stand out even as it is integrated into the piece from the
outset, under the dancer’s body. After rising from the ground, the same dancer holds the
red cloth in her hands and the other women stop mid-movement. She is slightly hunched
and trembling, extending her arms away from her torso as if to distance herself from the
fabric, but at the same time give it away to someone else. She drops the cloth to the
ground. She and the other women onstage form a clump while looking towards, yet
retreating away from, the cloth that sits in a heap downstage. In unison, the women
execute a phrase that is then repeated throughout the piece. With bent knees the women
contract and turn to stage right, almost collapsing in on themselves to then immediately
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open back up facing downstage, knees wide and arms dangling in front of their bodies.
Their chins are lifted to the ceiling as they bounce, a reverberation that seems to come
from the initiation of the contraction and emanates throughout their bodies.
Dance scholar Ann Daly (2002) has argued the fabric and how the women utilize
it throughout the choreography is emblematic of their complicity in a society run by men.
As the piece unfolds and the music shifts from section to section, the red cloth as a
symbol of complicity becomes more apparent. As the men stand, spread out downstage
left, the women huddle upstage right holding the cloth. Trembling, they pass it amongst
one another. One woman walks towards the men, holding the cloth away from her body
as if offering it or exposing it to them. One man assesses her and then sends her back to
the group. The whole process repeats several times with a different woman holding the
red cloth. The woman who began the piece on the cloth now comes forward, clutching it
to her chest. She is shaking and her strides are short, fearful, but she is unwilling to stop
walking towards the man. He puts his hands on her waist and draws her close before
roughly grabbing her by the shoulders. The other dancers, men and women alike, dart
about the stage in a frenzy, for in this moment The Chosen One has been marked for
sacrifice. Her impending sacrifice is made even more prominent when she is disrobed by
the others and made to wear the red cloth itself as a dress for the duration of the piece.
Thus, from the start, the presence of the red cloth signals the impending sacrifice in its
future attribution to The Chosen One.
As a wearable garment, the cloth is purposefully abject. The material is sheer,
exposing the dancer’s skin and undergarments; the straps are thin and one is torn,
increasingly revealing the dancer’s bare chest as she moves. It has already been dragged
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through the mud, as it were, as the stage is covered with peat moss, a brown soil-like
material, for the entirety of the performance. Before the section of the music switches to
“The Sacrificial Dance,” the other dancers – men and women alike – retreat into an
ensemble of slow observance, watching The Chosen One, unable and unwilling to stop
the inevitability of the sacrifice. Separated from the group, The Chosen One stands
downstage with her knees slightly bent. Her hands clutch to her chest, but her elbows
remain rigid, pointing away from her body. Her feet are planted on the stage and her gaze
is straight ahead. Her body expands in and out with every inhale and exhale as the
ensemble of men and women circle around her, watching the sacrifice unfold. When the
music shifts, she dances a solo, repeating the contraction and reverberation sequence
performed earlier in the piece when the cloth was tauntingly only on the floor. Dance
scholars, notably Franko (2007), have compared this solo to nineteenth century
understandings of hysteria. Jordan (2007) states the solo “shows us the body in a state of
collapse, out of control… [The] Chosen One stumbles, barely able to hold herself
upright…” (449). Her body bends and convulses in a whirlwind, contracting and reaching
as if turning herself inside out. The solo is a tour de force of self-destruction.
What is so striking about Bausch’s choreography for The Chosen One is the
juxtaposition between propulsive momentum in the movement and the total isolation of
the soloist exhibited in the staging. The ensemble of both men and women are witnesses
to the sacrifice. Although the men command this ritual, it is the concession of the other
women that is so terrifying. As The Chosen One dances, the contraction movement
repeated throughout the piece becomes more expansive as her arms extend out wide from
her body. She reaches out to the men and women onstage, the red dress slipping further
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down and off her frame, but they remain unaffected. As the music continues to build the
soloist expends herself literally. It is painful to watch the energy being expelled from her
body as she frantically switches from extending her limbs out wide, away from her torso
to then gathering the space inwards, running her arms down her chest and stomach,
almost imploding. In the final moment, she reaches forward, arms extended out with
chest and head lifted. Her heels lift off the ground and her entire body lurches forward to
hit the floor, completely horizontal, on the very last note. Immediate blackout. The piece
ends with her death.
Thematically, Bausch’s choreography works with the score’s narrative
dependence on sacrifice to usher in consideration for The Chosen One as a victim. This
theme serves Bausch’s desire to return to the ‘original libretto with new eyes’. Yet, it is
also served by larger social and political concerns over the women’s liberation movement
of the mid-1970s and, quite honestly, an investment in gender equality that is continually
deferred well into the twenty-first century. The necessity of the sacrifice in the context of
pagan ritual – to invoke the return of spring through human sacrifice – is amplified by the
choreographic and social context interwoven in Bausch’s version. Rather than the reward
of fertility in the change of season, the sacrifice, in its theatrical finality, brings pain.
Garafola (2014) says it is Bausch’s version “conceived in the early days of second wave
feminism that generalizes the pain: it is shared by the work’s entire female
community…” (29). The Chosen One is the most visceral victim of social injustice, but
the ensemble of women are victims of the larger system that allows such a sacrifice and,
most importantly, prevents them from stopping it. The women are also psychologically
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complicit in the ritual. The red cloth will be worn again when the next spring season
approaches.
When Hoghe retrieves the large red paper from upstage, an obviously thinner and
cheaper version of Bausch’s red cloth, the connotations of victimhood, complicity, and
violence associated with the prop turned garment in Bausch’s work are evoked. Hoghe’s
reference to Bausch’s version of the sacrifice activates the political underpinnings and
reverberations of Stravinsky’s score in its continued use as a cultural product ripe for
critique rather than adulation. In the link to Bausch, Hoghe gestures to the ritual of
reinventing Le Sacre in the dance canon, as well as the value of placing such
choreographies in the social political context of their respective productions. More than
any of the 200 choreographies set to the score, Bausch’s use of the music dialogues with
a singular but potent critique of Stravinsky’s Le Sacre by philosopher Theodor Adorno
who accuses Stravinsky of creating a musical composition linked to the early twentieth
century project of fascism. Writing post-WWII in 1949, Adorno argues the score and its
1913 premiere were suggestive of contemporary dependencies on market capitalism and
predictive of later totalitarian rule. For Adorno, the victim of the sacrifice, The Chosen
One, is not the score’s protagonist. Rather, he argues, “… the music identifies not with
the victim but with the annihilating authority. Through the liquidation of the victim, it
rids itself of intentions, those of its own proper subjectivity” (Adorno 2006, 110). It is
important to note that Adorno’s reading of Stravinsky comes after his divisive text
Dialectic of Enlightenment (1944) written with Horkheimer, which introduced the
concept of ‘the culture industry’ and criticized popular music, notably jazz, for being too
‘agreeable’ and feeding the wills of capitalism. Within academia, primarily in the arenas
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of sociology, cultural studies, and performance studies, Adorno’s assessment of ‘culture’
is hotly debated and continues to move in and out of fashion.82 However, his critique of
Stravinsky’s music, particularly the way he frames sacrifice in relation to totalitarianism
is worth following in the context of both Bausch’s choreography and the way it has been
interpreted as complicit in such structures of violence.
Adorno (2006) reads the composition of Stravinsky’s Le Sacre as encouragement
for an interest in the universal over the individual subject, the annihilating authority over
the annihilated:
… the system indeed reveals itself in its fundamental principle – that of sacrifice –
as one of domination and thus again as in itself antagonistic. The denial of
antagonism, however, is the ideological trick in Rite. Just as vaudeville magician
makes a lovely girl vanish, Rite conjures away the subject, who must bear the
burden of the religion of nature. In other words, there is no aesthetic antithesis
between the one sacrificed and the tribe; rather her dance accomplishes the
uncontested, immediate identification with it. (118)
Though Adorno repeatedly refers to “her dance” throughout the critique, he makes no
mention of a specific dancer or choreographer. The lack of ‘stable’ choreography for the
piece or a disinterest in studying choreography outside of music could be two of any
number of reasons. Yet, his analysis of the narrative and the final solo achieves a cutting
interpretation of the work in relation to fascism, an equivalency inherent between the
‘religion of nature’ and the totalitarian state that ‘conjures away the subject.’ This echoes
upon Bausch’s decision to show the women as complicit with the sacrifice once they
enter the community in opposition to The Chosen One.
Choreographically, the scenario Bausch creates, especially the solo moment of
The Chosen One, re-animates this critique. In a quite extensive analysis of Bausch’s Le
Sacre, Jordan (2007) argues “perhaps too [Bausch] might have been aware of that ‘other’
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reading by Adorno of Stravinsky’s music, and especially of Sacre, his bitter account of
the totalitarian tendencies within that score” (450). Jordan (2007) suggests the context of
early 1970s Western Germany, where Bausch worked amidst “times of political unrest
and urban terrorism (Red Army Faction Activities),” was an influence on the
choreography and the way it enforces Adorno’s critique of the score (450). Jordan only
briefly touches on Adorno’s influence on Bausch, but concludes “certainly her stance
within her own production does not deny this possibility” (450). The female victim of
social violence, chosen amongst her people to die, appears more like a guiltless murder
than a ritualistic sacrifice. The willful acquiescence of violence demonstrated by the
women in Bausch’s choreography is quite instructive of the totalitarian fascist project.
Adorno’s critique read in conjunction with Bausch’s choreography gives a bleak
outlook of the body in fascism, reminiscent of Agamben’s homo sacer, a person
unworthy of life that can be killed with impunity by a juridical body but not formally
sacrificed (see Chapter 2). It is of interest that this history of fascism is the conceit of
Hoghe’s first solo choreography after his tenure with Bausch. The reference to the red
cloth in his own version of Sacre speaks to the stakes of this personal and political
history, especially when considering the different affective qualities crafted by Bausch
and Hoghe in their respective choreographies. As opposed to Bausch’s dancers who hold
the cloth with trembling complicity as they walk toward a man, Hoghe introduces the red
paper by holding it unfolded in front of his face while walking proudly towards the
audience. There is an air of self-awareness in the way Hoghe holds the red paper, as if
saying to the audience, ‘yes, I want you to think of Bausch, remember it’.
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Additionally, the specter of fascism in the score and the continued deployment of
sacrifice as a theme in choreography throughout the twentieth century, is compelling on
several fronts. For the purposes of the larger dissertation project, the historical linkages
between totalitarianism and fascism from monarchical sovereignty to the rise (or fall) of
democracy directly impacts approaches to the disabled body. For the purposes of this
chapter, Adorno’s critique of Le Sacre’s fascist leanings is most viscerally choreographed
in Bausch’s work, and, the perils of fascist control over the body serve as the thematic
thrust of Hoghe’s transition from dramaturgical labor for Bausch to solo choreographic
labor for himself. While the red paper may initially be a wink to the audience, Hoghe
self-deprecatingly positioning himself as a smaller or less refined Bausch, the duet
between himself and De Brabandere that follows develops that reference into something
more. In turning to a history of dance, Hoghe, through his choreographic references,
returns to the political stakes of his own position within that canon and the necessary
inclusion of disability. Whereas Bausch’s version re-animates Adorno’s critique of
Stravinsky, Hoghe’s version performs several further twists on that re-animation.
Hoghe’s Sacrificial Labor
Hoghe carries the red paper in front of his face and walks downstage until he
reaches De Brabandere in the downstage right corner. With his back to the audience, De
Brabandere grabs the bottom edge of the paper and helps Hoghe lay it on the stage like a
picnic blanket or beach towel. Hoghe and De Brabandere face one another with the
blanket between their feet, repeating the facing and position found in the ritualistic
pattern at the beginning of Act One. Standing, they take off their shoes and socks and
neatly place them at the edges of the red paper.
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The sudden removal of clothing is significant at the top of “The Sacrifice”
episode of the score. De Brabandere and Hoghe’s faces remain blank and unaffected, yet
a sense of levity emerges in this moment. As I watched the piece, enraptured by the
references and slowly becoming a student of Hoghe’s ‘slow’ ritualistic choreography, in
this moment, I giggled. Within the canon of Western dance, footwear or lack thereof
tracks a history of revolution within modes of choreographic creation and consumption.
Being barefoot is symbolic of the rejection of ballet by female modernists, such as
Isadora Duncan and Martha Graham, and wearing easily available sneakers is emblematic
of the New York postmodernists (see Banes 1987). In conjunction with the red paper,
Hoghe and De Brabandere’s bare feet signal the reminder of the barefoot soloist in
Bausch’s Le Sacre, who in addition to performing the pain and victimhood of sacrifice,
danced on the peat moss covered stage. In Hoghe’s version the stage remains unsoiled,
but the loss of shoes signals a change: a preparation for what is to come. Yet, there is
little foreboding in the act of Hoghe and De Brabandere giving up their shoes. Standing
next to said shoes and still facing one another, they each lift their right arm up and behind
their bodies in a circular motion. They then abruptly walk away from the red cloth as the
score grows more militaristic in its rhythm, yet quieter, anticipating the bellowing tones
of the trombone.
Affectively, Hoghe creates a different atmosphere than the one established by
Bausch in which The Chosen One frantically reaches out to the members of the ensemble
only to be left increasingly isolated. In an email exchange with Ramsay Burt, Hoghe
confesses, “I had Pina’s Sacre in my mind and wanted to do a version that was far away
from any notion of victimization. The idea of protecting someone else, of becoming
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neither prey nor predator, presented itself. It was no longer a question of sexuality, but of
love…”83 The most cursory way this is achieved is through Hoghe’s choice never to
establish a soloist or solo moment. He and De Brabandere are constantly together. Even
when at opposite ends of the stage or looking not at but past one another, there is a
kinetic sense they are not alone and hence cannot be ‘chosen.’ Yet, the intent to portray
love rather than victimization, runs much deeper as the section evolves.
As they walk away from the red paper (and from their shoes), Hoghe retrieves the
clear rectangular tub of water nestled in the upstage right corner of the stage. He places
the tub downstage center and kneels beside it on the stage left edge, facing the audience.
Walking upstage De Brabandere falls to the ground and lies on his stomach with arms
outstretched, head facing Hoghe. He quickly returns to his feet, walks towards Hoghe
and kneels on the stage right side of the tub, also facing the audience. They then engage
in a duet of heavy breathing as the music becomes more treacherous. Their ribs isolate
out and in as their chests puff with breath, shoulders and necks slightly reverberating
from the motion. They each then dip a hand into the water, fingers adjacent but not
touching, and they continue to breathe, gazes fixed out on the audience rather than each
other. The music builds and the anticipation is palpable. As the rhythm once again shifts,
De Brabandere scoops his hand out of the tub and splashes Hoghe in the face. I break
into more laughter as Hoghe quickly stands up and walks upstage, away from De
Brabandere.
The answer of what is to come, what will be sacrificed is nothing, or rather the
notion of sacrifice itself. Adorno’s most succinct critique of Stravinsky’s score is that “in
the Rite of Spring there is nothing left to laugh about” (2006, 118) because of the
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totalitarian forces exercised in the composition. Hoghe uses the score and the history of
such a narrative to reset the relationship between the annihilating authority and the
annihilated in the act of the sacrifice. Inside the splashing water are drops of radical
French philosopher Georges Bataille’s (1897-1962) theory on sacrifice – a concept tied to
a version of sovereignty that extends the boundaries of the classical, closed, able body
(see Chapter 2). Writing in Europe in the mid-twentieth century, several of Bataille’s
texts center on sacrifice, from his analysis of Hegel to his theory on general economy
(1985; 1991; 1993). It is from these writings that his most widely cited description of
sacrifice emerges. Bataille argues society operates within a general economy in which
wealth is stockpiled in a surplus, amassed to preserve the possibility of the future. To
combat desire for such a telos, Bataille argues that wealth needs to be periodically
expended. The flow of this economy is based around excess and expenditure through
nonproductive means.
A critic of capitalist fascism, Bataille situates the notion of expenditure in the
context of energy and work. To summarize, Bataille (1991) argues production – the need
to work – puts energy in reserve and objectifies, makes “thing-like” the resulting
products, including the laborer. This form of production is what Bataille calls “the
profane,” in which value is placed in the continued utility of human labor, a durable tool
that can be used in the future. To return the profane to the realm of the sacred, the space
in which the durable utility of labor is depreciated, the surplus is partially expended
through systemic means, such as recognized organized religious festivals and
celebrations.84
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Sacrifice is one such form of expenditure. Bataille (1991) views sacrifice as
unproductive loss, the antithesis of production, and most intriguingly, the act of
becoming useless, at least by normative standards of production (20-7). Though most
Bataille’s scholarship is interested in practices of sacrifice throughout various cultural
geographies and religious organizations, he also situates forms of sacrifice that exist in
less sanctioned spaces. Bataille scholar Jeremy Biles (2011) argues the act of sacrifice, to
become a useless form of expenditure, “occur[s] beyond the sphere of traditional
religions, in other experiences that Bataille deems ‘sacred’: erotic diffusions, fits of
laughter or tears, artistic and poetic exudations, and various forms of intoxication” (130).
In the slow movements that culminate in the splash of water, Hoghe celebrates sacrifice
as uselessness. On a surface level, he subverts the expectation for the ‘traditional’ Le
Sacre sacrifice and fails to produce. With the slosh of water, he does not do what is
expected. Hoghe contemplates choreographically the forms of utility such sacrifice
destabilizes. The water is quite literally wasted; instead of consumed it is expelled in a
playful interaction. The red paper, even, is abandoned by Hoghe and De Brabandere, and
is removed from any sort of utilitarian or symbolic purpose. Rather, it serves as a playful
reminder of Bausch’s choreography and the many uses of the red fabric in her version of
Le Sacre.
The duet becomes even more capricious and rapturous as Hoghe stands upstage
center, hair wet and stuck in a triangle shape on his forehead, while De Brabandere,
slightly wet from the residual splash, starts to run around the parameter of the stage. As
he runs, Hoghe remains center, slapping his knees and circling his arms over his head in
continuous motion. The recording of Stravinsky’s score is manipulated for the first time,
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with breaks of silence occurring each time De Brabandere passes in front of Hoghe.
Rather than run, De Brabandere jumps with both knees towards his chin as Hoghe raises
his arms over his head. De Brabandere’s hands come in front of his head as if playfully
pretending to be a lion, creating the illusion he is jumping through some sort a Hogheshaped hoop. In Le Sacre’s narrative The Chosen One is killed in sacrifice to secure the
future of all those who remain living. Yet, for Bataille, sacrifice is not meant to secure the
future, but rather disconnect oneself from such binds. In manipulating the score, Hoghe
inserts his own body into and beside the looming presence of Stravinsky evoked at the
top of the piece, effectively splintering the control the composer has/had over the music.
In working against the score’s presumptive narrative, Hoghe offers a skewed utilization
of the rhythms. Rather than rhythmically finding a victim and a driving towards death,
Hoghe and De Brabandere work with and from one another to collectively produce
nothing, the future be damned.
Such rapturous uselessness represents what Bataille, in a radical move away from
Western forms of power and exertions of authority, suggests is the truest form of
sovereignty: “NOTHING” (1993, 430). Biles (2011) explains further, “But far from a
quest for masterful control, sovereignty, for Bataille, is ecstatic abandonment – the
rupture of the closed, individual self as formed through social prohibitions and work…
not power, but the abdication of power” (133; 142). Bataille’s sacrifice/sovereignty
paradigm adds to the topographical complexity of the dual-natured figure of Agamben’s
homo sacer, particularly in the historical context of the Holocaust. The sacrifice Bataille
argues for was not a part of the Nazi project. As Biles (2011) argues
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the horrors of the camps were not, for Bataille, sacrificial logic brought to its
limit, but rather the expression of reason turned towards transcendent ends, in
other words, the attempt to overcome change, difference and alterity, and thereby
to eternalize racial homogeneity and structures of sovereign power. (141)
Such fascist atrocities stand in opposition to what Bataille’s sacrifice aims to suggest. In
his iteration, sacrifice, through its normative classification of uselessness, threatens the
widely-held objectives of sovereignty in its most pervasive, constitutional and democratic
form: the necessity to be a participant in society through accepted forms of labor.
The paradigm Bataille establishes between sacrifice and sovereignty has been
energized in a queer reclamation of his work by twenty-first century scholars invested in
the themes of time, futurity, and labor. Shannon Winnbust (2007) points out the
connection between the uselessness and unproductive loss of sacrifice with a major tenet
of queer theory, the notion that “queer lives… categorically foreclose the biological
expression of utility – reproduction” (84). Historically, this notion has been used to
debase queer lives under the critique that “if an act is not useful, it is not properly human
(and the person performing it is a beast or monster)” (2007, 85). Biles (2011) and
Winnbust (2007) argue the critical importance of utility and (re)production is heavily
related to questions around time, a theme often overlooked in Bataille’s scholarship, that
has found growth in theories on queer time, literally recalibrating the value placed in
production, labor, and linear expectations of time (Halberstam 2011; Munoz 2009;
McRuer 2006).85 The critical emphasis Bataille places on laboring for the future of the
surplus has subversive roots in the confines of linear, heteronormative and ableist time
(see Chapters 1 and 2), primarily the compulsion to work, marry and reproduce without
pause. Bataille’s explication of sacrifice and its useless utility casts judgement on such
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temporally linear forms of thinking about the progression of the future. Sacrifice destroys
the desire for telos predicted and mastered through typical forms of productivity and
labor.
As Bataille asks, “If I am no longer concerned about ‘what will be’ but about
‘what is,’ what reason do I have to keep anything in reserve?” (1991, 58). Bataille’s
sacrifice asks for a queer, and dare I say crip temporality that Hoghe provides the first
steps on how to choreograph into being. By wanting to create a version of Le Sacre that
was about love and protecting someone else, rather than victimization, Hoghe is not
mocking Bausch or even the specter of Nijinsky and Stravinsky, but placing the theme of
sacrifice within the bodies of queer, disabled choreographers. This is amplified as the
final chord of the score plays. Hoghe and De Brabandere lie on the stage on their
respective sides of the water tub, facing the ceiling with both arms extended at their sides.
They each dip the hand closest to the tub into the water, fingertips gently touching as they
take on the roles of Jesus and God in the ceiling of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel. It is
only through the transparency of the tub and the water that their hands are seen. There is
an intense intimacy to this moment. The score ends and in silence, their hands move ever
so slightly in the water, inching closer and then breaking apart, fingers curling into palms
in an attempt to consume the liquid that immediately falls from their grasp. Two men,
gently touching, moving their hands beyond the boundaries of the score’s parameters
showcases how Hoghe uses slowness, moving with excessive duration, to subvert the
painful expectations of Le Sacre’s sacrifice.
In Sacre Hoghe situates himself and a mode of choreographing the disabled body
within Western dance history. In addition, he creates a subtle link to Nijinsky, his
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queerness and possible identity as a disabled artist through his scandalous choreographic
legacy, offering a work that could not be consumed as a product to expectant audience
members. Ultimately, Hoghe creates a way of examining disablement in contemporary
choreography that asks after the stakes of dance history and a history of political
oppression of the queer disabled body, what I would term a crip choreographer and
choreography. Though Hoghe’s Sacre and the 200 other versions that exist all clock in at
around 35 minutes, because of the length of the score, watching Hoghe’s felt like an
eternity because of all the references he compels you to consider. His choreography is
highly intellectual and seeks no official product, establishing the ultimate threat disability
can be to sovereignty in present day capitalist democracies.
In staging the alternative use value of sacrifice through forms of slowness Hoghe
initiates a gesture to labor and the disabled body’s fraught significance within normative
forms of work. It is to this theme that I attend in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
MINIMALISM MEETS THE CHORUS LINE:
DISABLEMENT AND DISABLED THEATER

In November 2013 I traveled from Philadelphia to New York to attend a
performance of Jérôme Bel and Theater Hora’s Disabled Theater at New York Live Arts
(NYLA).86 After a year touring throughout Europe, that New York performance served as
the piece’s US premiere. It was also the first North American appearance for Theater
Hora, a professional theater company based in Zurich, Switzerland. Founded in 1993 for
individuals with “learning disabilities” Theater Hora has performed repertory throughout
Europe while also focusing on a long-term project titled Freie Republik HORA, “a
laboratory for self-direction, choreography, and performance by mentally disabled stage
performers.”87 Like the dance companies chronicled in the Introduction, Theater Hora
also works to promote itself as a company comprised of disabled performers. The New
York run of Disabled Theater was arguably the most high-profile international
engagement for the company in its almost twenty-five years of operation. Presence of
their work prior to collaborating with Bel within scholarship, whether theater and
performance studies or dance, is nonexistent.
On the other hand, Bel has premiered or toured his works in the US numerous
times throughout his twenty-plus year career, one that continues, as of this writing, to
thrive in both performance and scholarly circles.88 Based in France, Bel has been a
central figure in international contemporary dance performance since the mid-1990s,
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making waves with Jérôme Bel (1995), an hour-long piece which featured four naked
dancers onstage manipulating the flesh of their own individual bodies and purposely
writing on the walls of the theater while lit by only a single light-bulb.89 In interviews and
artist statements Bel cites French philosophers and post-structuralists, such as Michel
Foucault, Roland Barthes, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari as the genesis for his
choreographic output,90 and he has referred to himself as “a philosopher of dance” (in
Gladstone 2011). As a result, Bel’s choreographies have become key sites of theoretical
inquiry for dance scholars in the twenty-first century.91 My instinct in hearing about the
collaboration between the high profile, internationally recognized Bel and the lesserknown company Theater Hora was to ask questions. Why would they collaborate and
what could their piece, with /disabled/92 literally in the title, do to and for the historical
entanglement between dance and disability?
Biographically, Bel’s prominence in dance circles throughout North America and
Europe offers insight into these initial questions. His work is often grouped in with other
European choreographers, such as Xavier Le Roy and Boris Charmatz, under the rubric
of what dance critics call ‘conceptual dance’. Discursively, ‘conceptual dance’ has been
applied almost exclusively to, yet not by, Bel and his peers, making it a debatable and
controversial term within the field of dance studies with a definition that remains in flux
even in 2017.93 As Ramsay Burt (2017) recently stated, “the problem with the term
‘conceptual dance’ is that it does suggest the imposition onto movement of an idea that is
not grounded in the experience of moving” (10). Bel and his peers have often refuted the
label over concerns that being affiliated with the cerebral causes the physical aspects of
the choreography to go unnoticed (10). For, arguably, if the conceptual relates to
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choreographies that work from an idea or concept, then it is difficult to preclude
choreographers working in other locations and time periods from such a label.94 Whether
‘conceptual dance’ is applicable not, it is worth considering how and why the conceptual,
as a label, sticks to Bel. This is especially so when approaching an analysis of Disabled
Theater, a piece that takes for its title a term, /disabled/, historically used to label
individuals and classify their potential to work and live. Rather fittingly, as the
dissertation thus far has worked to demonstrate the significance of disability to a history
of Western dance, ‘conceptual dance’ is also linked to a danced past.
Andre Lepecki (2006) argues that although “conceptual dance” is a term the
artists to which it is applied often reject, there is a benefit in its usage at least in how it
relates historically “to the conceptual art movement of the 1960s… and its aesthetic
emphasis on minimalism… traits that are recurrent in many recent works in Europe of
which Bel is one of the initiators” (135). Essentially, Lepecki argues the qualities that
drive dance critics to call Bel and his peers makers of ‘conceptual dance’ are the same
ones that have come to define 1960s postmodernism and the investment in minimalism
within conceptual art practice. In the history of Western dance, Yvonne Rainer worked
from this milieu, minimalist sculpture, to help usher in the era of postmodern dance in
New York and San Francisco.95 In the relationship Lepecki sees between the minimalist
aesthetic of the 1960s and what could be ‘conceptual’ in Bel’s choreographies, there is
arguably evidence of the minimalist approach to movement and movement generation,
what Rainer (1966) referred to as “a task or task-like activity” in choreography (325).
The task, or what has become known as ‘task-based choreography’, sought to eschew the
vocabularies of classical techniques in favor of “found movement (walking, running)”
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and emphasize the execution of such movement in performance over narrative
storytelling or the exhibition of virtuosity (328). The task is related to the objective of the
movement and how it is completed. Rainer explains:
… the task, be it getting up from the floor, raising an arm, tilting the pelvis –
much as one would get out of a chair, reach for a high shelf, walk down the stairs
when one is not in a hurry… in their manner of execution they have the factual
quality of such actions. (330)
The task made what dance critics and scholars have called ‘everyday’ or ‘pedestrian’
movement available to dance and choreography, and emphasized the completion of the
task as a work’s primary goal.
As Lepecki acknowledges, the traits associated with the 1960s are recurrent in the
‘conceptual dance’ of Bel and his contemporaries. In addition, the link between Bel’s
approach to choreography and minimalism, specifically through the purview of Rainer, is
evidenced historically by the late migration of postmodern dance to France in the 1990s.
In 1996, the Knust Quartet performed reconstructions from the postmodern canon,
including works by Rainer and Steve Paxton in France, marking the first time such
pieces, as well as the act of reconstructing the labor of past choreographers, were seen by
audiences in that country.96 Bel is amongst the group of artists that emerged after the
success of those performances. Of this relationship, Burt (2009a) has gone so far as to
credit the aesthetic of Bel and the ‘conceptual dance’ choreographers to a renewed
interest in Rainer during the 1990s. Indeed, references to Rainer seep throughout Bel’s
larger repertoire, works that are similarly task-based and interested in interrogating the
movement vocabularies that have come to define, as well as confine, an understanding of
dance and dancing. These include, the eponymous Jérôme Bel (1995) and Shirtology
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(1997), in which one dancer is tasked with peeling off several layers of clothing one-byone. Each ‘shirt’ has a logo or written inscription that provides further instructions to the
dancer as he undresses, such as “dance or die.” Yet, the influence of Rainer and
minimalism on Bel is most intriguingly highlighted in how he uses and develops ‘the
task’ in collaboration with Theater Hora within the context of Disabled Theater.
Structurally, Disabled Theater is ostensibly comprised of six task-based exercises
completed through both speech and movement. Instead of assign himself the task of
‘moving the pelvis’ as if ‘getting out of a chair’, Bel assigns tasks to the members of
Theater Hora by telling them to go onstage and do things, such as talk about themselves
and choreograph a solo dance. In Disabled Theater, Bel situates ‘task-based’
choreography in relation to the word’s most basic definition, “task: a piece of work to be
done or undertaken.”97 In tasking the members of Theater Hora to complete pieces of
work, Bel orchestrates an opportunity to consider how the /disabled/ body works
throughout the piece and interrogate the fact that, as historian Sarah F. Rose (2015)
states, “disability has often been equated with the inability to do productive work” (187).
By invoking the minimalist task under the title Disabled Theater, the ability to do
productive work is made manifest within a history of choreographic development that
sought to highlight the movement of the ‘pedestrian’ or ‘every day’ body. What the
collaboration between Bel, his choreographic milieu, and Theater Hora provides is an
opportunity to not just assess disability in contemporary dance, but once again consider
the historical importance of disability in Western approaches to choreography.
In what follows I build on the concept of disablement by analyzing the tasks of
Disabled Theater. In response to the piece and the history it evokes, I set up my analysis
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as a series of tasks that do the following work: interrogate the use of /disabled/ in the
piece’s title, contextualize how the aesthetic aims of dance minimalism are referenced
and redeployed over the course of the piece, and make visible the relationship between
/disabled/ and work, specifically through the validity of choreographic labor. To
complete these tasks, I begin literally outside the theater and then move through a close
choreographic analysis of Disabled Theater.
Task #0: Considering the Title / on the Sidewalk
As I sat in my seat on the bus, the title weighed heavily on my mind. Disabled
Theater. It was not Theater with Disabilities or Theater and Disability. It was Disabled
Theater. What is significant about Disabled Theater is that it uses the term /disabled/,
with all its historical baggage, in the title as a mark that is not just printed on the page,
but more dynamically, constantly negotiated in the choreography between the bodies
onstage and the bodies in the audience.
The title via its grammatical position puts /disabled/ as a signifier into question.
The bodies in this particular performance are situated in a narrative before they are seen
as a result of the repetition of /disabled/ on my ticket, my itinerary, and in my thoughts.
My relationship with the term as either information, diagnosis, right, or taunt also swirled
in front of my eyes as I stood in front of the marquee. For, /disabled/ has moved through
the English language as a term attached to its assumed complementary opposite, ability.
Charting the conceptualization of ‘ability’ throughout Western history, disability studies
scholar Fiona Kumari Campbell (2015) states, “today ability and disability are conjoined
as a simple binary” (12). ‘Ability,’ she continues, “shapes our understanding of what it
means to have a livable life” (12), a viewpoint associated with the discriminatory
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designation of ableism.98 Within the confines and also outside of the title of the work,
/disabled/ is a signifier that travels in sonic pathways, memory, and on paper, carrying
heavy historical and linguistic baggage.
Outside the theater, I situate the title in relation to Jacques Derrida’s (1967) earlier
writings in which he reconsidered the sign, as articulated in semiotics and speech-act
theory by Ferdinand de Saussure and J.L. Austin respectively. These texts were
punctuated by a plethora of terminology that came to define Derrida’s deconstruction,
with the most relevant for the study of movement being trace and différance. This
expansion of the sign, to include “all that gives rise to inscription in general, whether it is
literal or not… cinematography, choreography, of course,” (Derrida 1976, 9) prompted a
discourse around a body that writes and leaves traces in the wake of that writing. The
trace, as Derrida has written, is a non-origin, but is still always read.99 In that reading
there is always a deferral to a prior meaning, and meaning, in fact, has no singularity. It is
always slipping in deferral to other signifiers that are slightly, though not completely,
different. To maintain this theoretical framework, Derrida purposely used several terms
to express the inherent movement of the sign. In the Introduction to the English
translation of Of Grammatology, Gayatri Spivak informs the reader that “trace” can be
substituted by “arche-writing, différance, or in fact quite a few other words that Derrida
uses in the same way” (1976, xv). Her admission, though instructional, is perhaps the
most literal way to understand the Derridean trace. It moves from meaning to meaning, or
as Lepecki (2004) states in his influential work on the trace as embodied in
choreography, “it is always already referring one signifying element to another set of
traces of traces, other absences of absences” (132). Whether written, spoken, or thought,
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/disabled/ is always citing a preceding image, idea, or experience prior to a present body
or group of bodies. As a signifier, it functions within the logic of the trace and is actually
an excellent example of how the trace operates between language and movement. When
Disabled Theater officially begins, the signifier is already tracing the bodies onstage.
Task #1: /Disabled/ Theater – Performer / Worker / Spectator
Ten empty seats arranged in a wide semi-circle decorate the stage. A desk with
light-board, computer and chair are assembled downstage left. A woman, identified in the
program notes as Simone Truong, dressed in black jeans and a gray sweater enters and
quickly takes a seat at the desk. Her role, she informs the audience, is that of the
translator “because the actors speak only Swiss-German and Jérôme doesn’t.” The
audience is addressed first, in English, by the translator directing her eyes past the edge
of the stage throughout the performance. She then repeats the need for a translator in
Swiss German for the actors, moving her head to face the upstage right wing. The title
then becomes even more provocative, as it is one of the few elements of the piece that
exist only in English. In Swiss German, /disabled/ is translated as behinderung and in
Bel’s native French, handicapé. /Disabled/ is purely for the English-speaking audience.
The language barrier between the French and English speaking Bel, the Swiss-German
speaking members of Theater Hora, and the presumed English speaking audiences of
New York is undeniable and the requirement of a translator has artistic and practical
grounds. This opening line, though, introduces a conundrum at the onset – words and
accompanying meanings spoken by the actors may be repeated, missed, interpreted
correctly and/or incorrectly. With the first words of the piece belonging to the translator,
it is made explicit that though the audience will be looking at these actors for over an
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hour, they will never really listen to them. The translator becomes a symbolic barrier
upholding assumptions of difference that preclude understanding.
“The first thing Jérôme asked the actors was to enter the stage one by one and to stay in
front of the audience for one minute.”

The entire performance is presented as a series of tasks that follow a similar
pattern of the translator stating that ‘Jerome asked’ the members of Theater Hora to do
something. The past tense suggests the tasks were initially assigned and completed during
the first meeting between Bel and Theater Hora or throughout the rehearsal process, a
creative space in which the translator was necessary and integral in the formation of the
piece. Thus, the structure of the piece is the very process whereby it came into being. The
tasks the translator announces serve a double function linguistically – to be understood by
both performers and audience – but also choreographically.
Tasked with entering the stage one-by-one and staying front of the audience for
one minute, the performers emerge one-by-one from the wings to stand in front of the
chairs and confront the audience for a minute before exiting. When watching the ten
performers complete the task it becomes apparent Bel did not police the timing, nor give
any instructions other than what the translator relayed. Some actors deliberately planted
their feet on the stage and stood still for several minutes with their eyes fixed on the
audience, and others only paused between entering and exiting, their gazes untethered
from those in the theater. They each arrived at center stage, achieved prolonged or
momentary stillness and then left. Julia Häusermann entered fourth and spent most her
minute looking at the floor, chin tucked in to her chest. Before leaving she lifted her eyes
slightly and then turned upstage, moving towards the stage right wings with her chin
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raised. Miranda Hossle maintained very focused eye contact with the audience scanning
her head to the left, right, and then center of the theater. As the performers entered and
exited, the piece’s title, though never enunciated, gained resonance. For it is the signifier
/disabled/ lingering in the title printed on the program nestled in my lap, as one half of a
linguistic sign, that constructs and constricts, establishes expectations, and dis-ables.
/Disabled/ shapes the performer/spectator relationship as each body emerges from the
wings.
Feminist and disability studies scholar Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (1997)
writes, “the disabled body is the object of the stare…the stare is the gesture that creates
disability as an oppressive social relationship” (26). The opening task, to look at the
audience for one minute, cites and manipulates this relationship. On a surface level, the
entrance of each actor asks the audience to situate him/her as /disabled/ through a visual
economy of characteristics, such as the physical characteristics of Down Syndrome.
Some of the performers visually display such features and others do not. Though dance
studies has touched upon the work of the gaze in performance (see Franko 2000;
Manning 1997), the prevalence of the visual and staring occupies a larger network of
literature on disability in both theatrical and everyday performance (see GarlandThomson 2007; Siebers 2010). By asking the performers to introduce themselves as a
visual object prior to using specific language, Bel’s choreography conjures this discourse.
Bound up in the stare, /disabled/ is revealed in this moment of the piece as not only one
half of a binary, but a signifier that can be attached to bodies because of and as a result of
the relationship between starer and staree. Staring at someone who is /disabled/, in the
context that Bel creates and also cites in this opening gambit marks that body and
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constitutes he/she as a thing on every future encounter. In the choreography of this scene
Bel toes the line even further beyond conventional performer/spectator binaries by
alerting the audience to the attachment between signifier and body, an inscription of
/disabled/ that marks a body.
By suggesting the bodies of the performers are marked in this opening bit I am
considering the “mark” as it was conceptualized by Derrida and theorized by
contemporary dance scholarship. Of the mark, Franko (2004) writes, “The Derridean
inscription is a mark that exists in the wake of I, active, and present. It is something like
the relic of the I, the active, and the present… The citation is a kind of verbal artifact, no
longer speech but thing (mark, text, inscription)” (116). I would add for consideration
that the mark /disabled/ in Disabled Theater, exists as a verbal artifact in the wake of an,
‘I, active, and present’ that has historically been seen and then spoken and circulated by
the abled – a link that can extend to the relationship between Bel and the actors. The
relational activity of this mark impels the constant reproduction and repetition of
/disabled/ as artifact. An artifact is defined as an “object made by a human being,
typically an item of historical or cultural interest.”100 In the case of Disabled Theater, the
mark, or verbal artifact, is in the title that circulates in the passing out of programs, flyers,
word of mouth, and the knowledge of the audience in regards to what /disabled/ means,
refers to and looks like. To reiterate Kumari-Campbell (2015), ‘ability,’ as one part of the
able/disable binary “shapes our understanding of what it means to have a livable life”
(12).
“Then, Jérôme asked the actors to state their name, age, and profession.”
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In the “Stay Late Discussion” following the November 16, 2013 performance, Bel
commented on the purposeful absurdity of the third element of this task – all ten actors
replied “actor.”101 To not register this initial absurdity after the question is first asked is to
silently admit assumptions around disability and labor. As Rose (2015) states, “in many
cultures disability has been characterized as the inability to do productive labor, a charge
that has limited the citizenship and social standing of people with disabilities” (187).
Historically, being /disabled/ bares a synonymous relationship with being unable to work
and move beyond poverty.102 As outlined in the Introduction, /disabled/ and its trace of
terms has been officially linked to policies around labor and the inability to work since at
least the mid-nineteenth century. In Disabled Theater, the performers accomplish
theatrical tasks proffered by the choreographer to assert their status as professional actors.
Their jobs are lumped into a task that directly asks after their individual identities (name,
age, profession) – indices that function to legitimize their places on the stage. The need to
announce their profession within the context of the performance, traces /disabled/ to an
inability to work.
As paid laborers, the actors of Theater Hora are all professionally trained, with
numerous performance credits on stage in their native Switzerland and across Europe.
Prior to this information, it is the title that assumes a certain response influenced by the
marking of a signifier to a body in the visual confrontation provided moments earlier.
They are performing their professions by virtue of being onstage, yet they are made to
verbalize their status as jobholders. Once more, the title acquires another layer of
performative impact. Is Disabled Theater a theater that does not work? A theater that
does not achieve because it is unable to do so? A ‘not good’ theater? Or, is the title
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attempting to impinge on those linguistic traces? The cognitive deployment of the title
lends itself to Derridean linguistic play and analysis once one can bring the stage action
into dialogue with speech. Yet, this play has a visceral impact. Rose (2015) points out
that “as of 2013, disabled people in the United States,” where my initial viewing of and
analysis this piece occurred, “were five times more likely than able-bodied people to be
unemployed and were disproportionately likely to be employed part-time” with public
benefits elevating the /disabled/ individual to barely meet the national poverty line (188).
Although the title is playful, when traced in the context of the piece and the development
of the tasks, the material conditions of the /disabled/ body become more pronounced.
Fittingly, after stating their professions, the third task encompasses the following:
“Next, Jérôme asked the actors to state their handicap.”

Performers Miranda, Remo Beuggert, and Sara Hess all stated “learning
weakness,” suggesting the initial understanding of their respective “handicaps” emerged
in an educational context. As a ‘handicap,’ to remain in the vocabulary of the
performance, this seems to be one that has no negative influence or ‘handicap’ over the
duration and subsequent success of both the rehearsal process and piece. By the very
structure and execution of Disabled Theater, as a series of tasks that are undertaken and
completed, following directions and retaining information is a significant strength
afforded to these actors. What is enacted on stage in this scene is a parade of handicaps
that function as literal signifiers, always in deferral to the title. Some more politically
correct, like Down syndrome and others obvious pejoratives, such as the oft-cited “slow”
or “weak” and the description actor Larraine Meier attributed to herself, “fucking
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mongoloid.” When the actors take center stage in succession, the title is a forever absent,
but always present, reiterated artifact of social division.
It is at this level where /disabled/ comes closest to being understood as sign, for a
referent (a body) is attached to the signifier in order to produce a signified. The history of
the term – etymological, cultural, and personal histories – moved through the audience as
each performer arose from the semi-circle of chairs and discussed the significance of
his/her relationship to /disabled/. In Disabled Theater the parade of “handicaps” makes
visible and heard the trace of the title, the traces made and left by /disabled/. Throughout
the piece /disabled/ is deferred to ‘different’, ‘mongoloid’, ‘slow’, ‘weak’… to describe
individuals who moments prior provided names, ages, and professions. This list of
signification inevitably ends in ellipses or “etc.,” what Judith Butler refers to as “a sign of
exhaustion… the supplement, the excess that necessarily accompanies any effort to posit
identity once and for all” (Butler in Noland 2009, 187-8).103 As Carrie Noland (2009)
summarizes, Butler’s supplement is borrowed from Derrida’s “law of the supplement…
which at the same time institutes and reconstitutes me” (188).104 The supplement is the
“originary lack” that can either be viewed as accretion or substitution (Spivak 2976, xvii).
These traces, which are always more than “the disabled figure [person] can signify”
(Garland-Thomson 1997, 14) are the supplement. In the social imaginary, /disabled/ is
not singular: it always stands in opposition to an abled, productive ideal, and its effects
on the body (or bodies) to which it is intended is never felt only once. Though part of a
linguistic trace, Bel’s commentary on the absurdity of tasking the performers to ‘state
their profession’ allows for a much deeper contemplation on the role of the performer as
laborer and the spectator as consumer.
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As the field of dance studies has made evident in its thirty-plus years of
scholarship, dance and choreography are forms of labor and knowledge that produce
embodied articulations operative of social and political aims.105 In their recent anthology
on choreography and war in the twenty-first century, Jens Giersdorf and Gay Morris
(2016) synthesize this scholarly history and define choreography as “purposeful stagings
of structured, embodied movements that aim to communicate an idea or create meaning
for an actual, conceptual, or purposefully absent audience for aesthetic and social
reasons,” as well as “an organizational, decision-making, and analytical system that is
always social and political” (7). They emphasize how such a definition in and beyond the
frameworks of dance proper need to account for “training, technique, rehearsal,
performance, and reception as intrinsic parts of choreography not only to reveal labor and
agency but also to examine discipline and resistance to it” (2016, 7). Choreography, they
continue, is not just physical labor, but a knowledge system that “emancipate[s] both
dance and choreography from a Cartesian grip that established a clear binary between,
and hierarchy for, disembodied thinking and embodied practice” (2016, 7).
Thus, the labor and agency of choreography is evidenced in both/either the act of
organizing to discipline or to resist, positioning its work and productivity politically
rather than economically. In the vein of Raimund Hoghe’s ‘useless expenditure’
discussed in Chapter 3, the labor of choreography can be similarly unproductive in a
capitalist sense, cultivating forms of nonnormative labor and reproduction.
Choreographically, then, the title performs a dual function. Whereas the assignment of
the task to ‘state their profession’ traces a history of /disabled/ to an inability to work, the
fulfillment of the task in the piece’s choreographed organization questions how Disabled
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Theater works as theatrical dance. In Disabled Theater, the deployment and
accomplishment of the introductory tasks serves as a gesture toward realizing the
importance of situating the labor politics of dance and choreography next to those
associated with /disabled/ populations. Such a gesture is fulfilled by returning to the
title’s latter function and questioning how Disabled Theater works as theatrical dance – a
return that moves from the linguistic trace of /disabled/ to a danced tracing of the piece’s
minimalist aesthetic. For, when the signifier is exhausted in the verbal articulations of
‘handicaps’ and the deferral of meanings hang over audience, what is left is a moving,
working body onstage in front a theater full of spectators.
Task #2: Bel as Minimalist Choreographer / The Literal Body
After the performers list their individual ‘handicaps’, in the moments of silence
that see them shift back into their seats, I think back to the first task assigned.
“The first thing Jérôme asked the actors was to enter the stage one by one and to stay in
front of the audience for one minute.”

In addition to proffering the traces of /disabled/, the individual entrances of the
performers in this first task cite the historical significance of minimalism in its relation to
the latter half of the title, Theater. In completing the task to enter and stay in front of the
audience, in doing the job assigned, the performers become not just objects of the stare,
to return to Garland-Thomson’s assessment of the /disabled/ body onstage, but bodies
that enforce a specific way of engaging with the performance. The black stage and black
chairs create a background from which the performers visually stand apart. Their
costumes are comprised of idiosyncratic sweatpants, jeans, hoodies, and scarves. They
look dressed, but not overly put together, with no discernable makeup. This casual
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aesthetic is common in Bel’s works, a nod to the pedestrian attire so often attributed to
the postmodern dancer, who Sally Banes (1987) proclaimed, “danced in sneakers.”
However, in interrogating the relationship between the choreographic task and /disabled/
labor, the opening gambit of entering and staying in front of the audience puts the
materiality of the body that sweats, breathes, works, on display. The task, as Rainer
(1966) discussed it, was meant to make apparent “the demands made on the body’s
(actual) energy resources” (330). Bel’s first assigned task is not just a reference to the
sartorial aesthetic of the 1960s, but an opportunity to consider the objective, stakes, and
labor of being a body onstage within that artistic paradigm. Over the course of Disabled
Theater, the theoretical imperatives of minimalism become more evocative of dance’s
past, but also of the continued significance of /disabled/ to that very past. Let us briefly
consider this past as it relates to the tasks of Disabled Theater.
Literalist Art / Objecthood / Theatricality
In an essay on Trio A, Rainer (1966) famously used a chart to identify the
principles of minimalist sculpture that were either eliminated, minimized, or substituted
for in her choreography.106 The two sides of the chart were labeled ‘Objects’ and
‘Dances’. Under substitution, she credits the use of “task or tasklike activity” in
choreography with the “literalness” of objects. As Franko (1997) points out, the
description, ‘literal’, has a particular purchase on minimalist sculpture through the
discourse generated by art critic and historian Michael Fried (1998).107 Fried suggests
minimalist art is better classified as “literalist art” because it “stakes everything on shape
as a given property of objects… it aspires not to defeat or suspend its own objecthood,
but on the contrary to discover and project objecthood as such” (151). For Fried, this
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discovery of objecthood introduced what he called “the literalist preoccupation with
time” (145). “The experience of literalist art,” Fried continues, “is of an object in a
situation” (153). It was this experience of the art object that Fried likened to a specific
definition of theatricality, for the ‘situation’ as he put it, needs an audience. Using
sculpture as the example, Fried argues the object of sculpture is literal because it exists on
a human scale and has to be apprehended and viewed from all sides – the spectator
literally has to move around it to take it in.
Franko (1997) points out how it is the time required of the spectator to engage
with the object that is the most crucial factor in Fried’s assessment of sculpture as
theatrical. For Fried (1998) it is “the duration of the experience” (145 author’s emphasis)
that makes the situation of the object theatrical. The literal object does not condense its
meaning in a sign or symbol. Rather, it dilutes through time’s passage. Theatricality
emerges from the durational experience of the literal art object. An art historian and
critic, Fried’s assessment that literalist art is theatrical because it requires the time of the
spectator was not meant to be complimentary. He accused such theatricality of being “the
negation of art” (125). While Fried’s critique of sculpture and subsequent definition of
theatricality is almost unanimously derided by dance scholarship, the qualities he
describes help provide an understanding of the choreographic interventions made by
Rainer in the 1960s and how Bel uses them in a more contemporary context.
As Franko (1997) describes, “Performing Trio A is a task, in the technical sense,
one of whose purposes is to accomplish an objectification” (296). In the original program
note to the piece Rainer states the concern of Trio A was ‘to reveal people as they are
engaged in various kinds of activities … and to weight the quality of the human body
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toward that of objects and away from the superstylization of the dancer’ (in Franko 1997,
296). As object, Rainer was invested in the materiality of the body – its weight, mass, and
energy – rather than a superficial illusion. It is of interest that in an attempt to subvert the
stylized performance of ‘the dancer’ Rainer sought to weight the quality of the human
body towards the object. Her intention to reveal ‘people as they are in various kinds of
activities’ requires a preoccupation with duration, how long it takes the body onstage to
accomplish the task, similar to Fried’s assessment of the literalist art object. In a sense,
the move away from the superstylization of the dancer is a move toward a theatricality
that takes time because of that objectivity.
By organizing Disabled Theater as a series of tasks under the signifier /disabled/,
Bel makes that durational move towards objectivity more visceral. The opening task of
Disabled Theater functions to understand and complicate the visual and kinesthetic
situation between art object (the physical dancing body) and beholder – the body of the
audience member. What is most salient in seeing Disabled Theater in the context of
‘literalist art’ is the move to question the objecthood of the body within a theatrical
context that takes time. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, there is a choreographic
imperative to apprehend disability in relation to a slower temporality. This interest in
temporality is considered on different levels of meaning in Disabled Theater. There is the
duration of the individual entrances that either undercut or exceed the parameters of a
minute. There is also the choreographic layering of moving through time: the materiality
of the performers becomes recognizable in the duration of the piece as the signifiers are
exhausted. In Bel’s reference to this minimalist, or rather literalist framework, the
significance of not only objecthood, but the political concerns of achieving such
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objectivity in Rainer’s choreographic approach is cognitively re-organized by the
audience – the spectator taking time to apprehend the performers from all angles.
Democracy / Any Body / Neutral Doer
This chapter engages in a brief history of Rainer to consider the influence of
minimalism, or more appropriately the literalist aesthetics of minimalism, on Bel in
Disabled Theater. In turning to this history, I need to also acknowledge the legacy of
Rainer on Western dance practice, specifically how the attention paid to the materiality of
the body completing the task sparked the cultivation of and interest in the pedestrian.
Rainer’s focus on how people move while executing various activities has and continues
to be associated with the political imperative of democracy within dance scholarship.
The concept of democracy as a desirable goal in dance has been used frequently
to theorize Rainer and the work of Judson Dance Theater, such as Sally Banes’s book
titled Democracy’s Body: Judson Dance Theater (1993).108 In her account of this
decidedly democratic period in dance history, Banes compares Rainer’s approach to
dance and choreography as a rejection of the techniques espoused in classical ballet.
Banes details how Rainer felt like a ‘misfit’ while training in the 1950s under classical
ballet and Graham techniques, possessing a body-type incongruent with the prevailing
ballet aesthetic. “Rainer’s dance,” Banes says, “seemed to say not only that any
movement might be available as a choreographic choice, but also that any body, any
person, could be worth watching” (111 emphasis added). More recently, performance
studies scholar Sara Bailes (2011) has added to this discourse on the continued
connections between Rainer, democracy, and the possibility that ‘any body’ could be
worth watching. In her analysis of Rainer’s later influence on the poetics of failure in late
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1990s and early 2000s performance art works, Bailes states, “Rainer sought to
democratize and open out the terms of practices and… helped to adjust the function and
look of the performer on stage” (17). Rainer’s groundbreaking approach, Bailes
continues, “has had profound and lasting effects on the way democracy… as well as the
use of the everyday body and its movement as part of a performance vocabulary” (18
author’s emphasis).
However, the terms that emerge out of this concept of democracy, ‘everyday’ and
‘any body’, are not necessarily available to any and every body. As Susan Leigh Foster
(2002) points out, the 1960s interest in the task and pedestrian movement over classical
vocabulary was rather homogenous, comprised of mostly young white choreographers.
Though groundbreaking in its exposure of the ‘everyday’, finding ways to “expose the
current status of the body as contested site within medical, technological, sexual, and
racial discourses” remains a continuing project (144). This ongoing history of danced
democracy is revitalized by Bel’s contemporary reference to Rainer’s task, especially
within the context of Disabled Theater. For, in the way that democracy has been
associated with the tenets of 1960s postmodern dance, it has also been used to classify
Bel’s choreographies and the performers he employs within a contemporary context. As
curator Chiara Vecchiarelli states in a blurb used as part of the promotional content for
Disabled Theater:
Choreographer Jérôme Bel has been interested since his early works in what
stands beyond representation. In his choreographies, the rules of dance and theatre
are treated like the syntax of a language that is analyzed and eventually put into
play. Danced and spoken by professional as well as by amateur performers, his
choreographies could also be seen as statements in favour of the democratisation
of dance, which he pursues by way of a non-virtuous approach. (2013)
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This ‘democratisation’ of dance is a functional way to describe the tonality of many of
his works from the mid-1990s to the present that deal with confounding notions of reality
and theatricality, as well as predisposed expectations of professional dance performance.
As Lepecki (2006) has argued, Bel’s propensity to have dancers standing still on stage
and not always in motion serves as an example of what dancing is and can be in the late
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.109
In addition, Bel has been quite vocal about his relationship to representation and
his desire to use his choreographies as ways to make visible bodies who have been underrepresented in dance. Of his decision to collaborate with Theater Hora, Bel states,
“They,” referring to people with disabilities, “are hidden, ostracized. They are not
represented in the public sphere. And if one is not represented, one doesn’t exist. And
representation is my job, so I realized that maybe it was a project for me because there
was a problem of representation” (Kourlas 2013). However, Bel’s invocation of this
dance history (as well as the historical erasure of disability) makes the repeated use of the
terms ‘everyday body’ and ‘democratic,’ seem much more divisive than the critical
discourse on the 1960s originally intended.
For example, writing on Trio A, Rainer discussed the crafting and performing, or
rather the task completion of the piece, as the work of a ‘neutral doer,’ stating:
… what one does, is more interesting and important than the exhibition of
character and attitude, and that action can best be focused on through the
submerging of the personality; so ideally one is not even oneself, one is a neutral
doer… the display of technical virtuosity and the display of the dancer’s
specialized body no longer make any sense. Dancers have been driven to search
for an alternative context that allowed for a more matter-of-fact, more concrete,
more banal quality of physical being in performance, a context wherein people are
engaged in actions and movements making a less spectacular demand on the body
and in which skill is hard to locate. (328 emphasis added)
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Though scholars have splintered the use of neutral in dance and questioned its very
exclusive white, middle class demographic in relation to key issues around gender, race,
and class (see Manning 1989; Foster 2002), Bel’s gesture to the ‘literalist’ art object
cracks open the easy conflation of minimalist dance with being ‘neutral’ and presenting
an ‘everyday body’ by attuning to the materiality of the /disabled/ body. The ‘neutral
doer’ is complicated in Bel’s explicit deployment of the ‘literalist’ task as it relates to the
lineage of the ‘everyday body’ in dance. What does the ‘everyday body’, the ‘neutral
doer’, look like when it is /disabled/, and associated, linguistically, with an inability to
work? How does the /disabled/ body negotiate an aesthetic terrain in which skill, as
Rainer stated in her essay, is purposefully hard to locate? How is the audience meant to
conceive of these bodies?
“Then, Jérôme asked the actors to state their name, age, and profession.”
“Next, Jérôme asked the actors to state their handicap.”

Not ironically, the tasks set forth by Bel within this affective literalist space,
particularly tasks two and three, ask the performers to be or at least reveal themselves
through a simple, yet strategically followed choreography. Seated at their specific chairs
arranged in the semi-circle each performer listens to the task assigned (in English and
then Swiss German), arises from a seated position when it is his/her respective turn,
walks towards the microphone center stage, speaks into the microphone, stands behind
the microphone while translated, and walks back to his/her seat. All accents within that
choreography depend on the performer. Some take longer to arrive at the microphone,
while others arrive quickly, but pause before speaking. When the performers are seated in
their chairs, they yawn, laugh, exhale loudly, fidget, or lean on another as they watch and
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wait. The audience is led to believe they are getting to know the performers, who they are
in addition to what they do.110 Bel sets a structure that asks the spectator to attend to the
performers’ weight, matter, and materiality while asking the performers to provide the
audience with personal information – they are material with personality, personalities
engaged with and intimately tied to social and cultural understandings of disability. By
juxtaposing the movement tasks with the conventionally personal verbal tasks, Bel uses
the traces of literalist dance to bring to bear the issue of personality, what Rainer found to
be submerged in the task-based choreography of ‘neutral doing’. Disabled Theater
highlights the bias of the ‘neutral’ or ‘everyday body’ as an implicit conduit of ability or
normative ways of doing and being. The complicated composition of the ‘neutral doer’
comes to a head when the piece toes the line between a series of tasks and conventional
uber-theatrical practice, the task to explicitly choreograph and perform a solo. Then, the
translator says:
“Jérôme asked the actors to prepare a dance solo. Each actor chose his/her own music and
made his/her own choreography. Jérôme chose seven of them.”

The questions Bel asks in the first three tasks, though they endeavor to reveal the
person, are quite banal, reminiscent of a first meeting, such as a first date or interview,
but also a lineup, such as a police interrogation or, more comfortably familiar within the
space of the proscenium theater, the chorus line. Though seated, instead of perennially
standing across the edge of the stage, one can imagine the performers of Disabled
Theater holding headshots in the vein of Michael Bennet’s 1975 musical A Chorus Line:
the character Zach, the terse director, shouting out choreographic commands and requests
for the auditioning performer’s personal stories from behind a small desk with glowing
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lamp in the seats at the back of the theater. As I sat in the audience I returned to scenes of
the film version of the musical that flooded my home as a child: the voice of Zach
booming throughout the theater; the performers (or hopeful auditioners) bathed in light
onstage and Zach shrouded in darkness, barely in view; and, of course, the dancers
erupting into sequential choreographed musical numbers as Zach looked on in silent
judgment. After the opening number, in which the wannabe performers sing “I Hope I
Get It” Zach assembles the lucky finalists at the edge of the stage and says, “Tell me
about yourself,” putting into motion a series of interconnected solos in which Zach (and
the audience) learns about the performers, their histories and personalities.
The desire (or perhaps acknowledgement) I felt for A Chorus Line, while seated in
the audience is not a shift away from of the ‘literalist’ tasks that structure Disabled
Theater. For the premise of A Chorus Line is to show the underside of theater. It is about
performers not performing, and trying to literally get a job. The theatrical illusion is that
they are not performing, but exposing that every aspect of their lives, their ‘everyday,’ is
a performance. If the postmodern recourse to minimalism and literalist art exposed the
choreographic potential of ‘any movement’ and ‘any body’ outside of specific
techniques, A Chorus Line performs a similar function. However, the performers of A
Chorus Line, in their quest to get a job, need to exhibit a certain level of skill to be hired.
In tasking the performers with choreographing solos, the expectation as to how they will
complete the task hangs over the audience. How will they approach and execute
choreography and performance?
In the shift from each task, the layers of Bel’s choreographic structure and its
interactions with dance histories become more complex. However, these layers enable a
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consideration of the /disabled/ dancing body in danced histories, as not only a body
onstage, but as a conduit to further reorganized choreographic approaches in the manner
that Rainer spearheaded in the 1960s and that Bel continues to subvert and question in the
contemporary moment. To consider this more fully, I move to an analysis of the fourth
task, in which the performers are tasked with becoming choreographers.
Task #3 – The Performer as Choreographer / They Don’t Care About Us
“Jérôme asked the actors to prepare a dance solo. Each actor chose his/her own music
and made his/her own choreography. Jérôme chose seven of them.”

It is Julia’s turn to dance. She rises from her seat and instead of taking center
stage, she exits Stage Right. The nine other performers are seated in chairs, bopping
their bodies along to the opening chords of Michael Jackson’s “They Don’t Care About
Us.” The song is percussive with drum beats reminiscent to those associated with
Revolutionary War battles. A black glove appears stage right and combs down the
curtain. Julia then emerges onto the stage, her long red hair swinging as she marches to
the music towards center stage and then crosses in front of her fellow performers. Her
right arm swings across her body, shoulder to hip, as she marches her way to center
stage, her head now lifting to the ceiling and then lowering to look at the floor.
To complete the task assigned the performers become choreographers with the aid
of some of the most conventionally theatrical choreographies in the popular dance
zeitgeist. The above briefly describes the beginning of Julia’s solo accompanied by
Michael Jackson’s 1996 song “They Don’t Care About Us.” Three professional
recordings of the solo from different performances of Disabled Theater (utilized as
promotional material for the venues in which the piece was presented) occupy space on
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the social media platform YouTube with be over 12,000 views. There are only a handful
of comments, which can be summarized by one recorded in 2016 that reads, “powerful,
amazing! No words to describe the beauty of her dance” (Giovanna Dominguez).
In a post-show talk-back, Bel and the actors confirmed each member of the
ensemble choreographed his/her solo and was given the freedom to improvise certain
elements in performance. Bel also mentioned in this talk that the solos were the only way
for him to “make contact” with the performers.111 Such a statement suggests it was
through these extended choreographies that Bel could know each of them and discover
their personalities; that a simplicity was gleaned about the performers through their
dance-making. While a worthy opportunity to criticize Bel as ableist, I resist the urge to
do so, and rather consider his remark about making contact with the performers in
relation to the choreographic material, the actual solos. Bel’s summation of the solos is
important on two fronts: 1. The minimalist imperative to denude personality and 2.
Julia’s labor and demonstration of skill.
As Jackson’s voice pours through the speakers, “Beat me, hate me, you can never
break me,” Julia slaps her right thigh with her right hand. Yet, the impulse does not stop
in the slap. Rather, the connection between palm and leg sends a static energy across her
front body, as she swings her right hand towards her left leg, pointing her right index
finger at her arched left heel. She freezes in that moment; her pelvis active, reaching for
the stage right curtain.
Julia performs direct citations from the three publicly available videos related to
Jackson’s “They Don’t Care About Us.” Easily located on the platform YouTube, Julia’s
choreography can be sourced from two widely disseminated music videos for “They
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Don’t Care About Us” and a recorded live performance of Michael Jackson in concert in
Germany that I remember watching on television as an adolescent in the late 1990s, in
which the marching sequence, what musicologist Brian Rossiter (2012) terms “the
distinctive ‘soldier’ choreography” (208) is performed.112 In addition to the marching,
Julia performs significant connections to Jackson’s movement in the music videos: the
subtle up and down movement of her head that gives visual prominence to the chin; a
repeated crotch-grabbing pelvic thrust; and a sequence in which she jumps around in a
circle while throwing her head (and entire upper body) forward with arms spread wide.
There are also ubiquitous moves within Julia’s choreography that when executed evoke
an image of Jackson that are not specific to a singular work, but rather as representatives
of the pop star’s legacy in popular movement. These include the moonwalk, which is
most prominent in the video for “Billie Jean,” but performed also in “Smooth Criminal,”
and the prison version of “They Don’t Care About Us.” In addition, there are several
instances where Julia executes a placement of the body onstage indicative of a
memorable Jackson pose. The left leg is straight and the knee is almost hyperextended
thanks to the over-pronation of the left foot and the deep bend in the right knee, which is
also pronated (or “turned out”). The hips point in the direction of the left knee but the
pelvis is tipped forward. The elbows stay close to the torso as the lower arms freeze. The
right hand is either limp or on the hip, while the left is tense as if pointing towards
something on the floor in the distance. If I were asked to dance like Michael Jackson, I
would most likely strike this pose.
Additionally, there are many instances in which Julia’s movements musically
match those of Jackson replicated in all three available videos. Most prominently, the
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crotch-grabbing pelvic thrust in which she gyrates her hips with the right hand on her
pelvis during the lyrics “he wouldn’t let this be / oh no.” Such a syncing could be from
repeated video watching or perhaps studying. There is a long history of learning
movement through music videos, especially among young men and women in the
comfort of their homes rather than a studio classroom. As Sherril Dodds (2009) states, “in
domestic settings… young people can respond to recorded music and dance in the
privacy of their own homes” (247). In addition, Melissa Blanco Borelli (2012) documents
how the online music video has enabled dance to “circulate in mediated ways” and made
available “a branded performance that resurfaces and is made ‘real’ each time it is
witnessed on the popular screen, re-interpreted by the performer for live audience at a
concert or awards show, or re-enacted by fans” (55). Julia’s quotations of Jackson appear
to be the product of intense witnessing and re-enacting, a series of pausing-rewindingand-playing that I myself have conducted in an effort to learn choreography from a music
video.
Within dance studies, such a way of learning, re-learning, and performing
choreography is gestured towards in discourse around reconstruction and more recently
the concept of reenactment.113 While the assumption of Julia’s past witnessing of
Jackson’s videos is a delightful fiction I use to make a point, the evidence of a transaction
between Jackson and Julia is in the performance of Julia’s choreographic work. Jackson’s
long-ago executed movement travels from a screen to the stage via Julia’s body. On the
function of dance reenactment in contemporary dance practice Lepecki (2010) states that
… to understand dance as a dynamic, transhistorical, and intersubjective system
of incorporations and excorporations is to understand dance not only as that which
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passes around (between and across bodies of dancers, viewers, choreographers)
and as that which also, always, comes back around. (39)
Such intersubjectivity and passing around is evident in Julia’s solo dance with Michael
Jackson, and finds support in the solos of her castmates. The recourse to another dance
and dancer is not singular to Julia. Matthias Grandjean evokes the memory of Fred
Astaire dancing on the ceiling in the 1951 film Royal Wedding. With lanky arms and a
stiff center, Matthias glides around the stage in a silent tap dance, swinging his arms
loosely as he clicks his heals, reanimating Astaire with every elevation into the air.
Damian, who earlier in the piece stated he was ‘simply much too slow,’ is a
virtuoso of speed. He jumps and performs various headbanging movements at a pulsating
rhythm for the entirety of his musical selection, quite literally never slowing down. With
shoulder-length hair, Damian’s style and vigorous whirlwinds recall a major tenet of the
heavy metal music scene as he is outfitted in what music scholar Harris Berger (1999)
refers to as the “metal costume” for men with “hair… shoulder length or longer” (69).
Yet, between these headbanging moments, Damian kicks his feet off the ground while
spinning in a circle and waving his arms up and down. Keeping his neck bent forward,
hair covering his face, Damian slightly hops from foot to foot, almost resembling a toprocking movement associated with breakdancing. The music accompanying his
movement is a popular relic from early twenty-first century electronic dance music, titled
“Crazy Frog.” The song rose to fame in the mid 2000s, primarily in Europe, and quickly
became an Internet meme thanks to a music video replete with an animated dancing frog,
and a video made by “The Crazy Frog Brothers,” two adolescent males who dance with
similar hopping, waving, and spinning movements. In addition, the popularity of the song
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seeped into television, with a “Crazy Frog Girls Dance,” in which a group of scantily clad
women danced in a line, repeating a gesture on a specific part of the music. In their chairs
behind Damian, the other cast members also repeat this gesture, in which they raise their
left arm and pump their elbow downward on the same spot in the music.
However, the solos are certainly not wholly reenactments, reconstructions, or
even parodies of prior forms. They exist perhaps more exactly in the postmodern realm of
pastiche, which as Frederic Jameson (1983) reminds us, “is blank parody, parody that has
lost its sense of humor” (114). Most poignantly, in Julia’s solo, she does not perform
‘Michael Jackson’ verbatim. She manipulates his ubiquitous choreography without
explicitly looking for a laugh, interjecting transitional movements – a slow, swagger-like
walk as she puts her hands through her hair and a static bow pose that she repeats several
times– into those that have come to personify Jackson’s performance legacy: the
moonwalk, the pelvic thrust, and crotch grab, weaving her body on the stage between
Julia and Michael. I use the word weaving not to be poetic, but to suggest a literal
weaving of bodies in the time and space of Julia’s allotted solo. For, the act of bodily
weaving has an even lengthier history of ‘ability’ and ‘disability’ as opposing facets of
identity within a rhetorical context, such as a two-person conversation or more
appropriately for this study, a theatrical exchange between performer and audience.
In Rhetorical Touch (2014), rhetoric and composition scholar Shannon Walters
locates disability within the realm of Ancient Greek rhetors through the elasticity of the
word kairos. Walters returns to the classical Greek definition of kairos, which is
understood historically as the “opportune time” in opposition to the quantitative notion of
‘chronos’. Kairos, she elaborates, has continued to be a site of contestation around the
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historical and performative understanding of disability through both the figure of Kairos,
a supremely able-bodied Greek god, and the stratified use of kairos as a signifier in
ancient texts under recovery. These range from kairos as disability in a pejorative sense,
“indicating places of bodily vulnerability and impairment that are penetrable tactiley”
(2014, 153), as well as deployments of the term that challenge such judgments of
vulnerability. The most significant is Walters’s discovery of kairos understood not only
as qualitative time, but as the act of weaving. Such weaving is evident in the sense of
touch, in spaces where the proximity of objects, such as two strands of yarn, and bodies
define interaction. Her conception of kairos as embodied and interactive, proposes kairos,
in its woven definition, is disabled. The major difference in kairos as normatively able
and subversively disabled is that the latter is purposively plural and dependent on other
objects and bodies to exist.
This woven kairos, Walters (2014) argues, “occurs when time and space are
somewhat warped, making a space and time for different formations of materials, bodies,
and forces” (157). For Walters (2014), when bodies move together dependently, kairos
becomes the space of disability. “Kairos,” she continues, “is a locus of bodies and
materials in contact and movement and often a space in which ‘warps’ or nonnormative
locations are productive” (157). In the space of Disabled Theater this warp occurs
implicitly in the choreographic gesture towards 1960s literalist dance and explicitly when
the company is asked to choreograph and then perform solos. In completing the task of
choreographing a solo, the performers open up the tactile, woven spaces of which
Walters writes. It is not simply the use of past popular music and movement that posits
such weaving. It is the manipulation of these forms within the milieu of literalist dance
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aesthetics established in the three previous tasks and the signifier /disabled/ that continues
to hang over the audience via the piece’s title.
After a series of “moonwalks” Julia undulates her body while throwing herself to
the floor and around the space, landing on her fellow performers seated in their assigned
chairs, but quickly returning to center stage. She looks out into the audience and stiltedly
undulates her hips. Her feet slightly slide away from her body simultaneously, allowing
her to raise her right heel and freeze, as if a pulse of energy moved through and then out
of her body.
This subtle way of moving is arguably the most difficult of Jackson’s repertoire.
Julia executes it succinctly, but also transforms and manipulates it, putting the movement
decisively in her body. In the latter portion of her solo Julia transitions from an
identifiable Jackson pose to a percussive, yet liberated sequence of twirls with her arms
extended out into space and the insides of her feet almost touching. She then deliberately
throws her body in all directions, sometimes bending at the waist with her feet lifting off
the ground. Though such a circular sequence is evident in Jackson’s video on the same
part of the music – when the guitar solo swells into an exciting crescendo, Julia’s body
becomes more pliant in comparison to Jackson’s stiffness. Julia bends from the waist as
she throws her body, almost dangerously, towards the floor. Jackson throws only his head
in a sharp, percussive manner that does not seem to affect his middle and lower body
parts. Julia’s action appears more daring, more violent, more risky.
In late 2013 at New York Live Arts, Julia’s solo provoked an intense reaction
from those seated in the audience. I heard ‘whoops’ and “owws’ throughout her solo (as
well as during the solos of many others in the cast), as well as gasps as threw whole body
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around the stage. As Eryn Goldstein (2013) commented in her review of the New York
run, “Coughing, rustling programs, and shifting in their chairs, the large audience was
among the most unsettled groups I have joined in a theater.” If those sonic transmissions
were the residue of discomfort, they were directed at the relationship between Julia’s
choreographic labor and the assumptions /disabled/ as signifier made evident in the first
half of the piece. For, after watching Julia’s solo moment in Disabled Theater side by
side with Jackson’s video repertoire, Julia’s labor is evident. I can see her effort, feel her
task, sense the mix of hair and sweat on her face as she rebounds around the stage. To
dialogue once more with Rainer and her use of the literal object – a conversation Bel
continues to ask of his audience – the confrontation with Julia’s objecthood, her material
body onstage is one born out of the negotiation between her physical body and the
phantasm of Jackson’s ubiquitous movement, and most poignantly, her display of skill
(evident in creative and task-based work) amidst the signifier /disabled/’s fraught history
with the labor potential for whom such a signifier so often attempts to stick to, control,
and determine.
After a series of tasks that reveal the personalities of the performers, Jérôme asks
them to choreograph a solo, a task that to be accomplished requires a literal execution of
a theatrical skill – to plan, organize, and present movement. Within the completion of this
task the soloists also present other, recognizable selves amidst their own working
objecthood. To return to Walters’s description of kairos, “tactile kairos, especially in
weaving, occurs when time and space are somewhat warped, making a space and time for
different formations of materials, bodies, and forces” (2014, 157). By working with the
movement motifs of Michael Jackson, and to a lesser extent Fred Astaire and ‘memable’
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YouTube dances, the soloists call attention to the choreography rather than themselves.
What becomes apparent in Bel’s choreographic structure is the evolution of many more
choreographers. The ‘reveal of personalities’ preempted by the three prior tasks is what is
warped. The performers can’t be themselves, because their individual positions within
dance requires negotiation – beneath the layer of the signifier is the history of dance that
is revealed in the individual choreographies. By interrogating the ‘neutral doer’ and the
movements of the ‘everyday’ through the signifier /disabled/ what is made apparent in
the ultimate completion of the assigned task is individual choreographic skill.
In locating a lineage between the literalist aesthetics of minimalism, Bel, and the
emergent choreographers of Theater Hora, the qualitative essence of being neutral and
dancing for democracy are further splintered. Though it is beautiful to intend for a dance
that is democratic and for ‘everybody,’ the politics of identity often rub up against such a
hope. In the solos, the performers move the signifier binary so artfully amplified in the
prior tasks and punctuate the opacity of the ‘everyday body’ proffered in Bel’s recourse
to the 1960s in his contemporary quest to democratize dance. This is not to suggest the
terms of disability and democracy be abandoned. Rather their histories should always be
under consideration, akin to what Launay (2012) describes as the ‘citational poetics of
dance.’ She formulates this phrase in an effort to ask “how transformative operations
related to the identity of the subject are integral to changes in choreographic, gestural,
and sociocultural context over time” (2012, 51). Though ostensibly removed from the
field of disability studies, Launay’s assessment of dance reconstruction speaks to the
concept of ‘cripping’ outlined in Chapters 1-3.
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To return to the definition provided by disability scholars Mitchell and Snyder
(2015), crip “identifies the ways in which such bodies [disabled] represent alternative
forms of being-in-the-world when navigating environments that privilege able-bodied
participants as fully capacitated agential participants within democratic institutions”
(3).114 In dialogue with Walter’s (2014) concept on weaving, the solos crip the once
radical aesthetics of dance’s ‘neutral’, ‘everyday body’. In weaving bodies of past and
present, what becomes penetrable is the literal body of the audience member. The owws
and hoots form a ‘space and time for different formations of materials, bodies, and
forces’ to cross, situating the material body of the /disabled/ dancer within a living and
past space of danced history with which the audience is forced to reckon. The solos
consider the /disabled/ body, as signifier and materiality, in dance, historically.
Task #4: To Crip / Warp / Choreograph Disablement
In a detailed and thoughtful review of Disabled Theater’s run in New York, artists
and scholars Lezlie Frye, Park McArthur, and Alice Sheppard (2014) propose the
following:
Given the wide-spread audience reaction of patronizing “awwwwws” mixed with
the decisive booing of Jérôme Bel’s comments in his post-performance talk back,
we ask: what is generative about Disabled Theater (2012) in terms of its impact
on dance and theatre in New York and elsewhere? (n.p.)
I have offered above what the piece does from a scholarly perspective in the context of
dance studies. To synthesize the tasks of my own scholarly labor, Disabled Theater
continually situates the performers in an aesthetic past to foster a choreography of
disablement – a calculated disabling of the historical manifestations of /disabled/, notable
canonized danced histories, and established aesthetic techniques to expose the valuable
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choreographic labor of disability in performance, as well as, most importantly, the
/disabled/ performers onstage. Its impact, however, outside of this chapter and on the
‘elsewhere’ desired by Frye, McArthur, and Sheppard requires even more effort and
collaboration.
Fittingly, in 2014, while performing a regularly scheduled Google search to locate
reviews of Disabled Theater as it continued to tour internationally, I found that
collaborative effort in a YouTube video titled A Response to Jérôme Bel’s Disabled
Theater. It was the fourth hit in a video Google search of the words “Disabled Theater.”
The performers in the video are members of Interact Theater, a US company based in
Minnesota dedicated to “challenging perceptions of disability” (“About Us” 2015). The
video presents a staged response to Bel and Theater Hora’s piece. The credits attached to
the video inform the viewer the performance was recorded at Interact’s studio in
Minnesota in December of 2013. Though the specific day of the filming is
undocumented, it is possible the performance occurred after November 23, 2013, when
Theater Hora completed their residency at Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. Per a
profile published on the Walker Art Center Blog, Theater Hora, sans Bel, met with the
performers of Interact Theater for a brief workshop. As the blog post documents, many of
the members of Interact were “busy with their current show,” and thus “not able to see
Disabled Theater” (Brosnahan 2013). Therefore, “Gianni and Remo of Theater Hora
gave brief, spirited performances of their dances” from the piece (Brosnahan 2013).
During this workshop the actors from both companies communicated “through
translators” and then “joined in an energetic dance party” that, per the blog post, “opened
up a new realm of communication to easily circumvent the language barrier” (Brosnahan
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2013). It remains unclear if any of the members of Interact could see Disabled Theater
live. Yet, the embodied interaction between Interact and Theater Hora is evident in
writing, as well as the photos that accompany the blog post, in which the performers from
both companies are captured mid-movement in the same space in which A Response to
Jérôme Bel’s Disabled Theater was filmed.
Interact’s video begins with the performers seated in gray chairs arranged in a
wide semi-circle. A woman dressed in a purple sweater and jeans sits downstage right,
slightly in front of the performers. Holding a piece of white paper in her left hand she
directs her gaze to the stage left curtain and announces, “Jeanne Calvit says, stand and
look at the audience for one minute.” The woman relaying this information is Taous
Claire Khazem, an actor and teaching artist who works with the company; Jeanne Calvit,
not visible on the stage or in the recording, is the Artistic Director of Interact.115 Though
presented with no presumable language barrier, Khazem mediates between Calvit and the
performers. However, because all the performers speak English, their respective spoken
responses are not filtered through Khazem’s voice. Instead of translating the responses
after the performers speak, Khazem simply says “thank you.”
Interestingly, Calvit’s word choice at the start of the piece suggests a command,
rather than a question. In addition, Calvit’s phrasing situates the exchange in the present.
It is not Calvit asked, but Calvit says. The viewer is left unsure if all the performers meet
Calvit’s command, as the video is edited to only show three out of the ten possible
responses. The video, with a runtime of 16 minutes and 13 seconds, is a quarter of the
length of Disabled Theater, and thus is edited to skip over, trim, or cut the appearances of
all ten performers. When asked about their professions, the performers shown in the
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video give quite extensive responses. Most state more than one profession including
‘actor.’ For example, Laura says “dancer” and then sits, while Karen lists “professional
singer, somewhat of a mover, and actor” while shaking her head. Rather than continue to
ask, Khazem relays that Calvit “would like” the performers to do various tasks. Most
significantly and primarily because the company is comprised of English speakers in the
US, Interact uses the term disability instead of handicap when Khazem informs the
performers that Calvit ‘would like’ them to ‘discuss’ rather than ‘state’ such an
identifying term. This is the only section of Response… in which every performer’s
response remains intact.
About two-thirds of the way into the video, Khazem informs the performers,
“Jeanne Calvit would like you to choose a song and dance to it with your own
choreography.” In editing, the solo choreographies are spliced together to suggest one
long relay-style piece. Only a few seconds are shown of each solo, starting with a selfproclaimed Flamenco solo and moving through a rendition of the mid-1990s hit, “The
Macarena.” The remaining song choices are all operative of contemporary popular
culture, including “A Whole New World” from Disney’s Aladdin (1992), “Loser Like
Me” from the television series Glee (2009-2015), “What’s Left of Me” (2006) by former
boyband pop star, Nick Lachey, “California Gurls” (2010) by Katy Perry, “Trouble”
(2012) by Taylor Swift, and the theme song to the film Fame (1980). The oldest selection
is performer Matt D’s choreography to the Mama and the Papa’s 1966 hit “California
Dreamin.” His solo is given the most time, as additional footage from his choreography is
the tag at the end of video upon which credits roll. Incorporating languid, almost
paintbrush like arm gestures with the fingers splayed, Matt D’s choreography is a clinic
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in the concept of fall and recovery. For every outstretched arm and torso there is a
complimentary rebounding contraction in the middle of his body. The inhales and exhales
of breath are visual and visceral. In addition, some of the song’s notable lyrics act as
instruction: for example, upon hearing “Got down on my knees and I began to pray,”
Matt D kneels to the ground, circles his arms above his head and then brings them
towards his chest in a signifying prayer gesture, with palms touching. His gaze lifts to the
ceiling and then lowers as his upper body bows forward, belly button folding in towards
the spine, as his forehead touches his fingertips.
While the length of the solos in the video does not allow for the depth of
choreographic analysis demonstrated in my discussion of Bel and Theater Hora’s piece,
there is a moment in Matt D’s solo that steals focus. After he physically responds to the
lyrics, “began to pray,” Shana, seated to his left, performs a similar gesture, stoically
repeating his initial movement. She remains seated in her assigned chair, behind Matt.
Her arms lift to her sides and swipe in towards her nose. Her hands find the prayer
gesture for only a moment before separating and moving down her body, out past her
knees as if she is passing some unseen object onto the stage or towards the audience. It is
a quick gesture and if the camera were focused in more on Matt D, it would not have
been visible as Shana occupies the outer right edge of the frame. Yet, in that moment,
Matt D and Shana weave in what is ostensibly labeled as a choreographed solo. Rather
than explicitly evoking the bodies of other recognizable figures in popular dance and
music, like Julia does so exceptionally, Interact’s Response finds ways for the performers
to enact a cripped weaving with one another, establishing momentarily, Walters’s woven
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kairos, “a space in which ‘warps’ or nonnormative locations are productive” (157), or
dare I say, generative.
Although the jury is still out on what exactly ‘conceptual dance’ is or should be
associated with, it is with confidence that I claim the approaches to choreography
demonstrated and manipulated in Disabled Theater and the responses that follow
certainly make one think. What is generative about Disabled Theater is precisely that it
warps notions of being generative and productive by using the concept of task-based
choreography to ponder the fraught politics that surround the /disabled/ body and labor
through a history of Western dance. Disabled Theater makes visible and utilizes the
traces left by /disabled/, as they circulate in social discourse and in performance, and
presents a generative deconstruction of disability as an embodied identity that is always
being negotiated in the physical spaces shared by persons, as well as the spaces of and for
language. Bel and Theater Hora opened up space in the language around disability and
around persons with disabilities for contemplation through exhausting signifiers to the
point that the bodies, the performers, move under their erasure. /Disabled/ as it once
circulated for the presumed English speaking, able audience becomes less stable, more
fluid, and also more opaque. As the analysis of Bel’s interrogation of Rainer’s use of
minimalism and Julia’s solo demonstrate, it is through a disabling of the historical
manifestations of /disabled/, notable canonized danced histories, and established aesthetic
techniques that choreographic disablement becomes a process of choreographing and rechoreographing an embodied, danced history. It is this process of choreographing and rechoreographing as disablement that I attend to in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
DISABLEMENT IN ACTION: A FIERCE KIND OF LOVE

Amanda: Can you discuss how you felt being on stage?
Erin: It was great. It was really a lot of work, but we put a lot of work into it. So, people
can see what we are talking about, accept the limits and don’t expect the limits you put
against us. If you come and join you can see more of life, and then, the life you are seeing
is the life you are in.
Amanda: Did you like being in this work?
Erin: Yes, we worked hard enough.116

In the previous chapters of this dissertation, I worked from theories of sovereignty
and cripping and performed choreographic analysis to uncover how disability functioned
in choreographies that worked with specific lineages of Western dance history. The
concepts gleaned from the burlesque ballet, Hoghe’s Sacre, and Jérôme Bel and Theater
Hora’s Disabled Theater lay the groundwork from which disablement, as a choreographic
concept, can be understood and apprehended. Methodologically, I approached those
choreographies as fully realized performances and then worked backwards to understand
the historical significance and the choreographers’ different approaches to the material.
This chapter is a departure, as I came to the subject matter, A Fierce Kind of Love
(AFKOL) (2016), while it was still in the development process. The piece, a collaborative
performance work about the history of disability from individuals in Pennsylvania, was
commissioned in 2012 by the Institute on Disabilities, Temple University (IOD). The
creative team behind the collaboration boasted artists from the Philadelphia and New
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York art scenes: playwright Suli Holum, composer Christopher Colucci, director David
Bradley, and choreographer Nichole Canuso. The IOD’s Director of Media, Arts, and
Culture, Lisa Sonneborn, a documentary filmmaker, served as the producer, overseeing
the entire project.117 As a Temple University student, I became aware of the piece in late
2014 and in March 2016 was invited to observe rehearsals. After the April 2016
performance run at Christ Church Neighborhood House Theater in Philadelphia, PA, I
was granted permission to conduct interviews with many involved in the piece, such as
performer Erin McNulty, quoted above. Thus, this chapter works from the knowledge
acquired and insights made during rehearsal observations and the interview process to
learn about the production from the bodies and minds in the rehearsal room and on the
stage. The information gathered in the interviews is entwined with my own
choreographic analysis of the piece in performance.118 My engagement with AFKOL –
interactions with the cast and creative team – aims to show the tenets of choreographic
disablement at work in the creation, performance, and reception of a piece.
Though disability is not a part of the title, the genesis of the piece came from the
experiences of disabled individuals, activists, and family members, as well as the
members of the cast, who identified as both disabled and nondisabled, terms that were
grappled with from the piece’s conception until the final performance. Unlike Bel and
Theater Hora’s Disabled Theater, which left /disabled/ to be productively pondered via
the piece’s title (Chapter 4), AFKOL acknowledged /disabled/ and all affiliated terms
were historically fraught from the onset of the production. From a dramaturgical
standpoint, the awareness of and investment in this history influenced the way the
material was generated and how the cast was composed. AFKOL was initially conceived
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as a text-based narrative play in the hands of playwright Holum. However, as Holum
embarked on such a process she realized the requirements of a traditional play were
“exclusionary... they don’t embrace a wide range of ability, so we had to invent
something.”119 Through the rehearsal process the creative team discovered that dance and
decidedly allegorical approaches to choreography were performance and compositional
modalities necessary to making a piece about the history of disability with disabled
performers. Rather compellingly, what AFKOL came to be through such invention was a
multi-modal performance in which dance and choreography played a crucial,
performative role. As I will demonstrate, AFKOL in process and performance made the
seventeenth century use of allegory and its temporal manifestations, discussed in Chapter
2, feel visceral in a contemporary context.120
Theoretically, this chapter works from the research generated in Chapters 2-4.
From the use of the term /disabled/ throughout the production process and actual
performance of AFKOL to the choreographic labor desired and performed in the piece,
disablement was laid bare for me to witness in my proverbial front yard. With AFKOL a
transnational conversation between seventeenth century dance history, Hoghe, and Bel
and Theater Hora was recognized amongst live bodies in the process of making
disability-centered work. The concepts of crip time, crip labor, and choreographic
weaving are redeployed in my choreographic analysis of AFKOL and bolstered by my
conversations with the cast and creative team, primarily McNulty and choreographer
Canuso. The first part of this chapter uses the interview material to provide context about
AFKOL and illustrate how and why dance and choreography came to be crucial
components later in the creative process. After assessing how the piece developed, I
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move through a choreographic analysis of what came to be the final version of AFKOL.
Ultimately, informed by my discussions with the cast and creative team and the analysis
conducted of the piece, I return finally to the issue of sovereignty (Chapter 2) and work
from Italian philosopher Paolo Virno’s (2004) rehabilitation of the undertheorized
seventeenth century political concept, ‘the multitude’. For Virno, the multitude “is not a
question of seizing power” or “decision making; rather, it has to do with defending plural
experiences” (43). In his explication of the multitude I locate the political forces quite
literally in motion and at play in AFKOL to position choreographic disablement as
sovereignty’s helpful threat.
Getting to AFKOL
AFKOL came to fruition after Sonneborn started an oral history project centered
on the history of Pennsylvania’s Disability Rights Movement with the IOD in 2011. That
project, titled Visionary Voices, collected stories from disabled individuals and those
involved in the disability rights movement in the state of Pennsylvania. Interviews and
conversations were collected for over three years.121 They ranged across various topics
including disability in the contexts of personal lived experience, family dynamics,
national policy, civil rights, education, institutionalization, self-determination, and
community amongst current or former residents from roughly the 1960s to the present.122
The project culminated in 2012 with the launch of a website that housed oral histories
and a separate presentation of a short documentary to a public audience. For Sonneborn,
the successes and failures of that project led to AFKOL. “It was a great event, but all
disability community. It just occurred to me that public performance might be a great
way to bring the stories to a wider audience.”123 Ostensibly, AFKOL was born out of a
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desire to present a history of disability and disability rights to various populations, and
performance seemed the most viable way to achieve such a goal. As Sonneborn’s
background was not in theater but documentary film and oral history, it took several
years and various resources to fund and eventually create such a public performance,
To start, Sonneborn and the IOD received a Discovery Grant from the Pew Center
for Arts & Heritage in 2012. As Sonneborn stated in our conversation the money from
this grant allowed them “to explore a concept… to ask could we take these oral histories
and perform them for a diverse audience?”124 The mission remained throughout the entire
process to have a performance about disability that would touch the public, but also be
accessible both conceptually and physically to an array of audience members. Ideally,
Sonneborn was interested in attracting audiences that identify as members of the
disability community, as well as patrons of live performance in the Philadelphia area.
Though disability was at the forefront of the project, appealing to audiences who may be
discomforted by, unaware of, or ambivalent to /disability/ was a factor that required
attention from the onset. Sonneborn confessed this desire for a larger audience base was
so important because it came from the disabled community the IOD serves:
I was always very frustrated that we couldn’t get the messages from the disability
community to a wider audience. It just seemed really frustrating because the
disability community itself, family members, self-advocates, colleagues often
expressed being puzzled as to why the larger community isn’t interested in what
we do, why don’t they see its relevance?125
Sonneborn recognized this issue, and knew to attract a wider audience the IOD had to
produce something that differed from the educational and what she described as “bossy”
approach associated with disability activism. “People don’t want to feel guilty… they
don’t want to be told they are saying the wrong word.”126 Sonneborn’s desire to not make
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audiences feel guilty is not without grounds. The initial hoots, hollers, and ‘owws’ from
audience members during the solo dances in Disabled Theater are reminiscent of such
feelings of guilt (Chapter 4). The overcompensation that stemmed from such discomfort
is also more covertly found in the discourse around Hoghe that so frequently discusses
how the presence of his ‘different’ body informs his work (Chapter 3).
Thus, for Sonneborn, to produce something different and achieve a wider
audience AFKOL could not be overly instructional or educational. Part of the ‘discovery’
grant was to experiment with how ‘public performance,’ loosely defined, could expand
the IOD’s audience and promote understanding in a non-‘bossy’ way. From the grant
money received, playwright Holum and director Bradley were hired. Holum was tasked
with mining the oral histories collected to create a script for a narrative theater play. Of
her initial involvement, Holum recalled, “Lisa [Sonneborn] had said, we want people to
care and we thought a good way to do that would be to make play.”127 Holum listened to
the oral histories and met with many of the individuals who were featured in the
recordings, such as activists, disabled residents, and the parents of disabled individuals.
As Sonneborn recounted, many drafts of the play were created around different themes
sourced from the various perspectives found in the oral histories, such as love, family,
and hardship – relatively universal ideas that could be recounted in a scripted linear
narrative.128
With a working script and director, a workshop was staged in 2013. This was not
intended to be a large-scale performance, but rather a way to see if the scripted linear
narrative approach to oral histories could be performed and reach a public audience.
Though no dramaturg was officially employed, dramaturgy became a key element
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practiced by the creative team from the workshop onward. Holum, Bradley, and
Sonneborn recognized the social and political impact working from a script sourced from
oral histories of disability, but performed only by individuals who did not identify as
disabled, could have on the project’s larger aims. Because the script was derived from
various personal accounts and so text-heavy, what Bradley described as “monologuebased,” having professional actors who could deliver that material clearly and
convincingly was desirable.129 However, as Bradley recounted, after listening to the oral
histories collected, “very quickly, this wasn’t part of the original idea, we hit on the idea
that this should be a play that involves performers with disabilities and performers
without disabilities.”130 The work’s objective was, of course, to present a history of
disability to a diverse audience, so having a diverse cast made dramaturgical sense.131
Thus, the creative team decided to hire disabled and nondisabled performers, creating a
cast of five for the initial 2013 workshop.
In gathering information about the early production process the distinction
between the performers, as ‘with or without disabilities,’ had very much to do with
individual experience on a professional level. As Sonneborn recounts, of the five cast
members hired for the 2013 workshop three, Marcia Saunders, Lee Ann Etzold and Brian
Anthony Wilson, are ‘professionals’ with numerous theatrical credits and members of
Actor’s Equity, “the US labor union that represents more than 50,000 actors and stage
managers” and “advances the careers of its members by negotiating wages, working
conditions and providing a wide range of benefits, including health and pension plans”
(“Equity”). The ‘professional’ performers were hired through previous working
relationships with Holum and Bradley in professional theater contexts. The other two
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members, McNulty and Michael McLendon, are not part of this union but are ‘performers
with disabilities’ interested in dancing, acting, and singing, as well as disability advocacy.
Both are members of the disability community in Philadelphia, with McNulty, an actor
and mover with Down Syndrome, a graduate of Temple University’s Academy of Adult
Learning for students with disabilities.132 The split between professional and nonprofessional performers remained fairly even as the cast more than doubled in size after
Sonneborn and the IOD received a second grant from the Pew Center for the Arts &
Heritage in 2014. The ‘professional performers’ included Charlie DelMarcelle and Cathy
Simpson. The ‘performers with disabilities’ included Shawn Aleong, a student at Temple
University, and Lori McFarland, a disability self-advocate in Pennsylvania.
The choice to be inclusive in casting upheld a language binary, ‘performers with
disabilities and performers without disabilities’ or disabled and nondisabled, that carried
throughout the entire process. Press materials for AFKOL, such as an extensive article
about the piece in the magazine American Theatre, made a point to highlight the different
experiences of the cast by referring to them as either disabled or nondisabled (see Fritz
2016).133 The language distinction also found its way into my interview process, as the
only member from the group of four disabled actors who agreed to be interviewed was
McNulty. The rest of the interviews conducted were with the creative team and members
of the cast who identified as nondisabled. In speaking with the cast and creative team, the
distinction between the members of the cast was one of the most common topics
broached after I thanked the interviewee and asked him/her to reflect on their experience
of AFKOL. Of the nondisabled individuals interviewed, the word rare was used as a
descriptor by DelMarcelle, Bradley, Sonneborn, and Holum. However, such internal
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language is not unique to AFKOL’s process. In dance performance, the increasingly
popular AXIS Dance Company, based in California, deploys a similar use of language for
their “mixed-abilities” casts. AXIS, and its director Judith Smith, use the phrase
“disabled and non-disabled” performers frequently to describe the company’s mission,
repertory, and demographic.134 The language divide that often pervades ‘dance and
disability’ scholarship was an unavoidable part of AFKOL from initial concept.
Sonneborn discussed how this language divide affected her role as the project’s
producer. In her approach to overseeing the logistics of the production, she was
adamantly “against labels,” but acknowledged how “these labels are a way to control
[and] a lot of it is related to money.” Sonneborn recalled the way government assistance
is allocated for disabled populations, often requiring the efforts of charitable
organizations to make up funds. As outlined in Chapters 1 and 4, being disabled is
associated with the inability to perform work and ‘the welfare state.’ Thus, the most
crucial way the language divide was tackled internally was with wages. As Sonneborn
reiterated several times in my interactions with her throughout this process, all the
performers were paid the same and in accordance with the Actor’s Equity union wages
immediately afforded to the ‘professional’ performers. This even was reflected in the
rehearsal and call schedule, which observed the “off-day” for performers mandated by
Actor’s Equity contracts.135 As the project gained funding, the boundaries set forth in
language encouraged an approach to labor and compensation that attempted to challenge
the baggage associated with the terms disabled and nondisabled, or professional and nonprofessional, at least from a production standpoint.
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Though no small feat, as the history of disability and labor discussed in Chapter 4
demonstrates, there was much more to it than the achievement of equal pay. While the
equal pay scale attempted to diminish the hierarchical distinction between the disabled
and nondisabled performers made in language, what seems to have enabled equity in the
actual process of creating the piece was the labor associated with choreography and
dancing.
Choreography’s Late Arrival
After the initial workshop Sonneborn, Bradley, Holum, and the cast had a script
that was a linear narrative depicting a history of disability rights as told by Pennsylvania
residents. As Bradley describes, the piece at that time “was far more text driven, it was
far more monologue based.”136 Although excited by what was achieved in the workshop,
the consensus was that a purely text-driven, spoken, narrative did not meet the project’s
objective of presenting a history of disability through the experiences of disabled
populations to a diverse audience. As Bradley continues, “we hadn’t yet solved fully the
challenge we had set ourselves, which was to make it a really inclusive experience.”137
Sonneborn categorized the 2013 workshop and what followed as a time of discovery.
When I asked Sonneborn about these discoveries, she explained, “one of the things we
discovered at the 2013 reading was that if we are really trying to have a diverse audience
then the content needs to be presented in a way that a really diverse audience can hang on
to… if you have movement… we realized it had to be nonlinear.”138 In an effort to
achieve the objectives of AFKOL, a decidedly nonlinear approach to the framework of
the piece coupled with the injection of movement became the necessary solution.
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To achieve nonlinearity, the structure of the piece took on a different shape that
warranted a more swerving, less normatively stable approach to time in a theatrical
format. Sonneborn was not to my knowledge aware of theories associated with crip time
and how I was using it to craft and understand disablement during our conversation in
June 2016. However, her description of this discovery suggests that disrupting and
manipulating the temporal parameters of the piece served to change the way it could be
received by audiences. This use of nonlinearity is evident in the final draft of Holum’s
script, a written document the cast and creative team worked from in preparation for the
premiere performance in 2016. The script was not a conventional Aristotelian approach
to narrative: a linear cause/effect logic of action and reaction with a fluid interplay
between psychological motivation and character delineation.139 Rather, the format of
AFKOL became a collage of interwoven moments comprised of various tableaus that
move in and out of specific moments in time. The performers were therefore charged
with playing various roles throughout the show. These ranged from historical figures in
the disability rights movement, such as Roland Johnson (a disabled activist who fought
against institutionalization) to the performer’s themselves moving between the person
described in their official playbill bios and their roles.
Holum’s script announces the show takes place from “around 1968ish” at a
meeting of the National Association of Retarded Citizens to “until, well, now. Right now.
Here,” the space and time in which it is performed. The ‘ish’, a suffix used to convey
“near or about”140 becomes emblematic of this nonlinear movement through time. To
reiterate the work of crip theorist McRuer (2006), crip is a similar type of ‘ish’ as it
generates near the development of queer theory in feminist, gay and lesbian discourses.141
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In addition, the performative quality of crip time and the act of cripping is to “imagin[e]
bodies and desires otherwise” (McRuer 2006, 32). The structure of AFKOL was quite
literally cripped to re-imagine how a history of disability could be presented and
received. Without realizing it, the tenets of choreographic disablement began to
germinate in the creative process of AFKOL. For with this nonlinearity, choreography
and thus choreographic disablement became a primary compositional mode that shaped
the piece’s revised structure.
Canuso, a prominent choreographer in the New York and Philadelphia areas who
helms the company Nichole Canuso Dance, was the last creative team member brought
on board for AFKOL in late 2014. Close friends with Holum since childhood, Canuso
was interested in the project as an observer since 2012 and was contacted by the
playwright after the 2013 workshop to be a part of the upcoming revision and rehearsal
process. Canuso explains:
For the first couple of years it [the piece] was all in the research and writing phase
and it was about language, about telling the story. They had all done a workshop
and she [Suli] was feeling really frustrated with the showing because the split
[between disabled and nondisabled] was really distinct because the show was so
word heavy. It felt like the cast with intellectual disabilities were not represented
and it didn’t make her feel good. [Suli said] ‘We need movement, I would love to
bring you in.’ And I said, Yea!142
Dance and choreography became a tool that literally arrived later than the other modes
traversed throughout the show. Holum’s plea that AFKOL, the cast and creative team,
needed movement echoes Sonneborn’s similar discovery. For Holum, however, the need
stemmed from the experiences of disability not being fully realized by the more wordheavy structure. According to Holum, the disabled performers were not being utilized in
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a way that felt meaningful, especially McNulty, who expressed a desire to incorporate her
own dance experience in the piece.143
Observing the material generated and then altering the piece based on the desires
and strengths of the performers was what Holum, Bradley, and the other members of the
cast referred to as “devised theatre,” an approach to generating content through group
collaboration and improvisation exercises.144 Although the creative team members had
their assigned roles, the piece became increasingly malleable through the collaboration
encouraged in rehearsals after the 2013 workshop. In addition to the oral histories mined
at the beginning of the project, the piece evolved to include the experiences and
influences of the cast. As the content expanded, so did the structure from which it could
be presented as public performance. Rather than maintain a linear cause/effect narrative
under the auspices of a theatrical play, the structure of the piece was reshaped based in
part on the people in the room. In speaking with performer Charlie DelMarcelle, it was
the introduction of Canuso and her choreographic process that made the intention of the
show start to feel visceral for those involved. He states, “the first thing was Nichole led
us in a pretty physical warm-up that turned into contact improvisation and like, we were
in it. Erin threw her weight on top of me and I was like Ok, here we go.”145
For Canuso, the immediate agreement to be a part of the project felt like a
continuation of her trajectory as a choreographer. Canuso elaborated, saying:
I was curious about the project from the get go and I had previously worked with
AXIS and I had been invited to apply to do a workshop with them. I was nervous
because I had never worked with a mixed abilities group and when I got down
there I was super inspired working with AXIS. I was working on a lot of personal
story translated into movement with my own dancers here in Philly and when I
translated that at AXIS it kind of expanded a lot of possibilities and taught me a
lot about how I could work with people… I had always worked with different
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kinds of bodies in my pieces, but I had never really thought about working with
different kinds of quote unquote abilities. I mean when we think about abilities,
training, and the fact that we are all, trained and untrained always makes me laugh
a little bit. We are all trained. To say that people who have never taken a dance
class are trained to think about their bodies in some way or another, it is just a
matter of what we consider training. Anyway, I’ve always been thinking of that,
offering a wealth of experiences and those experiences are all different. Drawing
out the power of each person’s experience has always been a goal. Everyone has
power, so, how can we draw that out?146
Canuso’s choreographic repertoire is and continues to be rooted in working from personal
experiences and embodying different approaches to and perspectives of power through
multi-modal works with her company.147 Her approach to choreography exists within the
post-modern vein of working from a prompt and generating movement, often
“overgenerating” over a long period of time: “My preferred process is to have a really
long time so I can let the idea emerge over time.” Canuso entered the project in response
to a need, but, most compelling, AFKOL needed a history of movement, dance, to present
a history of disability by and from the perspectives of disabled populations.
In its final iteration, AFKOL traversed many mediums through spoken text,
songs, objects, and of course, dancing in the work done to produce the premiere
performance. Yet, it was structurally organized as a series of interwoven, but not
seamless, moments. It is of extreme importance that the objective AFKOL set out to
fulfill, to present a public performance about disability and history, led to a
choreographic approach to the material that was already foreseen at least in the
philosophical sense by the burlesque ballets of the seventeenth century (Chapter 2). With
the decision to include choreography, a collage of fragmentary moments became the
piece’s ideal structure. Canuso’s late introduction into the process made the piece work in
ways that previous iterations had not. She recounted how at her first rehearsal a section of
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the piece that was once comprised of spoken monologues was reinterpreted in
choreography through the creation of a trio that was continually reshaped until the
premiere performance.148 Philosophically, the burlesque ballets avoided narrative and
favored a “reduction of text and décor… towards a strategy of subversion of norms”
(Franko 1993, 106). I am not suggesting the desired structure of AFKOL actively and
completely returned to the seventeenth century. Rather, what AFKOL became is relevant
to what the seventeenth century burlesque ballets cultivated: an approach to
choreography rooted in allegory, a mode of composition that, to return to Franko’s (1993)
argument “eschew[ed] a linear in favor of a spatial deciphering of the visual image”
(104). AFKOL developed into a collection of fragments that require a similar deciphering.
In the creative process, the nonlinear, cripped, structure of the script, when injected with
the function of choreography, becomes an allegorical composition.
With an outline of the structural changes made to AFKOL during the rehearsal
process and the choreographer’s creative approach in mind, I turn now to an analysis of
the piece. In the performative context of AFKOL, the sections of choreographed dancing
come in as productive disruptions, slightly slowing down the pace of the piece, what
Canuso describes as the “need to see a tender moment right here because it is in response
to something bigger.”149 Thus, I pause on a prolonged solo moment by McNulty and a
later trio with performers Shawn Aleong and Lee Etzold that serve as ‘tender moments’
to add weight and insight into the larger historical and political aims of the project.
Because the performers real, first names (and not surnames) are used throughout the
show, I defer to that form of identification in my descriptions to represent this more
intimate shift.
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Moving Through AFKOL
Christ Church Neighborhood house is a theater in the historic Old City section of
Philadelphia, PA. It is four stories high, with a sprawling rehearsal room on the second
floor and a theater space at the very top. When I enter the lobby I am greeted by
volunteers eager to take my ticket and direct me towards the many accessible elements
the performance has to offer: American Sign Language interpreters will be visible from
all areas of the stage; cart captioning will be operative, displaying all text spoken in the
show on large screens throughout the theater; an area towards the entrance of the theater
space will be available for any audience members feeling anxious or stifled to move
around more freely, unconfined from the theater seats. I am inspired but not surprised by
these offerings. This performance is and always has been invested in disability, thus
ensuring audience members who are disabled have access to all elements of the piece is
crucial to that objective. Yet, at the same time, I am overwhelmed. Having been to
countless performances, in spaces ranging from the Metropolitan Opera House to an attic
in Brooklyn, the multitude of options is a new experience. I take the elevator up to floor
four with other audience members: friends and family of the cast, Philadelphia theater
patrons, employees of the IOD, disability advocates, and members of a group home for
disabled individuals.
The elevator opens and a large wooden door signals the entrance to the theater
space. There are markings on the wood floor suggesting it was converted from an old
indoor basketball court. The theater is constructed as a rectangular space that evokes a
performance in the round structure. The audience sits ‘around’ the performers with a set
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of three-tiered risers on the longest walls of the rectangular space. Between the risers is
an open are, ‘the stage’, lit with deep purple hues that feel calming and inviting. Set on
the stage is a large black ramp with wheels, attached to a square platform (See Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The ramp and platform at the opening of A
Fierce Kind of Love (2016). Photo by JJ Tiziou /
jjtiziou.net.

The seating is general admission, so I test out many chairs before I choose a spot in the
first row, excited to witness not only the performance happening inside the rectangular
space, but the reactions of my fellow audience members seated directly across from my
line of sight. As I read through the playbill, the performers enter the space in pairs.
Rather than moving towards the stage area, they walk into the audience and introduce
themselves to those in attendance. Erin and Charlie give me a hug and say hello before
moving on, asking other patrons how they heard about the show and how far they
traveled to attend. Some of the performers sit down next to audience members to talk,
while others, such as Lori who uses a wheelchair, encourage those in attendance to speak
with her in the larger stage space.
This immediate and rather intimate engagement with the audience prior to any
official ‘start’ of the show functioned to initiate the objective of inclusivity to those in
attendance. When I asked Bradley, the director, how he wanted audiences to feel during
the performance, he discussed how important it was for them to “get that feeling that we
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are all on this continuum, that… humanity is a diverse collection of creatures.”150 In this
‘opening’ moment such a continuum is established in the visceral meeting and melding of
audience and performer. In addition, those in attendance are thrown into a time warp: is
this the start of the piece? What is going on and where am I? To ‘start’ with the
performers moving into the audience is a disruption that sets the nonlinear structure of the
piece in circuitous motion.
Slowly, the performers move to the stage and come to sit or stand on the square
platform and ramp. Charlie reappears with a guitar and starts playing as the others on
stage begin to sing. The performers once again welcome the audience to the performance,
explaining this is a piece about the disability rights movement. The historical elements of
the piece are given political significance straight away as Charlie moves down the ramp,
rids himself of the guitar and shifts into the persona of Dr. Gunnar Dybwad, a scholar of
human development, “credited with being one of the first professionals to frame mental
disability as an issue of civil rights” (“Character Profiles”).
Born in Germany, Dybwad fled the country in 1934 due to the rise of Hitler (Pace
2001). This history and Dybwad’s investment in situating disability as a civil issue is
made paramount with the character’s introduction, transforming the space from a group
of performers in 2016 getting to know the audience, to a meeting of the US based
National Association of Retarded Citizens in 1968. As Dybwad, Charlie speaks loudly
and passionately. He delivers a speech about the ways in which disabled individuals are
continually denied civil rights and, even in the political climate of the US in the 1960s,
subject to forms of euthanasia, such as what he terms “physician assisted killings,”
practices that resemble the fascist regime he fled in the 1930s. It is no coincidence that
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AFKOL uses such an explosive reference to the disabled body in fascism to seismically
shift the mood from welcoming, intimate performance event to the harsh realities of
disabled history. As Agamben demonstrated in Homo Sacer (1998), the disabled body
was one of several populations considered deviant (most devastatingly, Jewish and
homosexual populations) and murdered during the atrocities of the Holocaust, making
material the threats to power associated with the disabled body discussed and distributed
since the sixteenth century (as explicated in Chapter 2). What becomes so compelling
with the introduction of Dybwad is his interaction with the other performers who move in
and out of 1968 and 2016.
As Dybwad speaks, Erin and Shawn question his use of language to describe
disabled individuals, such as “mongoloid” and “retarded.” Charlie re-emerges from
underneath Dybwad to explain that this speech is happening in a different time, when
those words, though pejoratives, sufficed as acceptable descriptors. Erin looks at
Dybwad/Charlie defiantly until Charlie can no longer exist in 1968. The performers must
confront the language, the trail of signifiers that follows the term /disabled/ in 2016. Nine
large boards are brought to the stage area with a different set of words written on each,
such as ‘menace’ and ‘subhuman organism’. One at a time, the performers each take a
sign, hold it over their heads and move around the space in silence. Erin is the second to
last to take a sign that reads ‘eternal child’. Charlie is left with the final sign emblazoned
with the word ‘retarded’. He tries to hand it to Lori, but she refuses and asks instead for
the word ‘human being’. The remaining performers are suspended in a prolonged pause.
Charlie then breaks the sign over his knee and everyone else in the cast releases their
signs and then floats offstage.
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In talking with the cast and creative team, this section of the piece was incredibly
taxing. Sonneborn, Bradley, and Canuso all discussed how the actual enunciation of the
words ‘retarded’ and ‘mongoloid’ in rehearsal was emotionally triggering for the cast,
especially those to whom the word had been negatively applied. Erin described to me
how hurtful the word ‘retarded’ was in her youth. She recalled a painful memory when a
classmate called her “a fucking R”, though said student did not use the letter
abbreviation. Erin did not want to utter the word in our conversation and asked if we
could move on to another topic.151
How to stage the trauma associated with these words was rather interestingly
tasked to Canuso. During a rehearsal in the large sun-filled space on the second floor of
Christ Church, after running this section several times with and without the signs, Canuso
suggested that instead of walking through the space, the performers should “float” with
the signs.152 When I asked Canuso about this moment in our later conversation, she
discussed how she came to the idea of floating as a solution. Canuso discussed how she
“had a hard time seeing it” when the signs were first introduced and responded to the
emotions that bubbled up in the members of the cast. She elaborated: “That [floating] was
a solution. I felt like I wanted to soften it as much as possible because it’s so harsh... it’s a
really hard thing… if we have a moment that we acknowledge all these words at once and
then symbolically break one of the signs. Maybe that would help.”153
Such a choreographic task, as a solution, is reminiscent of the floating signifier
that took flight within the interwoven solos of Bel and Theater Hora’s Disabled Theater
(2012). Whereas the signifier /disabled/ began to move in the performance and
performative responses that followed Disabled Theater, it was exciting to witness Canuso
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task the performers with floating, a direction that took on a different quality in each of the
bodies onstage. In performance, Erin’s was the most visceral as she floated with a slight
rebounding quality. With her eyes cast-down, ‘eternal child’ moved over and above her
until it quite literally floated away at the end of the section (See figs. 3 and 4). In
speaking with Canuso and analyzing this moment, the signifiers used in the piece were
not intended to stick to any of the bodies. They embodied, rather, Claude Levi-Straus’s
framing of the ‘floating signifier’ that “represent[s] an undetermined quantity of
signification... highly variable, unspecifiable,” and can “mean different things to different
people” (in Malabou 2015, 41). The words, by literally being moved, attempted to
achieve such variability and further stratify what /disabled/ ultimately means. The
injection of floating in this section was further amplified in what immediately followed,
the only prolonged solo dance moment in the piece, performed by Erin.

Fig. 3. The cast in rehearsal with signs, March 2016. Photo by JJ
Tiziou / jjtiziou.net

Fig. 4. The signs in A Fierce Kind of Love
(2016). Photo by JJ Tiziou / jjtiziou.net.
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Erin’s solo
Erin stands at the top of the ramp with her shoulders squared. Seated in the
audience, I can feel her breathing and see her muscles quiver as she prepares for what is
next. Her eyes scan the space and she looks out beyond the ramp. Her arms unfurl at her
sides, her sternum lifts. Her back arches into a C-curved shape and she looks to the
ceiling, her eyes gently closing. She bends in this release for an extended moment that
feels like hours. It is as if she is not only floating above the ramp on which she is
perched, but over the entire theater space.

Fig. 5. Erin McNulty extending
her arms in A Fierce Kind of Love
(2016). Photo by JJ Tiziou /
jjtiziou.net.

Fig. 6. Erin McNulty extending her arms in rehearsal, March 2016. Photo by JJ Tiziou / jjtiziou.net.
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Erin’s solo is accompanied by an original song written by composer Colucci,
titled “Plastic Flower” based on his experiences as a child with a neighbor who had
Down syndrome (Sonneborn 2016). Though the song is not about her, the choreography,
Canuso states, was created to showcase Erin’s skills as a mover. Canuso describes in
affectionate detail:
I mean the way I worked with Erin was the way that I work with my most
cherished dancers. I think the most professional collaborative people that I enjoy
working with, is how I was able to work with Erin. Because she is really
connected to her physicality and there is a direct link for her between emotion and
movement and psychological states. So, something that a lot of people I work
with train for their whole life, she naturally has that ability…. Working with her
was so easy, so fun. I gave her a couple prompts and she would just totally fill
them up. I gave her prompts like, ‘What are somethings that make you feel happy,
what are some things that make you feel sad, when do you feel the most inspired,
what’s your favorite season?’ So, she just gave me a list of things and we made
shapes and movements that made her think of those things so she would conjure
those states.
Canuso began working with Erin in 2014 and they developed the solo through promptbased exercises to generate movement. The process was extremely collaborative (See fig.
7).

Fig. 7. Nichole Canuso and Erin McNulty in
rehearsal, 2014. Photo by JJ Tiziou / jjtiziou.net.

Both Canuso and Erin discussed this process with me, with Erin excitedly mentioning
their relationship at the very start of our conversation: “I want to shout out to Nichole,
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who is the choreographer of the show. She let me make up my own choreography and
she, yea, and sometimes she lets me to follow her instructions among creating
something.”154 Erin very helpfully mimed this process out for me as we talked,
demonstrating how she would have an idea or an image that responded to Canuso’s
prompt. She would embody this idea in rehearsal, such as the moment described above
when she arches her back at the top of the platform and Canuso would then give further
prompts to edit or extend the movement. When Erin described and illustrated this process
with her body, it appeared as if the solo was generated through a respectful dialogue. This
notion was confirmed later in our conversation as Erin elaborated further, stating, “She
[Nichole] asked me what were my ideas so we can work it out together and we can put it
together any way you I want.”155 When I asked Erin if she had an image of the entire solo
in her head, post-performance, she described it as a “nonverbal story” she was telling the
audience. An excerpt from this part of our conversation flowed, thusly:
Amanda: Did you feel like you were talking?
Erin: Yea, with my body language.
Amanda: What do you think you said with your body?
Erin: Um, I am going to say these are things I like and this is something you
would like.
Amanda: Something you like and that I would like, as in the audience?
Erin: Yes.
Amanda: Do you like dancing?
Erin: Yes.
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Fig. 8. Erin McNulty floating
down the ramp in A Fierce Kind
of Love (2016). Photo by JJ
Tiziou / jjtiziou.net.

After arching her back, Erin then floats down the ramp. She extends her arms and
moves her hands towards her torso, as if gathering the space. She lifts her right arm with
elbow bent above her head, her hand making a mitt-like shape, as if she is clutching
something. Her breath travels from her torso through her extended hand and her sternum
once again lifts and arches. Her limbs float down to her sides and she skips down the
remainder of the ramp, eventually falling to her knees and rolling on her side, as if down
a meadow hill, until the music stops and the purple lights dim.
Canuso’s choreographic approach found a complementary collaborator in Erin’s
approach to movement generation. Though this was a solo, the individual experiences
held by both Canuso and Erin informed the process and the eventual performance. For,
even when she was standing atop the ramp in the vulnerable, arched position, Erin never
appeared alone. In our conversations, Erin attributed this affective quality to the images
she conjured from Canuso’s prompts and the emotional states they developed together in
the choreography. Erin framed these images as “some ideas that I like,” such as gathering
and playing in Fall leaves, throwing a football, smelling flowers, and flying with birds.
She once again embodied these ideas as she spoke to me, igniting my memory of the
performance and making the ideas visible in the choreography. When Erin extends her
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right arm, she is indeed clutching a football, and her sequential roll is through a collection
of flowers and leaves.
Yet, the most effective component of her solo, the arch at the top of the ramp, was
not mined from images of ideas that she liked, but from specific scenes and people in
popular culture. She describes the arch as the part in the sequence where “I come up and
then do Titanic,”156 referring to the Oscar-winning film from 1997 that depicts a love
story amidst the tragedy of the famously sunken ship. For Erin, the opportunity to cite
and then recalibrate popular images in her solo was the most evocative part of the
rehearsal process. In our conversation, she mentioned feeling inspired and feeling like
pop-music star Taylor Swift, an artist Erin admitted was her favorite. Erin described
embodying and citing these images as “empowering,” explaining,
because I am not in the background, but I am in the spotlight. But I don’t mind
being in the ensemble, I like it, I just like showing I can do more. Like, don’t put
me in the background. Show me out into the audience so the audience can see
people like me can act and dance. I dance with my friends at girl’s night.157
By situating her performance in AFKOL adjacent to her social experiences, a girl’s night
dance party talking about Titanic and listening to Taylor Swift, Erin gives flickers of her
layered personality and multi-faceted lived experience in the choreography.
After talking with both Erin and Canuso, I now see these layers of movement
generation as emblematic of Erin’s enduring arch on the ramp. In the unfurling of Erin’s
arms and the endless curve of her back is time for an altered reception of Erin and how
she moves. Time to consider how the signifiers float over Erin’s body; how Dybwad’s
fears for the future of disabled individuals’ civil rights pour out of her chest; how Erin’s
thoughts, ideas, desires come to fruition in her choreographic and danced labor. In this
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moment, AFKOL literally slows down and gives power to Erin as she moves under the
erasure of the signifiers. The power gained by Erin in this section of the piece is
important, for such a form of power and control is then choreographically redistributed as
the piece continues.
A Trio of Shared Power
Erin’s solo culminates and the piece continues. The other performers return to the
stage and Erin folds back into the group. It is once again 1968 and Dybwad/Charlie is
calling for change:
Do you know what else inhibits change? The System… Do you know what else
inhibits change? Denial. The denial of reality. I don’t need to remind you of the
dangers of apathy.
The horrors of the Holocaust are once again made manifest in the piece, as performer
Cathy reminds the audience, “The first 200,000 people killed by the Nazis were the
physically and intellectually disabled. It is 1968. We remember.” Dybwad encourages
those on stage to “take it to the courts,” leaving the performers stunned in silence. In this
section disability as a civil rights issue is discussed as a matter that collective individual
citizens must desire and dispute. Incited by Charlie/Dybwad, the group confronts the idea
that they cannot funnel their displeasure or concern around disability policy through one
person; rather they need to move together as many individuals with varied concerns and
experiences.
In this moment of silence Erin, Lee, and Shawn emerge at the top of the ramp,
holding hands. Rather than exit or disappear, the other members of the cast remain on the
platform observing Erin, Lee, and Shawn from behind. Erin moves slightly forward,
creating an isosceles triangle shape with Lee and Shawn as the outermost points. Her
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arms are slightly extended, as if gesturing to but not fulfilling the arching Titanic moment
from her solo. After standing in this new formation for several moments Erin softly says,
“travel,” just loud enough for the audience to hear. Lee and Shawn fulfill this request,
each moving to one side of the ramp and walking alongside it, across the stage space.
Lee’s walk is heavy but evenly paced. Shawn’s gait is more incongruous as he speeds up
and then slows down with every step (See Fig. 9). Erin does not tell them how to travel.
In performance, this is left up to Lee and Shawn to interpret until Erin says “stop.” Shawn
and Lee pause, but wiggle as if caught off-guard by the direction and attempt to catch
their respective balances.

Fig. 9. Lee Etzold and Shawn
Aleong travel, A Fierce Kind of
Love (2016). Photo by JJ
Tiziou / jjtiziou.net.

Erin then walks in a syncopated 1-2 towards the middle of the ramp and tells Lee
and Shawn to “frolic.” To ‘frolic,’ at least according to the Oxford English Dictionary is
“to play or move about in a cheerful and lively way.” Lee and Shawn both skip as they
frolic further towards the edge of the stage space, smiles slowing emerging on their faces.
Lee raises her arms into the air where they remain as if suspended. Shawn isolates his
arms, forcefully lifting one at a time into the air as he skips around himself in a small
circle. Their fulfillment of the ‘frolic’ is juxtaposed by Erin. She slowly floats down the
rest of the ramp, her hair swaying slightly as if blown by the wind, and stoically appraises
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the frolicking Lee and Shawn. Looking out past the edge of the stage space, Erin says
“stop” and Lee and Shawn pause, once again trying to catch their respective balances.
Suddenly, Erin is off the ramp and on the wooden floor with Lee and Shawn. She is
gently touching them, manipulating their bodies into different poses until Lee and Shawn
have been molded into a tableau in which they are almost touching. Erin then says
“melt.” Lee and Shawn take what feels like hours to soften, like warm clay, towards the
floor.

Fig. 10. Erin inserts herself into the
tableau, A Fierce Kind of Love (2016).
Photo by JJ Tiziou / jjtiziou.net

Erin continues to physically manipulate Lee and Shawn in a similar pattern,
placing them in a tableau at the edge of the stage space and then giving a prompt, the
transition out of which is always “stop.” However, in these manipulations, Erin inserts
herself into the tableaus by making a three-person circle and fulfils the tasks alongside
Shawn and Lee (Fig. 10). Then, without physically manipulating their bodies, Erin tells
Shawn and Lee to “float.” Lee and Shawn take on the bouncing quality performed in the
section with the signs, which preceded Erin’s solo, leading with their pelvises as they
float on each side of the ramp, moving back towards the platform. Instead of only
observing, Erin blows on Lee, Shawn, the other cast members, and the audience,
encouraging and extending the floating. This continues until the trio crosses behind the
platform and settles beside the ramp with Lee now manipulating Shawn and Erin (Figs.
11 and 12).
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Fig 11. Erin blows on Lee and Shawn as they float, A Fierce Kind of Love (2016).
Photo by JJ Tiziou / jjtiziou.net

Fig. 12. Lee manipulates the
trio, A Fierce Kind of Love
(2016). Photo by JJ Tiziou /
jjtiziou.net.

The prompts used in the choreography for Erin’s solo re-emerge in the trio, but
more overtly, with the process of prompt/respond acted out in front of the audience. In
her approach to this section, Canuso said, “I really wanted to put groups together and just
have them share autonomy and agency and so I put Shawn, Erin, and Lee together in a
trio.” In rehearsal, this shared autonomy and agency manifested in the way the three
performers worked with and developed Canuso’s prompt-based method. As she recalled,
“they were alternating assignments and also leadership.”158 Choreographically, this
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alternating of assignments and leadership is the structure of the trio. Erin holds the
leadership role first then switches to Lee, and finally Shawn. Within that structure, the
transitions between each leader are not vocally or physically prompted. Rather, they
occur in the eventual fulfillment of the prompts given as the three performers move to
different areas of the stage space often through a circuitous pattern. Erin transitions to
Lee as the trio circles around the platform, and then Shawn takes on the leadership role as
he circles around Lee. As in Disabled Theater, the performers in AFKOL transform into
choreographers onstage. However, rather than working exclusively with their bodies in
relation to dance histories, Erin, Lee, and Shawn become choreographers for one another.
With Shawn as leader, the trio culminates in the middle of the ramp in silence. Shawn
manipulates Erin and Lee so that all three of them form a circle with arms linked,
foreheads touching and gazes down.
In a rehearsal before the premiere, director Bradley commented to the cast that
this trio section “is about creative power.”159 The choreographic labor involved in the trio
certainly suggests such an idea. It was not only composed out of collaboration between
the performers and Canuso, but was designed to reflect that process in performance. In
the context of the entire piece, the power that is shared in the trio is emblematic of
AFKOL’s overall structure and its long and winding creative process. The fact of the
piece’s allegorical composition actually lends itself to the idea of shared power. This is
not dissimilar to the burlesque ballets of the seventeenth century, in which compositional
control was so dispersed that often an official choreographer was never declared (Franko
1993, 94).160 From the amount of members that formed the creative team to the choice to
move in and out time through adjacent fragments, the cripped structure of AFKOL desires
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not only a way of presenting a performance about disability and history, but of stratifying
power in production, choreography, and then performance.
Non-Linearity, Allegory, and the Many
The sharing of power engendered by the choreographic structure of the piece
resembles Paolo Virno’s conception of the multitude. In the way that AFKOL points back
to the burlesque cultivation of choreography through its allegorical composition, Virno
asks for a return to the seventeenth century political sphere, but through a twenty-first
century lens. Virno writes in his 2004 text, “today we are perhaps living in a new
seventeenth century” (24). Citing philosopher Benedictus Spinoza’s concept of the
multitude as the “loser” to Hobbes’s articulation of power as sovereignty, Virno (2004)
suggests the twenty-first century, in its proliferation of performance-based labor within a
post-Fordist capitalist system, is recuperating this “loser” and rejecting traditional
understandings of sovereignty (21). Virno (2004) conceptualizes the multitude as a way
of exerting and constituting power that circulates amongst many individuated persons
instead of filtering towards a singular individual:
The people are the result of a centripetal movement from atomized individuals, to
the unity of the ‘body politic,’ to sovereignty. The extreme outcome of this
centripetal movement is the One. The multitude, on the other hand, is the outcome
of a centrifugal movement: from the One to the Many. (42)
Virno cultivates this idea through interpreting critical theorist Hannah Arendt’s concept
of political action. Arendt (1958) states action, “corresponds to the human condition of
plurality, to the fact that men, not Man, live on earth and inhabit the world” (7). For
Arendt, action is centered on the freedom “to take an initiative… to begin… to set
something in motion” (177) amongst other actors. Filtering from the One to the Many,
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Virno (2004) explains the multitude is similar to Arendt’s action, in that it “indicates a
plurality which persists as such in the public scene, in collective action” (21). This
plurality is key to the multitude and its recirculation of sovereignty. Unlike the prevailing
embodiments of sovereignty based on the swift sovereign decision, the multitude is “not
about decision-making; rather it has to do with defending plural experiences” (Virno
2004, 43). This lack of decision “does not clash with the one: rather it redefines it” (25).
Aesthetically, the multitude in its seventeenth and twenty-first century iterations exacts
power in a performative dimension different from the swift sovereign decision. Such a
manipulation of the force of power is visually and kinesthetically embodied in AFKOL.
The move from a centripetal to a centrifugal assemblage of power, a redefinition
of the one, is realized kinesthetically, visually, and affectively in AFKOL. The piece’s
allegorical composition situates the solo and trio as informal bookends. For example, Erin
emerges as a focal point when she dances, performing her autonomy through gestural
movements of release and suspension, taking up time within the larger space of the piece
to enjoy a solo. The image of her arched back Titanic moment returns when she ascends
the platform at the beginning of the trio, recalling that power to exercise and then share it
with Shawn and Lee. Fittingly, between the solo and the trio the cast takes the audience
back to Dybwad’s convention speech in 1968. His words move the section further back in
time to 1930s Europe by referencing the extermination of the disabled body under Nazi
fascism. Ultimately, he urges the others onstage to collectively take disability ‘to the
courts’ in the context of 1968, as well as in the contemporary moment within which the
performers live. The placement of the sections engenders a conceptual structure that
privileges the choreographic and in its allegorical composition asks the audience to
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decipher the images presented by the bodies onstage. This deciphering takes time from
the audience who must cognitively apprehend and organize the choreographic patterns,
acquiring meaning and understanding. In watching the performance, disablement, as a
choreographic concept that engenders a slower temporality, a critical engagement with
history, the work of collaboration, and the performative labor of allegory becomes its
most clear. In moving through an analysis of AFKOL and locating the political potential
of the multitude in a contemporary performative context, choreographic disablement
comes to stand as the work’s organizing structure.

Fig. 13. Lee Etzold, Nichole Canuso, Shawn Aleong, and Erin McNulty in rehearsal.
2014. Photo by JJ Tiziou / jjtiziou.net.

For members of the cast and creative team, AFKOL, as Holum stated in our
conversation, was an invention. It created the opportunity to have a paying job, organized
a new diverse group of artists, and ultimately invented an approach to sharing a history of
disability in performance. In this invention, crip time, crip labor, and the entwined
histories of disability and Western dance coalesced for disablement to be fully realized in
twenty first century choreography and performance. In my conversations with those
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involved, there was a deep consensus that the piece was transformative, bringing different
people together to foster a performance space rooted in equity and equality. Yet, no
comment struck me more than Erin’s response when asked if she liked the piece: ‘Yes,
we worked hard enough’. For Erin, her work and the work of those involved in AFKOL,
the labor evident in choreography and performance, was enough.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION: CHOREOGRAPHIC DISABLEMENT

What is the future of choreographic disablement? I titled this dissertation
Choreographies of Disablement rather than ‘choreographic disablement’ for two reasons.
First, to emphasize the variety of works incorporated for analysis. Second, to position
choreographic disablement as still in process, its future influx and undetermined in a
cripped sense. By desiring and asking after the future of disablement, I figuratively flip
through the pages of this dissertation and return to the Introduction, Jay Dolmage’s
(2014) explanation of the rhetorical relationship between disability and the future.
“Disability is seen as the very absence of futurity, or as the very least desirable future…”
(133). To conclude, I consider not only what choreographic disablement came to be in the
body of this dissertation, but more importantly, what it desires for the future of dance
studies and the intervening discipline of disability studies, as well as the broader
humanities.
In the preceding chapters I worked from the choreographies of the seventeenth
century burlesque, choreographers Raimund Hoghe, Jérôme Bel and the members of
Theater Hora, as well as the collaborative process of A Fierce Kind of Love led by
choreographer Nichole Canuso. Although the choreographies assessed spanned different
countries and centuries, they offered ways of coming to disablement in performance and
scholarship that encouraged the development and practice of terminology generated by
choreography. In my analysis, I argued for the establishment of disablement as a site of
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choreographic thinking, a way of organizing movement that is then cognitively organized
by the audience. Each work contributed an element to the working definition of
disablement, or more specifically choreographic disablement – what disablement can be
and how it operates in choreography.
What emerged as the major characteristics of disablement were a slower
temporality, a critical engagement with history, the work of collaboration, and the
performative labor of allegory. Functionally, choreographic disablement makes visible
the historical entanglement of dance and disability, uses that history to interrogate the
political stakes of sovereignty, and in turn promotes the agency of crip labor in
contemporary dance. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, choreographic disablement can be
and in fact was laid bare for me to witness in the creation and performance of A Fierce
Kind of Love. But, what can the work of this dissertation do after the final page is
written? The ideas extracted from the seventeenth century burlesque, Sacre, and Disabled
Theater, and made manifest in A Fierce Kind of Love can be manipulated, or cripped, in
future scholarship.
To me, the most important claim made by this dissertation and the concept of
choreographic disablement is the value of interdisciplinary research. I came to
choreographic disablement by crafting a methodology that put scholarship from dance
studies in conversation with disability studies. This method destabilized the ‘and’
between ‘dance and disability’ and made salient the significance of disability in each of
the choreographic sites analyzed. The burlesque ballets provided a way to question the
importance of sovereignty and power in the historical entanglement of dance and
disability, encouraging an approach to choreography informed in the allegorical. In its
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composition, the burlesque operated as an example of choreography that privileges a
slower temporality, the glimpse of a contemporary cripped modality uncovered in the
past. Hoghe’s Sacre – The Rite of Spring (2004) built upon the efficacy of a slower
temporality by critically engaging with historical paradigms of Western dance, most
notably Nijinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps (1913). Hoghe used the canonical relevance of
Le Sacre to gesture towards and then recompose the work’s infamous narrative of
sacrifice, manipulating expectations associated with Western dance history and the power
of the sovereign body. Acting as the fulcrum on which this dissertation rests, Sacre
provided the tools to examine how choreographic disablement could account for the
history of sovereignty and its oppression of the disabled body. This examination
ultimately initiated a gesture to forms of labor, historically associated with disability and
choreography, that were referenced and further manipulated by Bel and the performers of
Theater Hora in Disabled Theater.
The interdisciplinarity displayed in my approach to the material and development
of choreographic disablement can in turn offer new insight back to dance studies
scholarship. A major theme amongst the choreographies assessed was the interaction with
dance history on three different levels. The first was the historical importance of
sovereignty and disability in the canon of Western dance. The second was the more overt
connections in the choreographies made to dance’s historical past, such as Hoghe’s
references to Nijinsky and Pina Bausch, and Bel’s invocation of postmodern minimalist
aesthetics. The third was the deliberate interplay between a dancing past and the
contemporary, made manifest in all three contemporary sites of analysis: Hoghe’s rearticulation of the sacrifice in Sacre; Julia Häusserman’s interplay with Michael Jackson
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in Disabled Theater; and the structural discoveries made in the creation of A Fierce Kind
of Love that pointed back to the use of allegory in the seventeenth century burlesque
choreographies.
It is not just the fact of history in the sites examined, but the interaction with
history through choreography that is generative of further inquiry. Thus, the tenets of
choreographic disablement have the potential to intervene in the practice and theorization
of what has come to be called reenactment in contemporary dance scholarship. The
current investment in reenactment was spearheaded by Mark Franko’s (1989) work on
the repeatability and re-emergence of seventeenth century choreographic approaches in
the twentieth century, in which he introduced the concept of reinvention. Rather than
attempting to reconstruct verbatim a past work, Franko argues reinvention performs “a
move toward the creation of choreography that actively rethinks historical sources” (60).
In the years since, Franko’s concept of reinvention has developed into reenactment, a
robust area of inquiry that considers the role and function of history in dancing and
choreography (see 2017a). Andre Lepecki (2010) has worked from this discourse to
argue for “dance as a dynamic, transhistorical, and intersubjective system… as that which
also, always, comes back around” (39). “In re-enacting,” he states, “we turn back, and in
this return we find in past dances a will to keep moving” (46). In a sense, the act of
choreographing and dancing is always engaging with and rearticulating history.
What choreographic disablement offers to this conversation is the issue of
temporality. As demonstrated in the analysis of Sacre, Disabled Theater, and A Fierce
Kind of Love, the choreographic qualities of crip time and cripping perform a historical
maneuver similar to reenactment. Yet, in that maneuver those works also interrogate the
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assumption that time is heteronormative and able-bodied. If choreographic disablement
can intervene in the discourse of reenactment, then the act of choreographing itself can be
apprehended as a challenge to socio-political standards of heteronormative, ableist
temporality. With the The Handbook of Dance and Reenactment forthcoming in late
2017, the subject of reenactment will only stand to expand within dance scholarship.
Choreographic disablement, particularly its use of crip time and a slower temporality, can
provide further commentary that ignites new conversations across the field of dance
studies.
However, the contributions choreographic disablement can make to dance
scholarship mean little if higher education dance departments, particularly at the
undergraduate level, do not embrace disability. If the technical capacity for classical
ballet remains the standard from which students are admitted into dance programs, then
the significance of disability to that Western dance paradigm warrants, at the very least,
curricular consideration. Expanding the demographic of dance majors by admitting
students on the continuum of disability – whether physical, intellectual, or both, like my
brother Anthonie – can facilitate new approaches to dance and promote accessibility on
higher education campuses. It is my hope that with choreographic disablement the
professional practice of choreography emerges more fully as a concentration in dance
departments, as well as a form of knowledge from which students of all majors can
benefit.
****
In 2001, after a request from the country of Mexico, the United Nations (UN)
General Assembly convened an Ad-Hoc Committee to formally “consider proposals for a
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comprehensive and integral convention on the rights and dignity of persons with
disabilities” (Vaughn 2008, n.p.). Comprised of members from non-government
organizations (NGOs), disabled person organizations (DPOs), scholars from various
fields of academia, other UN agencies, and human rights institutions, this committee
assembled for two separate sessions in 2002 to discuss what a treaty on disability could
and should look like. A major component of this committee was the importance placed
on having the voices of persons with disabilities as the convention’s foundation (Melish
2007). The committee began drafting a treaty in 2004 and then sent a finalized document
with an optional protocol to the UN General Assembly for formal adoption on December
13, 2006 (Melish 2007; Bickenbach 2012).
This document became the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD). It is not so much a policy, but more accurately an advisory treaty that seeks to
install positive, rather than anti-discrimination rights, such as those set in place by the
landmark piece of U.S. legislation, the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
(Melish 2007).161 Unlike the ADA, the CRPD does not define disability.162 Rather, as
stated in the Preamble, it leaves the term purposefully unstable as an “evolving concept”
that warrants the action of human rights and not separate disability rights.163 On March
30, 2007, the CRPD was opened for signature/ratification at UN Headquarters in New
York, NY (Melish 2007).164 President Barack Obama signed the treaty in 2009 and sent
the document out to government departments for two years of comments and revision
(Bickenbach 2012; Harkin 2012). On May 17, 2012 Obama released an extensive
document to the Senate and Congress formally consenting to ratification of the
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convention, with advice on its implementation through an analysis of the treaty in relation
to current US law and policy (Obama 2012).
As of 2016, over 160 nations have ratified the treaty, making it legally binding;
the US Senate has not been able to bring the CRPD to the floor for a vote (UN Enable,
“Convention”). It remains unratified in the US to this day thanks in part to a robust
campaign created by American conservatives under the name “Patriot Voices” that has
kept the treaty in senate floor limbo for years. A leader of this campaign, former US
Senator and perennial Republican presidential candidate Rick Santorum argued against
ratification by claiming the treaty is an unlawful “threat to US sovereignty” (Santorum
2014). In press conferences staged in 2012 and 2014 Santorum even brought his disabled
daughter onstage to warn against the threat an international policy on disability, one
which took years to be organized by the UN, would have to US notions of absolute
sovereignty. What this threat entails goes without rigorous explanation by those involved
in the “Patriot Voices” campaign, and since the change in administration in 2016,
ratifying the CRPD has not been a Senate priority.
However, the lasting implication of Santorum’s statement, that a global
acknowledgement of disability rights threatens sovereignty, cannot be ignored. In a sense,
I agree with Santorum. Why? Because, choreographic disablement does constitute a
generative threat to sovereignty, one that reveals the absolute sovereign to be fictive,
rushed, and temporally without time for thoughtful reflection. Currently, with closures of
national boundaries and the move to revoke forms of citizenship, there is an ongoing reassertion of sovereignty at the levels of territory, identity, and even movement. As the
international political climate becomes increasingly divisive, with the accusation of
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fascism thrown around far too often for anyone’s comfort, the imperative to consider and
practice choreographic disablement becomes even stronger. The time for a slower
temporality has indeed reached crisis proportions.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1

This is a statistic based on data from 2015. It comes from 2016 Disability Statistic
Annual Report, produced by the University of New Hampshire.
2

This explanation is used in much of Candoco’s promotional materials, including the
company’s website, www.candoco.co.uk
3

The company’s media kit states “the company that paved the way for… the form
physically integrated dance” (AXIS Dance Company).
4

Oxford Learner’s Dictionary, “disablement.”

5

In disability studies, dance studies, and in professional companies nondisabled/disabled
is used to delineate between ability and disability. The former pairing is more acceptable
than able/disable, but for the purposes of this excavation I employ able/disable as the
paired terms from which much of the tension in the literature surveyed emerges. Though
I acknowledge nondisabled/disabled is used in a similar, albeit more acceptable and less
offensive manner.
6

Ableism, too, is understood through an opposing duality. “Key to a system of ableism
are two elements: the concept of the normative (and the normal individual); and the
enforcement of a divide between a ‘perfected’ or developed humanity and the aberrant,
unthinkable, underdeveloped, and therefore not really human” (Campbell 2015, 14).
7

For more on this, see: Garland-Thomson (1997), Chemers (2008).

8

I acknowledge that in the passage quoted above Garland-Thomson also makes a
reference to the grotesque allowing disability to be discussed aesthetically rather than
politically (1997, 112). Such a division between politics and aesthetics is arguable, as
Mark Franko (1995) has demonstrated. The collision between art and politics is a tenet
my dissertation holds dearly as I am choosing to investigate contemporary sites in which
performers with disabilities are employed as professional artists in relation to histories of
Western forms of political power. I choose to focus on Garland-Thomson’s discussion of
aesthetics and the grotesque as a way to introduce and contextualize the dialectical
structure of the classical and the grotesque in disability studies and dance and
performance studies literature. In light of the work done on art and politics, I operate
under the conceit that all aesthetic works exist within a political framework.
9

This definition of carnival comes from Kuppers (2003, 44). Albright (1997) also utilizes
Bakhtin and carnival, specifically pages 62-64.
10

Description of the pas de deux and biographical information on Verdi-Fletcher is
provided by Albright (1997, 68-71).
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11

I am referring back to the definition provided by Adams et al (2015), quoted and
discussed in an earlier section on the terms of disability. See pages 7-9.
12

The concept of “kinesthetic empathy” has been considered heavily within the field of
dance studies. For more on kinesthetic empathy and the practices of affective exchange in
dance performance, see: Ehrenberg and Wood (2011), Federman (2011), Reynolds and
Reason (2012), Brandstetter et. al (2013), Olsen (2017).
13

This movement seeks to abandon thinking of autism as a deficit that affects a certain
group of people and towards a perspective that “describes the neurology and personhood
of autistic people through the lens of human diversity… influenced by societal diversity
in ethnicity, religion, gender, nationality, handedness, and sexual orientation” (see
Robertson 2010, 2).
14

In the video Baggs is seen creating a buzzing, hum-like soundscape that resonates
throughout her body as she runs her palm across a keyboard, drags her fingertips across a
grooved chair, waves a piece of paper in the wind, and sniffs the pages of a book. For
more context see [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnylM1hI2jc]
15

Interview procedure and questions can be found in APPENDIX A.

16

The notes from these observations can be found in APPENDIX C.

17

This conceit of ‘the idiot’ being slow and thus in potential reproduction slowing down
the progress of the race is depicted and questioned in Conrad’s The Secret Agent (1907).
Valente argues the character Stevie, an “idiot/degenerate” for whom “mental processes”
were supposed to take longer in a nugatory sense, actually reaches and then voices the
novel’s “crowning ethico-political epiphany” about labor and capital as “a structural
social ill” that makes a “bad world for poor people” (2013, 393). A thought process
prolonged by “a stutter and a stammer” allows for “a sound moral” insight (Valente 2913,
393). “Stevie’s differences,” Valente posits, “count not as pathic aberrations… but as
variations… or alternatives” (295).
NOTES FOR CHAPTER 2
18

The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) is a human rights
treaty initiated and crafted by the United Nations. It entered into force on May 3, 2008
(Booth Glen 2015, 1). As of 2016, over 160 nations have ratified the treaty (UN Enable,
“Convention”). The United States of America signed the convention, but attempts to
ratify in the Senate have failed. Despite large bipartisan support, a robust campaign by
select American conservatives continues to not only block ratification, but also create
complex perceptions of disability rights and universal rights nationwide. This campaign
argues ratification is unlawful because the treaty is a threat to US sovereignty. In
addition, they suggest the CRPD is unnecessary because of the Americans with
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Disabilities Act (1990) and the amendments made to that policy in 2008 (Santorum
2014).
19

The literature on dance and politics is vast and unable to fit in a simple footnote. In the
words of my advisor, Mark Franko, there is no dance that is apolitical. However, for brief
context on some of the available literature explicitly engaging in ‘dance and politics’ see:
Franko (1995; 2002), Graff (1997), Martin (1998), Kolb (2011), Hölscher and Siegmund
(2013), Kowal et al. (2017).
20

In Lineages of the Absolutist State. New York: Verso Books, Perry Anderson (2013)
argues absolutism in the seventeenth century is “the first international state system” (11).
21

I acknowledge that I am leaving out the oft-considered partner to time: space. This is
intentional, as I hope to show how time, and perceptions of time in choreography,
became paramount in the choreographies assessed in this chapter and the remaining
chapters of the dissertation.
22

Sovereignty, as my research into this area unearthed, is consistently articulated in
reference to Hobbes’s idea of the body politic as the one. The thinkers who work through
his idea include Schmitt (1922), Bataille (1949/1991; 1949/1993), Derrida (1992); and
Agamben (1998; 2005).
23

Kantorowicz is working from an edition published in 1816. See Kantorowicz 1957, 7.

24

In Plowden’s translated text, Body natural and Body politic are capitalized. However,
in Kantorowicz (1957), references to the two bodies are made in lower case. To make
references to the Body politic and Body natural more obvious, as key terms, I also use
upper case throughout the chapter, unless directly quoting Kantorowicz.
25

See Elshtain (2008, 31-37).

26

See Benjamin (1921), Derrida (1992), Agamben (1998, 2005).

27

The most recent example of a state of exception is the Patriot Act in the United States
of America following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. For more on the exception
throughout history, see: Agamben (2005).
28

See Bodin in Grim (2015, 20).

29

I am summarizing Schmitt’s discussion of Bodin in Political Theology (1922, 8-10).

30

Both Elshtain (2008, 32) and Agamben (1998,12) comment on this fact of Schmitt’s
political participation in the 1920s and 1930s.
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31

1922 is a significant year in relation to political shifts in art and culture, as well as the
rise of fascism in Italy. For more on the importance of 1922, see 1922. Literature,
culture, politics, edited by Jean-Michel Rabaté (2015).
32

The historical ramifications of the revolutions in France and the USA differ in ways
that the boundaries of this dissertation in the field of dance studies cannot fully stretch.
However, they set a global precedent for the establishment of republics and liberal
democracies that abolished yet in many ways absorbed and redistributed the principles of
the absolutist sovereign. It is also incredibly important to note that rights of “man” were
often crafted at the expense of women, and only in the favor of white men.
33

Noverre famously published his Letters on Dancing in Ballets in 1760, a text
considered to be generative of the ballet d’action aesthetics and principles. Guest (1996)
uses the parameters of 1770-1793; while Thurner (2012) is more vague, leaning on ‘the
eighteenth century’ as the timeframe.
34

Campbell and Sitze (2013) state Foucault positions the end of sovereignty as “the
period immediately preceding the French Revolution” (8).
35

In Foucault (1978) the term is written with a hyphen. However, in the majority of
contemporary texts on biopolitics, including several that inform this area, no hyphen is
used. Thus, unless quoting a specific author, I write the term without a hyphen.
36

“Foucault will place a caesura at the moment of life’s greatest interference with
history, distinguishing a period prior to their encounter that in his essay [Right of Death
and Power over Life”] he will call ‘sovereignty’. Before death’s respite, Western man,
when not dead, was according to Foucault, less alive than he later became” (Campbell
and Sitze 2013, 9).
37

This rendering of the abject is evidenced in Agamben and Kantorowicz. It is also made
clear through the work of Julia Kristeva (1982). She works from a Lacanian perspective
and situates the abject as the “me that is not me.”
38

The exact number is not known. Khazan (2014) cites 300,000.

39

In 1933 the “Law for the Prevention of Progeny with Hereditary Diseases” was passed
in Germany, leading to the sterilization of disabled populations.
40

A Fierce Kind of Love (2016) references this historical moment through a spoken line
in the piece that states: “Some of the first 200,000 people killed by the Nazis were the
intellectually and physically disabled.”
41

Sterilization, though no longer a forced law, remains an issue with in the disability
community. See Volokh (2014).
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42

Benjamin’s The Origin of German Tragic Drama was first published in German in
1928. The first English translation was published in 1977.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER 3
43

This is one of the first things written in the ‘English’ section of Hoghe’s personal and
professional website. http://www.raimundhoghe.com/english.php
44

For more on this early history of Hoghe see Connolly (2013, 21).

45

For his writings on Bausch, see Hoghe (1981; 1987; 2013)

46

Bausch choreographed over 40 works for Tanztheater Wuppertal between 1973 and
2009. She choreographed and performed in Fritz (1973) and Café Müller (1978). In a
conversation with Hoghe (2013, 72), Bausch attributes her lack of stage time to having so
many company members who wanted to dance, similarly trained in ballet and American
and German modern dance techniques. On Bausch’s training and the training of those in
her company, Susan Manning (2013) notes how Bausch’s choreographies, within the
framework of tanztheater in Germany, often eschew the classicism of ballet technique,
yet employ ballet-trained dancers from the state ballet institutions.
47

Café Müller premiered in 1978 at Opera House Wuppertal in Germany. Bausch
choreographed and performed in the piece.
48

See: Johnson (2005); Siegmund (2006); Midgelow (2007); Connolly (2008, 2013);
Hoghe and Marranca (2010); Kuppers (2015);
49

Hoghe references this quote by Pasolini in the lecture performance, as well as in
numerous places on his website. It is also serves as the title of a book about his work. He
attributes it to Pasolini, but does not give the full reference. The quote comes from a
poem written by Pasolini in 1966 titled Poeta delle Ceneri, or “Poet of Ashes” in the
English translation. It was first published in 1980, after Pasolini’s death in 1975. For
more on Pasolini and this poem see: Ryynanen, Max. 2015. “Throwing the Body into the
Fight: The Body as an Instrument in Political Art.” The Journal of Somaesthetics. 1.1:
108-121.
50

See: Connolly, Mary Kate. 2013. Throwing the Body into the Fight: A Portrait of
Raimund Hoghe. Chicago: Intellect Publishers.
51

The ballet was first choreographed in 1877 by Julius Reisnger for the Bolshoi Ballet in
Moscow. However, that production was considered a failure, and the piece was revived to
the same score with new choreography.
52

The dancers in Hoghe’s repertoire change from piece to piece, depending on concept.
Dancers that have performed in his works include: Japanese dance artist Takashi Ueno;
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French contemporary dancer Emmanuel Eggermont; amateur athlete Lorenzo De
Brabandere; and former soloist with Maurice Bejart’s ballet company Ornella Balestra.
53

References to Hoghe’s Sacre – The Rite of Spring from this point forward will be made
with the abbreviation Sacre. To refer to the score and the original 1913 production, I use
the abbreviation Le Sacre.
54

Le Sacre du Printemps, or The Rite of Spring has seen many returns since the 1913
premiere, with choreographers using the score and interpreting the legacy of Nijinsky in
over 200 productions around the globe. For more on the continued use of Le Sacre in
dance history see, Jordan (2007) and the accompanying database for these productions,
http://urweb.roehampton.ac.uk/stravinsky/.
55

I was not in attendance at the live performance of this work in 2004. I perform my
analysis from a video recording of the piece in performance. The recording was provided
by Raimund Hoghe.
56

“[Nijinsky’s] own choreography contributed towards the development of modernism
and neo-classicism in ballet” (Burt 2007, 59). In addition, most notably through the
longevity of Stravinsky’s career, Le Sacre embodies much of the return to nature, or
‘primitivism’ associated with themes of modernism in the West. The issue of primitivism
is hugely important to revisionist histories of dance, though, unfortunately not tackled in
Hoghe’s work and thus not a primary component of this chapter. For more context from
dance studies proper, see: Kraut, Anthea. 2008. Choreographing the Folk. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press. From outside the field of dance studies, see: Fabian,
Johannes. 1983. Time and the Other. New York: Columbia University Press.
57

For context and a brief bibliography on Nijinsky within dance scholarship, see:
Garafola (1989); Kopelson (1998); Acocella (1999); Otswald (2000); Jarvinen (2014).
58

This period of dance history has been the subject of many texts. For more context see,
Berg (1988); Garafola (1989); Acocella (1999); Kopelson (1997) to name only a few.
59

Jarvinen (2014, especially 121-125) details how Nijinsky’s body was admired and
objectified by audiences. Burt (2007, 68-84)) discusses how Nijinsky danced in Fokine’s
choreographies.
60

For more on Nijinsky’s legacy in relation to queerness and gender fluidity, see: Burt
(2007); Jarvinen (2014); Kopelson (1997)
61

These events are documented and discussed in the following texts: Acocella (1999);
Garafola (1989); Jarvinen (2014).
62

In the Introduction to the English translation of Nijinsky’s diary, Acocella (1999) states
all evidence points to a diagnosis of schizophrenia.
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63

For more on the archival material from 1913, see Jarvinen (2013). In addition, the
differences between the choreography of Fokine and Nijinsky have been noted
throughout dance history. Ramsay Burt (2007) discusses how notable dance critic
Jacques Riviére wrote a review of Le Sacre in 1913 that made the comparison. Citing
Riviére, Burt writes:
Jacques Riviére also saw the general move towards modernism in dance as a
reaction against the nineteenth century, characterizes by the artificiality of
Debussy. He detected in Fokine’s work ‘a certain artfulness, a certain vacillation,
some sort of inner vagueness’, and felt that the innovation of Nijinsky’s
choreography for Sacre lay ‘in doing away with dynamic artificiality, in the return
to the body, in the effort to adhere more closely to its natural, movements, in
lending an ear only to its most immediate, most radical, most etymological
expressions’. (73)
64

Millicent Hodson (1996, vii) documents how Nijinsky told a reporter from The London
Daily Mail on July 12, 1913, “I am accused of a crime against grace.”
65

Jarvinen (2013, 71-2) argues the description “grace” was cultivated by audience
expectations in 1913.
66

The ‘still-act’ is a concept Lepecki borrows from anthropologist Nadia Seremetakis,
which means to “describe moments when a subject interrupts historical flow and
practices historical interrogation… it requires a performance of suspension, a corporeally
based interruption of modes of imposing flow. The still acts because it interrogates
economies of time…” (2006, 15).
67

I am referring here to the title of Lepecki’s book, Exhausting Dance: Performance and
the politics of movement (2006).
68

Stravinsky refers to the date in the recording. In describing the 1913 premier, he says,
“52 years ago”.
69

Fantasia is an animated film that combines fantastical animation with classical
Western music. The scene in which the score of Le Sacre du Printemps is used depicts
the story of evolution from the “Big Bang” to the extinction of various classes of
dinosaurs. The pairing of scene and score is a choice that warrants its own chapter in
another dissertation. As of this writing, little work has been done on this topic.
70

There is an entire database dedicated to recording versions of Le Sacre du Printemps
across the globe, called Stravinsky: The Global Dancer. For the database, see:
http://urweb.roehampton.ac.uk/stravinsky/index.asp
71

I am using the English Translations of these titles to provide more context for the
reader. In the dance texts that exist on Le Sacre within the dance canon, the English
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translations are used. I have taken this translation from Jordan (2007) because she
accumulates and updates various sources, most notably Hodson’s 1987 text about the
reconstruction, which translates the French, Adoration, to Kiss in English and not
Adoration. Like many longstanding translations, different interpretations abound.
72

For more on these rehearsal materials see Hodson (1996) and Jordan (2007).

73

There are many others, including Bejart (1959), Macmillan (1962), and Graham
(1984).
74

I am referring here to some supposed aims of modernism, such as interest in notions of
primitivism, paganism, and an uncultivated environment.
75

Jordan (2007) acknowledges this reference, stating the most obvious citation of past Le
Sacres is Bausch, “which is suggested by the red paper (as opposed to cloth) introduced
for the Sacrificial Dance” (493).
76

See Hoghe (1986; 2016). Other works on Bausch include: Fernandes (2001); Servos
(2008); Climenhaga (2009); Larlham (2010).
77

The work was performed at the Brooklyn Academy of Music as recently as September
2017.
78

See Fernandes (2001); Jordan (2007); Jays (2008); Larlham (2010); Garafola (2014).

79

The dancer that performed the solo in the 1975 premiere was Marlis Alt. In the
Tanztheater Wuppertal archive, her performance exists as the “correct version” from
which future dancers are coached (see Jordan 2007, 468).
80

“Bausch’s process was to note the score subtitles, to come to rehearsal having worked
out all the movement on her own body and to listen to numerous orchestral recordings”
(Jordan 2007, 451). Jordan cites this from an interview she conducted with dancers
Barbara Hampel and Ed Kortlandt.
81

This program note is reproduced in its entirety in Jordan (2007, 448).

82

Adorno’s stance of popular music is an important point of reference in contemporary
scholarship. His argument enables scholars of popular culture, such as Dodds (2011), to
advocate for the value of studying rather than dismissing the ‘popular’ as objects of
culture and cultural production that can function to further critique capitalism.
Additionally, Adorno and Horkheimer’s dismissal of jazz has become a crucial element
of African American studies and performance studies. For more on this see: Moten
(2003).
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83

Hoghe in an email to Burt, quoted in Burt (2009, 456). Hoghe provided the same quote
to French newspaper Le Monde (in Jordan 2007, 494).
84

Biles (2011) summarizes Bataille thusly: “This is to say that in being destroyed, what
has been made servile, an instrument or tool within the realm of utility and reason, is
rendered useless” (132).
85

This is also discussed in Chapters 1 and 2.

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 4
86

There were seven total performances of Disabled Theater at New York Live Arts,
located 219 West 19th St. New York, NY, from November 12-17, 2013. The
performances were co-presented by New York Live Arts and Performa 13, a biennial
consortium that presents visual art performance, founded by RoseLee Goldberg in 2004.
87

The descriptions of Theater Hora, the performers, and the long term project are found
on the company’s website, which is offered in two languages, English and SwissGerman. <http://www.hora.ch/2013/index.php?s=2&l1=1>
Information about the company was also in the programs that accompanied the
performance: Carla Peterson, Artistic Director NY Live Arts. “Biographies: Theater
Hora,” New York Live Arts, 13-17 November 2013, 17.
88

In his twenty-plus year career as a choreographer Bel has been awarded a Bessie, a
New York-based award for dance and choreography, and the Princess Margriet Award
for cultural diversity from the European Cultural Foundation. His work has been featured
at the Paris Opera, the Tate Modern in London, and the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, and his repertory continues to tour throughout North America, Europe, and Asia.
89

This is just one, rather reductive way of describing Jérôme Bel (1995). As this chapter
is not about that particular piece, I do not dwell on the theoretical significance of the
choreography, primarily because such scholarship has already been produced. For a more
detailed explanation of the work and its theoretical implications, see Lepecki (2006, 4564).
90

Burt (2017) describes the interest in critical theory and philosophy as Bel’s “artistic
genesis” (12).
91

For a sample of scholarship in which Bel and his choreography serve as the subject and
site of analysis, see: Burt (2009; 2017); Foster (2011a); Hardt (2011); Lepecki (2006).
92

I place /disabled/ between // throughout this chapter to contemplate the significance of
the term historically, as well as how it develops throughout my analysis of the piece,
Disabled Theater.
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93

For more on the definition of the conceptual and its historical connections, see Lepecki
2006, 135. Dance scholar Anna Pakes has only just recently initiated a discussion on
what ‘the conceptual’ as a term actually is in contemporary dance in a lecture given at
Temple University in 2015.
94

As Xavier Le Roy has expressed in relation to the term, “I don’t know of one
choreographer who works in dance without a concept” (in Lepecki 2006, 135).
95

The influence of Rainer and the affiliated collective, Judson Dance Theater, is felt
throughout the field of dance. I focus here on one aspect of this history in reference to Bel
and Disabled Theater. For more on Rainer, see: Banes (1987; 1993), Burt (2006, 2009a),
Catterson (2009), Giersdorf (2009), Rainer (2009), Wood (2007).
96

For more on the Knust Quartet, see Launay (2012)

97

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. 10th ed. Springfield, MA: Merriam Webster,
1998
98

Ableism, too, is understood through an opposing duality. “Key to a system of ableism
are two elements: the concept of the normative (and the normal individual); and the
enforcement of a divide between a ‘perfected’ or developed humanity and the aberrant,
unthinkable, underdeveloped, and therefore not really human” (Campbell 2015, 14).
99

“The trace is not only the disappearance of origin,… it means that the origin did not
even disappear, that it was never constituted except reciprocally by a non-origin, the
trace, which thus becomes the origin of the origin,” (Derrida in Spivak 1976, xviii).
100

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. 10th ed. Springfield, MA: Merriam
Webster, 1998.
101

Jérôme Bel discussed this topic in the Stay Late Discussion at New York Live Arts
after the 8pm performance of Disabled Theater on November 16, 2013.
102

In addition, it was not until the mid-twentieth century that the majority of /disabled/
children were given access to a formal education. Also, the practice of eugenics was
widely accepted in the US and Europe until the mid-twentieth century, in which countless
disabled individuals were sterilized or euthanized (see Bickenbach 2012; Lyon 2011,
Valente 2013). This was discussed in the context of the Holocaust in Chapters 1 and 2.
103

For Noland’s original source see: Butler (1990, 140).

104

Noland is discussing and quoting from Derrida. For original quote see: Derrida (1976,
141).
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105

The bibliography for the subject of choreography is exhaustive. From Foster (1986) to
the very recent Giersdorf and Morris (2016) the subject of choreography as labor is a key
tenet of the field.
106

The essay to which I am referring is “A Quasi Survey of some ‘Minimalist’
Tendencies in the Quantitatively Minimal Dance Activity Midst the Plethora, or and
Analysis of Trio A.” It was originally published in 1966. The version I reference in the
chapter and in the Bibliography was published as part of a larger anthology in 1983.
107

Fried’s essay, “Art and Objecthood” was original published in ArtForum in 1967. The
essay was re-published as part of a collection of Fried’s works in 1998.
108

Banes’s text was originally published in 1983. It was reprinted in 1993 and that is the
version currently in print.
109

For more on Lepecki’s discussion of Bel see, Lepecki (2006), as well as the concept of
a “slower ontology” discussed and considered in Chapter 3.
110

In more recent versions of Disabled Theater, these personalities change with a
changing cast. As it continues to tour internationally, members of the cast have left
Theater Hora for other pursuits and new performers have joined the company to round
out the cast, crafting a different overall performance, revealing people separate from
performances in 2012 and 2013. This information about the changing cast is from an
email exchange with Fiona Schmid on April 6, 2016. Schmid is the Assistant Production
Manager for Theater Hora.
111

Jérôme Bel, Damian Bright, Gianni Blumer, Lorraine Meier, “Nov. 16 Stay Late
Discussion: Theater, Discomfort and the Making of Disabled Theater.” New York Live
Arts. New York, NY. 16 November 2013.
112

For the video, see: “Michael Jackson – They Don’t Care About US – Live Munich
1997.” <http://youtube/_QqCu0ktlhM>
113

The history of dance reconstruction to current processes of reenactment has been well
documented and explored in the following texts: Franko (1989; 2017a), Hardt (2011),
Lepecki (2010), Martin (2011).
114

The history and theoretical underpinnings of crip are laid out over the course of
Chapters 1-3.
115

Information about the individuals in the video is gleaned from repeated interaction
with Interact Theater’s official website: https://interactcenter.org. As all attempts to
contact Interact have been met with no response, I utilize the information made public by
the company via the Internet.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 5
116

Erin McNulty, in discussion with the author, June 22, 2016.

117

Commissioned by Temple’s IOD, AFKOL was funded primarily from two Pew Center
for the Arts & Heritage Grants, a gift from the William Penn Foundation, and one private
donation. Lisa Sonneborn is a documentarian and the Director of Media, Arts and Culture
at the Institute on Disabilities, Temple University. A Fierce Kind of Love marked her first
time as a producer of live performance. Prior to her work on this piece, she produced film
documentaries that centered on individual experiences of disability, specifically in
relation to the criminal justice system. All information about Sonneborn and the funding
structure for AFKOL came from my interview with Lisa Sonneborn, June 22, 2016.
118

AFKOL ran for two weeks from April 7-17, 2016. I saw the piece performed live three
times during that period.
119

Suli Holum, in discussion with the author, June 13, 2016.

120

By multi-modal, I mean that the show quite literally utilized many modes of
performance, as the creative team was comprised of artists from various performance
mediums.
121

All information about Visionary Voices, unless otherwise noted, comes from my
interview with Lisa Sonneborn, June 22, 2016.
122

For more on this project and its objectives, see:
http://disabilities.temple.edu/voices/interviews.asp
123

Lisa Sonneborn, in discussion with the author June 22, 2016

124

Sonneborn, 2016.

125

Sonneborn, 2016.

126

Sonneborn, 2016.

127

Holum, 2016.

128

In our conversation on June 22, 2016, Sonneborn discussed one draft was focused on
mothers and referenced the themes that are still used to organize the oral history project,
Visionary Voices.
129

David Bradley, in discussion with the author, August 30, 2016

130

Bradley, 2016.
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131

From speaking with Sonneborn, it was unclear if having a cast composed entirely of
performers who identified as disabled was ever considered in the production process.
132

Erin McNulty discusses this in our Interview, see McNulty, 2016.

133

For more of the press materials that surrounded AFKOL, see: Lynn (2016), Melamed
(2016), and Polaneczky (2016).
134

For more on AXIS and the company’s use of terminology, see:
http://www.axisdance.org/mission/
135

Prior to the 2016 premiere, a four-week rehearsal schedule was planned. Every
Sunday during this rehearsal was the designated “AEA Day Off.” For the full schedule
see APPENDIX B.
136

Bradley, 2016

137

Bradley, 2016

138

Sonneborn, 2016

139

By Aristotelian, I am referencing here an approach to logic and narrative based in the
lineage and discourse of Aristotle, espoused in his text the Organon.
140

Oxford English Dictionary, “ish”

141

McRuer (2006) explains, “Crip theory” exists in relation to “disability and lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgendered (LGBT) identity politics, to queer histories of coming
out, and to a focused and expansive notion of access” (3).
142

Nichole Canuso, in discussion with the author, August 1, 2017.

143

Holum, 2016

144

Holum, Bradley, and DelMarcelle discussed “devised theatre” in our conversations
and said the approach was a part of the rehearsal and creative process after the workshop.
They all made a point to mention devised theatre in reference to the collaborative process
that emerged during the creation of the final piece. For more on the theoretical principles
of devised theatre, see: Milling, Jane and Deirdre Heddon. 2005. Devising Performance.
New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
145

Charlie DelMarcelle, in discussion with the author, June 16, 2016.

146

Canuso, 2017.
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147

Canuso’s repertoire with her company, Nichole Canuso Dance, includes The Garden
(2013), an immersive mixed-media experience designed for and with six audience
members at a time, and the more recent Pandaemoneum (2016), described as a dancetheater piece and performed in collaboration with physical theater performer Geoff
Sobelle.
148

In our discussion on August 1, 2017, Canuso spoke about this rehearsal, stating: “I put
Shawn, Erin, and Lee together in a trio and that trio actually still exists in the show…
Suli was really drawn to it. She understood that it spoke in ways that the text couldn’t and
that its nonverbal and it’s long – I mean it was longer – and, so she just put it in the
script.”
149

Canuso, 2017

150

Bradley, 2016.

151

McNulty, 2016.
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This observation is from my rehearsal notes on March 17, 2016. See Rehearsal
Observation Notes, APPENDIX C.
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Canuso, 2017.
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McNulty, 2016.
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McNulty, 2016.
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McNulty, 2016.
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McNulty, 2016.

158

Canuso, 2017

159

Comment made by David Bradley in rehearsal at Christ Church Neighborhood House
on March 15, 2016. See Rehearsal Observation notes, APPENDIX C.
160

Franko (1993) discusses the use of improvisation and shared choreographic labor in
burlesque ballets. “The importance of improvisation points in turn to the idea that
burlesque ballets had more than one choreographer” (94).
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161

Anti-discrimination laws often seek retrospective accommodation, such as installing a
ramp, rather than foster disability, and its accompanying features, such as ramps, as an
affirmative right. See Melish (2007).
162

Definition of disability from ADA:
The term "disability" means, with respect to an individual
(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities of such individual;
(B) a record of such an impairment; or
(C) being regarded as having such an impairment (as described in paragraph (3).
(3) Regarded as having such an impairment
For purposes of paragraph (1)(C):
(A) An individual meets the requirement of "being regarded as having such an
impairment" if the individual establishes that he or she has been subjected to an action
prohibited under this chapter because of an actual or perceived physical or mental
impairment whether or not the impairment limits or is perceived to limit a major life
activity.
(B) Paragraph (1)(C) shall not apply to impairments that are transitory and minor. A
transitory impairment is an impairment with an actual or expected duration of 6 months
or less. (ADA 1990. 12102. Title 42, Chapter 126)
163

For access to the language in the Preamble, see: UN General Assembly, Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: resolution / adopted by the General Assembly,
24 January 2007, A/RES/61/106.
164

It is important to outline the difference between signature and ratification. Signing is
expressing intention to become a part of the treaty, a formal indication that a country
plans to “take steps to be bound by the treaty at a later date” (UN Enable, Chapter
Four…). More bluntly, to sign is the first step to ratify. Depending on the nation signing,
ratification could be swift or protracted, for a “State might have to ratify the treaty in
accordance with its own constitutional or legal provisions before it expresses consent to
be bound internationally” (UN Enable, Chapter Four…). In the context of the United
States, signing is an act of the President; ratification is bound up in the representative
democratic bodies that make up the federal government. For a treaty to be ratified in the
Senate, it needs to be approved by two-thirds of the members present when brought to the
floor (Harkin 2014).
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROCEDURE
Interviewer:
Offer thanks for participating in the interview
Give a brief summary of the research focus and the rationale for the research
Ask interviewee to sign interview consent form if not already completed
Explain that although I have questions to structure the interview, this is also structured as
a conversation, and therefore can be considered informal, with an improvisatory
dimension in relation to topics that arise during the interview
Questions for Performers and Creative Team:
1. Just to begin with, could you tell me a little bit about your experience as a
(dancer/performer, creative team member) in A Fierce Kind of Love?
Prompts:
-How did you get involved?
-What was your job or work situation prior to your involvement?
-How long have you been involved?
2. How did you first gain an interest in performance, dance, and/or theater?
3. What has your experience of ‘disability’ been thus far?
4. Why did you want to participate in a performance event that centered on disability?
5. Can you discuss how you felt onstage?
-Prompts:
- Can you recall a particular moment from the two-week run that stands out?
Describe?
6. Can you recall a specific rehearsal that stands out in memory?
-Prompts:
- Who was there?
-How did you feel?
- Do you recall any bodily sensations?
- What did you see?
- What was successful? Challenging?
7. What did you do in your first rehearsal? Las rehearsal?
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-Prompts:
-How involved were you in the creation of the work?
-Was there space for improvisation?
-How was ‘disability’ addressed in the creative process?
8. How did you conceive of or participate in the conception of the choreography? Did
you contribute any ideas to the choreography? Describe. Can you give examples of ideas
others contributed?
9. Do you like dancing/performing this work? Describe.
10. What comes to mind when you think about the performance now? Movements?
People? Feelings? Emotions...? Images?
11. What were some of the reaction/responses you received from friends, family
members, or audience members? Do you recall any comments made to you by people
who saw the performance? Who? What did they say?
12. Can you describe what you think this piece looks like?
13. Can you discuss how the piece, when you performed it, made you feel while on
stage?
14. Did you have any ideas about how you wanted feel?
15. Did you have any idea about how you wanted the audience to feel? Describe.
16. Is there anything you'd like to add that might help me understand your experience of
being a participant in this project?
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APPENDIX B
AEA RESEARSAL CALENDAR, A FIERCE KIND OF LOVE (2016)
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APPENDIX C
REHEARSAL OBSERVATION NOTES, A FIERCE KIND OF LOVE (2016)
March 15, 2016
Christ Church Neighborhood House, Second Floor Rehearsal Space
Philadelphia, PA
Start of Conference
Lori takes a long time to get to her spot - way behind everyone else
“The dangers of apathy!”
Rights of citizenship - never thought of this before in 1968
Speech – move through reaction and stillness
There is something very symbolic about the risk of bringing it to the courts and then
moving into the movement sequence of commands (or statements).
Cathy and Charlie (as Gunnar) on ramp – “To the Courts”
Then Shawn, Erin, and Lee come forward in a triangle with Erin in center on ramp
Movement Sequence with Erin, Lee, and Shawn (Trio)
Erin starts with commands: “frolic” “Stop” – stillness
Erin manipulates Lee and then Shawn
She makes them embrace and puts herself in the picture
“Melt”
“Picnic”
“Float”
Erin blows on them making them move further or parts of their bodies shift (like a light
punch in gut)
Lee manipulates Shawn and Erin
Hands almost touching pose
Shawn takes Lee’s hand and then,
Traveling pose with Shawn, Lee, Erin:
Shawn calls out directions – “Stop” “melt” “smile”
Shawn manipulates Lee’s body
Shawn manipulates Erin’s body – drags her by feet, “smile”
“Join Us” - All on bellies facing one another
“Return” to standing with Lee facing Erin
Shawn brings Lee to ramp and turns her
All with foreheads together on ramp
So, is Shawn choreographing this section?
The act of choreographing is presented on the stage – using the ramp
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David: This is about creative power
March 17, 2016
Christ Church Neighborhood House, Second Floor Rehearsal Space
Philadelphia, PA
~Still floating, and then still for Lori rejecting the term retarded
~Erin’s solo: that arch at the top of the platform!
Trio with Erin, Shawn, and Lee
The part where the three of them lay on their stomachs is cut
Suli to Charlie about his reaction to Shawn’s interruption: ID, you know what it means,
but you will never know what it is.
Nichole: Keep the sign floating slow – too fast.
David: The words aren’t just directions – they are ideas.
(about the words said in the Trio)
Waltz – they all walk into places
Record spin waltz
After Lee and Marcia
Return to partners and circle like a dog is cut – go right into do-si-do instead
Do-si-do (Lee, Cathy, and Shawn)
London bridge type of turn (Michael, Marcia, and Lori)
Into a tic tac toe like game (Erin, Charlie and Brian) – find eye contact; squeeze in and
then move away from each other while spinning
Shaking hand and weaving to exit stage – say goodbye through little moments of
connection (little gestures)
[Lori cried unexpectedly in rehearsal and everyone was really calm]
Marcia and Lori – Sisters Scene
Marcia speaks and does movements between chapters
Offering made from Lori to Marcia
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APPENDIX D
IMAGE PERMISSIONS

Amanda DiLodovico
2002 Fitzwater St. #2
Philadelphia, PA 19146
November 10, 2017
Jacques-Jean Tiziou, JJ Tiziou Photography
jj@jjtiziou.net
Dear Jacques-Jean:
I am completing a doctoral dissertation at Temple University entitled "Choreographies of
Disablement." I would like your permission to reprint in my dissertation excerpts from the
following:
Photographs from A Fierce Kind of Love (2016) and rehearsal photos from March 2016 and
October 2014 at Christ Church Neighborhood House in Philadelphia, PA.
The requested permission extends to any future revisions and editions of my dissertation,
including non-exclusive world rights in all languages, and to the prospective publication of my
dissertation by ProQuest LLC (ProQuest) through its UMI® Dissertation Publishing business.
ProQuest may produce and sell copies of my dissertation on demand and may make my
dissertation available for free internet download at my request. These rights will in no way
restrict republication of the material in any other form by you or by others authorized by you.
Your signing of this letter will also confirm that you own [or your company owns] the copyright
to the above-described material.
If these arrangements meet with your approval, please sign this letter where indicated below and
return it to me in the enclosed return envelope. Your consideration is appreciated.
Sincerely,

PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE USE REQUESTED ABOVE:
_________________________________________
Jacques-Jean Tiziou
November 14, 2017
Date: _______________
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